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WHAT’S NEW?
A SHAKEDOWN OF ALL WHAT’S NEW GOING INTO THIS YEAR’S SEASON OF TOP-FLIGHT RACING
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RED BULL RACING’S 
2020 OUTLOOK
The 2020 season sees Aston Martin 
Red Bull Racing confirm Alex Albon to 
continue to race with the team alongside 
Max Verstappen. After making his Formula 
One debut with sister team Scuderia Toro 
Rosso at 2019’s Australian Grand Prix. 
Alex’s performances across the first half of 
the 2019 F1 season earned him an August 
call-up to partner seven-time Grand Prix 
winner Max Verstappen. Since making his 
debut with the team at the 2019 Belgian 
Grand Prix, Alex has impressed with his 
approach in all areas, scoring 68 points 
and finishing in the top six in every race he 
contested for.

Aston Martin Red Bull Racing RB16 
made its track debut at the Silverstone 
Circuit a week ahead of pre-season testing 
in Barcelona. Straight down to business at 
the hands of Max Verstappen and sporting 
the team’s true colours, the RB16 took to 
the tarmac in its full 2020 race livery. With 
stable technical regulations carried over 
from 2019, the car is a refinement and 
evolution of its predecessor.

Team Principal, Christian Horner said 
“We had a great debut season with Honda 
and the partnership has gone from strength 
to strength. It’s been a really positive 
winter, and the effort that’s gone in behind 
the scenes has been truly impressive. 
Further steps have been made on both the 
power unit and the chassis side, and the 
integration of the power unit fully into the 
car is a work of art. It’s nice to see the RB 
16 out on track for the first time today in 
what is now an iconic livery.”

“We’ve had a good winter, lots 
of chilling out but also a lot 
of training and time in the 
simulator, so it’s good to finally 
see the end result here on track. 
It’s important to be here and 
get the initial feedback first-
hand from Max and the rest of 
the Team. Everything seems to 
be looking good for Barcelona. 
Obviously, it’s a filming day but 
it’s still exciting – and I’m really 
looking forward to driving the 
car once winter testing begins.”

   — Alex Albon

 Flag is Back
With the debacle at the Japanese Grand Prix 
that saw the chequered light panel going off 
a lap before the end of the race, the officials 
decided to bring back the good old-fashioned 
flag as the official race-ender for 2020

 Shark Fins
Cars will now have to sport a 'shark fin' 
style plate on the engine cover. This is set 
to house the drivers' numbers, making it 
easier for fans to distinguish between each 
team's two machines. The aerodynamic 
impact is minimal, save for a mild one during 
cornering, so no championship-deciding 
changes here.

 Penalty Notice
When Pierre Gasly missed the signals 
calling him to the weighbridge, stewards 
had to punish him as per the rules then, but 
for 2020 the stewards are allowed more 
discretion and have the jurisdiction to hand 
out less severe penalties if they see fit. Jump 
starts also used to incur either a drive-
through or a 10-second stop-go penalty. The 
2020 regulations give the stewards the option 
to dish out less harsh 5 and 10-second race 
time penalties.

 No More Screens 
Teams are no longer allowed to keep anything 
under wraps at the pre-season tests as screens 
are now outlawed while the track is live. They 
will, however, be allowed to put up screens 
when their car's floor isn't fitted, or if it is 
being recovered after stopping out on track. 

 New Wings
To try to limit puncture causing shrapnel 
from damaged front wings, the new rules 
dictate that the first 50mm of the front wing 
endplates have to be made purely of carbon 
fibre. Any metal elements are only allowed 30 
mm from the leading edge of the endplate.

 More MGU-Ks
Drivers can now use three Motor Generator 
Units – Kinetic (MGU-Ks) over the course 
of the season, rather than two, bringing the 
allocation in line with the number of Internal 
Combustion Engines, Turbo Chargers and 
Motor Generator Units – Heat elements 
they’re allowed per year.

 Stricter Fuel
The 2020 Technical Regulations limit the 
amount of fuel allowed to course through the 
car outside of the fuel survival cell to 250ml, 
down from 2 litres in 2019, which is done to 
deter teams from seeking any benefits from 
keeping larger amounts of fuel outside the 
tank 
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F 
ew movie franchises are as poignant to popular culture as the Bond juggernaut. Whereas 
reboots and remakes of countless other properties in Hollywood have gone belly-up, the 
mystique of the international man of mystery has managed to transcend the usual foibles 
associated with a series decades in the making. 

The cars that feature alongside Bond instantly become cemented in a hall-of-fame that 
manufacturers can only dream of being in today. The list of Bond Cars is extensive, but there is no 
greater connection than that of Bond and the DB� — It’s hard to imagine anything else in that 
starring role, but it was a connect that, very nearly, never came about. In the books, Bond 
originally drove a Bentley — his personal car, he liked to drive it “hard and well…with an almost 
sensual pleasure”, and bolted on a supercharger for good measure. But when it came to the silver 
screen (after a brief appearance in a Sunbeam Alpine), producer Albert Broccoli wanted him in the 
most beautiful car in the world: The Jaguar E-type. The Jag was already a hit; the low price of the 
sportscar had led to demand outstripping supply. So, Sir William Lyons allegedly passed on the 
request to furnish the film crew with a couple of brand new cars. Perhaps it's a stretch to say that 
this act saved Aston by giving it an injection of brand value that pays off to this day, but it 
permanently altered the course of history — for both the franchise and the manufacturer.

Bond �� is touted to feature some of the most spectacular car and bike-based action to be seen 
in a Bond movie to date. We’ve already had a glimpse of the DB� with Gatling guns, a well-placed 
AM V� (amongst many other Aston cameos), a Triumph bike chase and, of course, the now-viral 
behind-the-scenes footage of the new Defender — one of which features a chassis number ending 
in ���. How fitting! On page ��� we whet your appetite with what to expect from the automotive 
frontier.

Elsewhere in the issue, Lasitha has just picked up his own 
little homage to Bond-ism: an E�� (ok it’s no ���, but still). 
As is the way at TGSL, I managed to snag a drive shortly 
after purchase, and it made me wonder why anyone would 
want a new car. I then spent several miles behind Mercedes’ 
A-Class (Page ���) and CLA (Page ���), and proceeded to 
marvel at how well-sorted infotainment integration has 
come — real-life gadgetry is now almost on par with Bond’s 
remote control �-Series. 

So, have a look at TopGear’s exclusive insights into Bond 
��. We’ll be at the Sri Lankan premiere on the �nd of April, 
���� — so do say hi! And remember to keep your eyes on 
your road until then… 

Because this is no time to die*... 

“IT’S HARD 
TO IMAGINE 

ANYTHING 
ELSE IN THAT 

STARRING ROLE”
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Jason Diaz 
“The weather played nice with us that 

day, the sun was at just the right angle, 

the car was in it's perfect setting. Shame 

about the driver though...”

Kaushali Jayasinghe 
“Had an awesome ride with Clive. He 

claims to be a racing driver — I'm not 

sure though. We did go fast. Very fast.” 

Mark Riccioni
“Who'd have thought a man who chain 

smokes and kills tyres faster than Greta 

Thunberg updates her Twitter bio, could 

coin a nickname like Smokey”
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FORD FIESTA 
TITANIUM 1.0T 

VAUXHALL CORSA 
SRI NAV PREMIUM 1.2

The UK’s favourite car, vs Europe’s favourite car vs…  
a new Vauxhall. Welcome to the 2020 supermini title fight

W O R D S  O L L I E  K E W  P H O T O G R A P H Y  J O N N Y  F L E E T W O O D

The big test:  
Britain’s next top model

DRIVES
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A nd the winner is: the Ford Fiesta! 
Thanks for playing, good night 
everybody! That’s what the charts  
say. In ����, the Fiesta was once 
again Britain’s favourite car. This 

version’s into its third year on sale, but Ford still 
shifted ��,��� of them.

However, cast your eye a little wider and 
consider Europe together, as is unfashionable 
these days, then the Fiesta gets properly walloped 
by the Renault Clio. It’s Europe’s best-selling car 
– eight years, on the bounce. The Clio is a 
phenomenon, beating the mighty Fiesta down into 

fourth place on the continent. The Opel Corsa 
– still stubbornly a Vauxhall on these pleasant 
pastures, thank-you-very-much – only just scrapes 
into Europe’s top ��. The onslaught of crossovers 
has booted it out of the bestseller list over here. 

So, the new Renault Clio, emboldened – and 
sitting atop a fresh, lighter, roomier platform  
shared with the Captur – is out to take a scalp.  
The all-new, almost all-French Vauxhall Corsa – 
which is actually a Peugeot ��� underneath, since 
Peugeot-Citroen bought out Opel-Vauxhall – is  
out to get taken seriously again.  The all-electric 
Corsa-e will help there – another boon of copying 

RENAULT 
CLIO ICONIC 
TCe 100DRIVES
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1 Is it just us or are Lidl car parks 

getting even more desolate? 2 Fiesta 

can park for you, learners 3 Bizarre 

shark motif in Corsa is an in-joke 

between designers. Ha 4 New Clio in 

“Yes, a modern car that looks good 

on tiny 16-inch rims” shock

“DESPITE BEING THE MICHAEL 
McINTYRE OF CARS, THE FIESTA IS 

ALSO THE BEST STEER IN ITS CLASS”

01
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cruising, or dicing through town, or dealing 
with shoddy roads, is uncanny. Feels like a lot  
of time and money has been poured into those 
road manners, and that sense of well-bred 
maturity is why, even for people who think of 
F� as a computer key instead of a race series, 
the Fiesta feels ‘nice.’ So they buy one.

This one’s a cracker: plush Titanium trim 
meets the ���bhp version of the familiar 
EcoBoost tri-cyl engine. Chuckable as the 
Fiesta is, the extra ��bhp versus the top-selling 
��bhp one isn’t super necessary. Then again,  
it’s only an extra tenner a month on finance. 

Even with the handbrake left on, it’ll blow 
the Clio into the weeds, for the Renault is an 
excellent little car in search of a decent engine. 
This ���cc ��bhp effort is the most powerful 
option Renault will sell you, and while it matches 
the Corsa for horses, it’s too little and too late 
on torque. The all-French car is �� Nm down on 
the Frenglish one, over a small rev band, and 
once you’ve factored in the hollow gearshift only 
offering five wide-spaced ratios instead of the 
other two’s six, momentum is hard to come by. 

spec, since Ford spring-cleaned its line-up). 
Time to get reacquainted with the benchmark. 

Ever wondered what a Fiesta has in common 
with a McLaren supercar or a Rolls-Royce 
Phantom? It’s the sense of immediate 
‘rightness’. Climb in, and the driving position 
adjusts to low-set, wheel-at-your-chest, touring- 
car-wannabe for me, but my nan would be just 
as comfy, with the seat jacked up into Heathrow 
airspace and the seat-heater button glued down. 
The hideously nerdy but oh-so-important 
details like control weights feel beautifully in 
sync, from the first dip of the clutch, selection 
of a gear and jink of the steering. 

Now, you’re reading TopGear, so how a car 
handles matters to you. Don’t deny it – you’re 
among friends. That’s why people like us 
cherish the Fiesta, because, despite being  
the Michael McIntyre of cars (inoffensive, 
crowd-pleasing, bloody impossible to escape 
most of the time), it’s also the best steer in  
its class. The combination of alertness, agile 
responses to pitching the Fiesta into a corner 
and the sheer maturity of its behaviour when 

Peugeot’s homework. There’s no electric Clio 
yet, nor will there be. You buy a bespoke Zoe  
for the Renault EV experience. But there’s no 
electrified or plug-in Fiesta whatsoever. Not 
that sales have suffered, eh?

These three are the current heartland spec: 
�.�-litre or thereabouts triple-cyl petrols, with  
a light-pressure turbo providing the torque hit. 
The Clio is one trim rung further down the 
ladder than the others, but feels none the worse 
for it inside. Similiar money will get you into a 
Corsa SE Premium or a Fiesta Trend (the entry 

03

04

02
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FORD 
FIESTA
1 The Fiesta’s biggest 

weakness is probably the 

trim. Some of it is downright 

grim. Come on, Ford. Do 

better 2 Happily, the money 

has been spent (at last) on a 

media touchscreen that isn’t 

hopeless. Sync 3 is, in fact, 

simple and speedy 3 Climate 

control buttons are untidy, 

but the solid-feeling dials are 

far more pleasing to use than 

the others’ 4 There are £35k 

hot hatches that don’t have 

shifts as sweet as this one 5 

Clearest instruments on test. 

Ideal balance of old-school 

clocks and digital info 03

05

0302

01

VAUXHALL
CORSA
1 A joke about ‘finding the 

redline’? Us? No, we’re better 

than that. Just. As sportifying 

a cabin goes, this is very 

much ‘route one’. Just Add 

Red! 2 Spot the joins where a 

Peugeot-Citroen screen has 

been wedged into an ocean 

of glossy plastic 3 Another 

208 trait: the start button 

needs a weirdly long press  

to rouse the engine 4 These 

dials are far more attractive 

and user-friendly than the 

Corsa’s optional digi-display 

5 Hmm. Anyone’s Nova 

missing some front seats? 

04

05
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“ RENAULT HAS 
THOUGHTFULLY 
MADE THE 
CABIN A  
VERY NICE 
PLACE TO  
BE INDEED”

Since you’ll be late for everything, Renault 
has thoughtfully made the cabin a very nice 
place to be indeed. Park those jokes about 
French cars having trim flakier than a croissant 
– not here. The Fiesta has more metal garnish 
about the place, but the Clio’s got higher-quality 
plastic and squishy leather-ish flourishes. 

This one’s in Iconic trim and, despite that 
vom-worthy name, it’s more modest than the 
others, on price and equipment. For a bang-on 
rival, you’d want an S Edition, but you know 
what? Beside losing bum warmers and a toasty 
steering wheel, there’s very little you feel is 
missing in this lowlier Clio after stepping in 
from the others. There’s auto climate, cruise 
control, Renault’s best-in-industry keyless 
entry-and-go set-up, and the �in touchscreen  
is leagues, chasms, universes better than the 
utterly rubbish old system we’ve derided in the 
Megane and Kadjar. It’s snappy, and the main 
menus are fairly easy to get your head around. 
Compared to what went before, it’s a revelation. 

On first impressions, that’s what I thought of 
the Corsa. Driving it overseas before Christmas 
was like having an out-of-body experience while 
coming around from heavy sedation. I was 
driving a Vauxhall Corsa and... enjoying it. 
Problem is, that was not one bound for the UK. 

You can buy the ���bhp �.�-litre three-pot 
in the Peugeot ���, but Vauxhall is only offering 
this ��bhp effort in the Corsa over here. It’s 

fine – smoother than the Clio and less strangled 
– but having sampled the forbidden fruit, it’s 
less endearing. And then there’s the gearbox.  
Of all the things you wouldn’t want to inherit 
from Peugeot, it’s this: a six-speed manual so 
lightweight and baggy I wouldn’t be surprised  
if there’s a �p tax for each use. At all costs, get 
yourself into the automatic Corsa – it’s a superb, 
grown-up eight-speeder that does wonders for 
boosting the perception of quality. 

Lacking a depth of quality has been the 
Corsa’s curse. In many ways, it’s the opposite 
product to the Fiesta: a sensible supermini that 
sells in droves, but without making any effort  
to handle sweetly, have a class-best cabin or 
generally be any more memorable than the last 
time you loaded the dishwasher. It’s always 
smacked of “yep, that’s good enough”.

However, the new Peugeot ��� is superb,  
and Opel’s design team, led by Brit Mark 
Adams, has turned around a cracking-looking 
supermini on a knife-edge deadline. Less  
than two years from French coup to finished 
product. This should be a Corsa to get spooled 
up for, but when you apply some context and 
throw it in against box-office competition, it 
comes over all Tim Henman.

The brakes are ridiculously over-assisted,  
so you need Strictly-winning footwork to stop 
without embossing a reversed Vauxhall badge  
on your forehead. The ride’s fine, even for this 

01

RENAULT  
CLIO
1 In posher Clios, this soft trim 

is orange or purple. Sounds 

naff, but it really lifts the 

ambience 2 This is the 

standard 7in touchscreen. 

There’s a 9.3-inch one on the 

options list. Both are good, 

though the nav isn’t as clever 

as Google Maps 3 Renault’s 

infamous media control stalk 

has been redesigned to feel 

62 per cent less like it’s from 

the Eighties 4 Gearknob is 

bulky, and not quite on 

straight 5 Hurrah for not 

burying the climate controls 

in a touchscreen sub-menu

05
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123bhp 99bhp 99bhp

Nothing can touch it. 
Might be a little too 
‘common’ for some. 

But it’s popular 
because it’s brilliant 

0–100 10.0secs

Vast improvements in 
refinement, on-board 
tech, and it no longer 

feels like it was built in 
a Year 4 art class

Possibly the most 
handsome ’mini here, 

and the engine trumps 
the Clio’s, but the cabin 
is as dowdy as the drive

0–100 11.8secs 0–100 9.3secs

TOP SPEED

20km/l

ACCELERATION

18.5km/l

ECONOMY

19.2km/l

187 
kmph

FWD, 5spd manual FWD, 6spd manualFWD, 6spd manual

195
kmph

195
kmph

POWER

TORQUE

TRANSMISSION

BOOT CAPACITY

WEIGHT

ENGINE

VERDICT

1.2T, 3cyl

VAUXHALL
CORSA

Specifications

1 2 3

SCORE

5
10

309 litres
1,118 litres (seats down)

205 Nm

1.0T, 3cyl

RENAULT
CLIO

160 Nm

6
10

391 litres

1.0T, 3cyl

FORD 
FIESTA

169 Nm

8
10

1190kg 1178kg

292 litres
1,093 litres (seats down)

1090kg

1,069 litres (seats down)
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mediocrity “makes him sad”. At least he’s got 
no complaints about the rear legroom (it would 
be inhumane to ask Craig to try), but to split 
the difference, I try the back seats of all three 
and, yet again, the Fiesta edges it. The Corsa – 
like its Peugeot cousin – is rather dark inside 
and pinched for kneeroom and headroom. It’ll 
swallow the kids, but adults will regret cadging 
a lift. The Clio’s better off for headroom, and 
the Ford will indeed carry four adults on an 
office lunch run without triggering an email  
to HR. But then... a Vauxhall fightback! It’s got 
the second-biggest boot, behind the Clio’s vast 
cargo bay, but beating the Fiesta’s sub-���-litre 
boot, plus a lower loading lip.

It also boasts (by a fraction) the lowest CO� 
emissions, and the residual values are healthier 
this time around – though monthly payments 
are stiffer. It’s the only car of this size and  
price available with matrix LED headlights  
that manipulate the main beam to provide 
maximum night vision without dazzling 
oncomers. And, with the auto gearbox freeing 
up space for your clutch foot and binning the 
risible manual shifter, it’s a worthy little car. 

Decent and good enough – the usual faint 
praise damning the Corsa, then. This is the best 
Corsa ever, but that’s like saying you have a 
favourite Star Wars prequel. You can do better 
with the vastly improved Renault Clio. 

Once again it’s gone chic, but there’s also 
– finally – an injection of build quality and proper 
on-board tech. Incidentally, with the Clio you 
have to swerve the auto ’box like a high street 
chugger – it’s a seven-speed dual-clutch that’s 
jumpier than a dog on bonfire night. Pity, since 
the manual is incompatible with many of the 
Clio’s traffic-friendly driving assistance tricks. 

However, the Clio’s slightly less spacious 
cabin, so-so handling and most of all its 
breathless engine, gift victory to the old boss.  
No other supermini is as rounded as Ford’s – 
even if the Clio (and that ��� we’ll be rounding 
up soon) have leapfrogged its cabin ambiance. 
Stick to the ��bhp engine, go for Titanium or 
ST-line spec and the Fiesta becomes, like a 
�-Series Touring, or Golf GTI, one of the 
all-time, all-the-car-you-need heroes. Like I said 
at the start, the deserved winner is indeed the 
Ford Fiesta. But I would say that – I’m British.
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“THIS IS THE BEST CORSA EVER, BUT 
THAT’S LIKE SAYING YOU HAVE A 

FAVOURITE STAR WARS PREQUEL”

sporty SRi with its ��-inch rims and reinforced 
suspension mounts, but an Xbox controller has 
more reassuring steering feedback and the 
Corsa can’t match the Fiesta’s poise.

Inside, there are obvious own goals: the 
fiddly heater controls are tucked unhelpfully 
into a deep recess under the main screen. 
Details like door inserts and cupholders are 
grim. And there’s more bad French inheritance: 
because PSA can’t be arsed to shift the fusebox 
for right-hand drive cars, the glovebox is a 
pathetic thimble. And the PSA-supplied 
touchscreen, though much improved, can’t 
compete with the Clio’s, and particularly the 
Fiesta’s, for reaction time or simplicity. 

My colleagues agree. Man-mountain Craig 
extricates himself from the Corsa offended by 
its half-hearted sporty seat stripes and red dash 
trim. I know what he means – compared to the 
Peugeot ���, the Corsa is almost suspiciously, 
cynically dowdy inside. It’s still just ‘good 
enough’ – if the only supermini you test drive 
while choosing is, as per usual, a Corsa. 

Stephen’s very taken with the Clio, and  
agrees the Corsa’s visual promise but general 
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T he CLA, like the rest of its A-Class-based 
brethren, is designed to attract a younger 
generation to the three-pointed star. The 

vehicle you see here is an “Edition One” variant 
— a level of trim Mercedes offers for the first �� 
months after the introduction of a new model. 
With it, you get AMG-line styling, the frivolous of 
which boils down to many fake vents, a fake 
diffuser and taste-challenging orange accents all 
over. But the good bits are Alcantara-lined sports 
seats, a Nappa leather steering wheel, lowered 
suspension and ��” multi-spoke alloys. 

The cockpit is virtually identical to the A-Class. 
As such, you’re treated to swathes of screen front 
and centre, with some of the crispiest of graphics 
you’ll find. The platform is what debuted Merc’s 
new interior design-language, which has seen it 
carry on to their other new models such as the 
GLE. Also present and correct is MBUX which has 
quickly become my favourite in-car infotainment 
system; The voice recognition can pick up on a 
variety of accents, and what you ask of it is 
successfully carried out ��% of the time — from 
changing the interior temperature to interpreting 
the correct (and not phonetic) pronunciation of 
names in one’s phonebook. You’re given two 
intuitive ways of interacting with the functions 
on-screen: either via a touchpad on the steering 

wheel, or a much-larger wrist-placed pad on the 
centre console. The latter is of personal 
preference and includes the ability to write an 
entire name on the cars touchpad to dial the 
number, or simply make big swipes left and right 
to change tracks. 

Rear-seat space is likely a question that’ll crop 
up, especially from those browsing the multiple 
small Mercs on offer today. The CLA no-longer 
holds the mantle of being the only four-door 
sub-compact Mercedes; alongside the hatch, 
there's a Sedan variant of the A-Class that caters 
to those who need the room. Therefore, the CLA 
can afford to have a more compromising roofline, 
which does eat into rear-seat headroom. At �”�� I 
have just enough room to sport a �" quiff (which I 
don't in case you were wondering). With the 
driver's seat adjusted to my seating position rear 
legroom was passable, but under-thigh support is 
virtually absent, as too is an unobstructed view 
out of the side windows. Move the front seats 
further back and man-spreading runs you the risk 
of having your kneecaps pincered by the rear-door 
grab-handles on closing. Ouch. 

Being the ��� variant, you don’t expect the 
CLA to be a firecracker in any department. You’re 
not wrong, with the �.�-litre Renault-co-developed 
engine feeling strained when pushed, with a noise 
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Suited not 
Booted

MERCEDE S -BENZ 
CL A180 

LKR13mn

FOR Sharply styled, great 

infotainment, engaging handling

AGAINST Lack of power, backseat 

experience unforgettable for the 

wrong reasons

18.5
km/l

7spd
 dct

136
bhp

9.0
secs

kmph
0-100

1.3 4cyl 
turbo
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as attractive as a collection of nails being rattled 
around in a can. Putting out just ���bhp, the 
CLA��� does the �-��� sprint in a paltry �.� 
seconds which, if you look at the rest of 
Mercedes' lineup, puts it on equal footing as an 
equivalent steam roller. The �-Speed DCT 
manages to compliment the torque curve the 
majority of the time, but at lower speeds can get 
rather confused in its selections, leading to a jerk 
or two as it clumsily tries to decide which cog is 
best. 

the ratio on the fly to keep things sharp. Combined, 
you get an immensely pointy front-end, with 
enough feedback from the front wheels to stop you 
from washing out at cornering speeds beyond what 
you'd expect. Despite not sending the power to the 
back, the CLA successfully manages to be sportier 
than the bigger C-Class.  

The biggest challenge boils down to the CLA's 
proximity in pricing to the bigger platform. With 
the CLA��� starting from LKR��mn (the tested car 
with options described is in the region of 
LKR��.�mn), and the C��� starting from ��mn 
(C���, ��.�mn), the stretch to the more 
established Merc may not be enough to preclude it 
from contention. In the current absence of both 
the Audi A� and BMW’s �-Series GT, the CLA’s 
greatest competition is from within. Is the C-Class 
an objectively better car? It’s certainly a better 
Mercedes, doing everything expected of it 
(comfort, balanced power, and is comparatively 
roomy). But it misses out on the MBUX techy-
goodness, the dynamics in the bends, and looks 
rather staid in comparison. If the extra cost is a 
concern, bar an absence of power, the CLA is a still 
a wonderful car. But a C���, albeit it over �.�mn 
more, presents less compromise all-round. That’s 
what the head would say. The heart is still pouring 
over the design of the four-door coupe. Sam D. Smith

So, it’s not fast, but does the handling make 
any attempt to fall in line with the “sporty” 
aspirations that have been bestowed upon it? 
Surprisingly, yes. Although being a front-wheel 
drive, the rear track of the CLA has been made 
wider than that of the A-Class. It also features 
multilink rear suspension across the range — 
significant because Merc opted for a cheaper 
torsion-beam setup for the lowliest of A-Class 
models. You also get Mercedes’ “Direct Steer”, a 
fancy term for progressive steering —adjusting 

The bigger screen pictured 

is an essential option. The 

orange piping less so

“MBUX HAS QUICKLY BECOME 
MY FAVOURITE IN-CAR 

INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM”
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Iwas tempted to start the write up with 
"another day another SUV..." except it isn't. 
This is the gloriously large and actually 

off-road capable all-new Discovery. Still a 
relatively new design, the current generation is 
Land Rover's attempt to bring some coherency 
into the lineup. As such, it loses the “designed 
with a ruler” look of the previous two generations. 
Still, the new Discovery doesn’t exactly look soft. 
If nothing else, its sheer girth compensates for 
any mildness its rounded-off edges may convey. 
The rear must be mentioned though – try not to 
look at it directly from behind. Just don’t.

Spec-wise, our test unit was a very well-
appointed HSE Si�. A full-length sunroof, three 
rows of electric leather seating and Meridian 
audio can all be found. Sitting in the driver’s (or 
any) seat affords you a brilliant view of the 
surroundings and one of the first things to strike 
you is how easy the vehicle is to place on the road 
as a result.

Being petrol, peak torque comes in at a 
relatively high (for an SUV) �,��� revs, but the 
eight-speed 'box helps make the most of it. 
���km/h comes up in a claimed �.� seconds which 
we wouldn’t dispute – very admirable when you 
realize this weighs about as much as four and a 
half Kei cars. However its height doesn’t inspire 
one to throw it around corners like its more 
sporting siblings as the vehicle does tend to list. 

For more realistic on-road driving, the 
Discovery takes little getting used to and, if it had 
to be described in a word, it would be "easy". 
Ergonomics are spot on and the supercharger 
whine provides adequate aural pleasure to keep 
the more enthusiastic entertained. Four-zone 
climate control, very good massaging, heated and 
cooled seats and the ability to lower the second 

two rows with one button press show that the 
Discovery tries hard and succeeds at ticking 
nearly all boxes of the demanding ���� SUV 
buyer.

Its main rivals, the BMW X�, Audi Q� and 
Volvo XC��, will never have the off-road 
credibility and bragging rights the Discovery 
has earned over the years. As lower 
percentages of buyers are taking their vehicles 
off-road JLR is answering this with more 
luxuries than you could shake a stick at, while 
still including enough mud-plugging prowess 
to not dilute the Discovery name. To that end, 
the Discovery remains an arguably unique 
offering.

Here in Sri Lanka, the Discovery’s biggest 
“problem” is the Range Rover Sport. Why? 
Engine capacity-based taxation. Brand 
conscious buyers are snapping up the two-litre 
hybrid Sports, saving a few million Rupees, and 
resting well at night believing that they’ve hit 
peak-SUV (at least brand wise).

There's no doubt that the Discovery's richer 
cousin is a brilliant piece of kit. But this comes 
across as an entry-level Tag Heuer vs. Grand 
Seiko kind of dilemma. You could get a 
perfectly engineered premium Swiss watch for 
less than what you would pay for what many 
would shrug off as "just a Seiko". But is it? 
There aren't many who would opt for the latter, 
but when �/� of your rich friends are sporting 
Rolexes, that fifth gent with the GS suddenly 
comes across as tasteful, possibly knowing 
something the others have been missing. This 
comparison might be a bit of a stretch, but 
having driven the Discovery, I know it's where 
I'd put my money. If anything, that V� should 
last longer than a complex hybrid. Ryan Jansz
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Disco 
shoes 

L A ND RO V ER DIS C O V ER Y 
HSE SI6

LKR45mn

FOR Capable beyond a 

shadow of a doubt, punchy V6 

AGAINST Price and that rear 

end 

9.1
km/l

8spd
 auto

336
bhp

7.1
secs

kmph
0-100

3.0 V6 
s' charged

“THE DISCOVERY 
REMAINS AN 
ARGUABLY 
UNIQUE 
OFFERING”
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T he last time I got my mitts on a Kymco 
was the Downtown ���i, and what a 
bike that was. Easily the most 

powerful scooter on the Sri Lankan market 
to date, it left me with a smile spanning from 
one ear to the other once the test was done. 
Suffice to say, my expectations were high, 
maybe unfairly so, for the smaller Downtown 
���i. See, on paper, a scooter of this size 
shouldn’t really work, it should technically be 
slow and cumbersome, but I was pleasantly 
surprised at how well it performed.

This is thanks partly to the engine, which 
makes just shy of ��bhp, in a ���cc! It’s got 
all the bells & whistles; it’s a dual-injected, 
liquid-cooled, four-stroke and comes paired 
to a good CVT transmission and a twin 
balance shaft that helps in reducing 
vibrations. Having said that, the Downtown 
does take a hot second to dig into its rut, but 
once you get over that initial lag, the pace 
picks up enough for overtaking manoeuvres 
and keeping up with traffic. Handling is as 
good as its big brother thanks to a rigid 
tubular steel chassis. Other goodies that 
trickle down are adjustable brake levers and 
braided hoses which give better brake feel.

The lean angle is mightily impressive — 
perfect for those who like to carve up corners 
and thrash about on two wheels all while 
being perfectly under control. The 
Downtown, despite its heft, loves corners. It’s 
willing to push the sufficiently grippy tyres 
even further without being fazed at all. Speed 
can easily be brought down using the 
powerful three-piston front disc, or two-pot 

rear. Good controllable stopping power 
overall, and even at each end which is 
aided further by the dual-channel Bosch 
ABS which comes as standard.

The one advantage the sheer size of 
the Downtown has is the �,���mm 
wheelbase, the longest in its class for that 
matter, which lends itself to less pitching 
during acceleration and deceleration. 
Sharing of parts with its big brother 
extends to the suspension, meaning 
handling and comfort have been set-up 
for a bigger and faster scooter. And 
although the twin-shock, telescopic fork 
layout is conventional at best, the quality 
feels exceptional, harking to something 
that might have been Japanese-built, not 
Taiwanese. But on the flip side, this is a 
scooter that is carrying almost double the 
weight of your average ���, and despite 
having an average seat height, the sheer 
width does make it tricky to walk it 
through traffic for those of a more… 
stockier stature.

However, that nimbleness, or rather, 
the lack thereof, is offset by the luxurious 
ride quality. The Downtown is probably 
the one scooter I would jump on for a long 
tour avoiding all the roads well-travelled 
if I was restricted to the ���… And there 
is a very real restriction here. With the 
��� coming at ‘only’ LKR���,���, which is 
expensive, yes, but is half the price of the 
��� that comes in a cool LKR�,���,���. A 
very big pill to swallow, but you do get 
what you pay for. Jason Diaz
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The littlest 
Maxi

K Y MC O DO W N T O W N 125I

LKR740,000

FOR Same features that its big 

brother has for half the price

AGAINST Up there for a 125, and 

quite the hefty one for the 

capacity

n/aCVT
 auto

14.8
bhp

n/a

kmph
0-100

124cc 
1cyl

“NIMBLENESS, OR 
RATHER, THE LACK 
THEREOF, IS OFFSET 
BY THE LUXURIOUS 
RIDE QUALITY”
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1.8T  
4cyl

288
bhp

4.4
secs

15.2
km/l

kmph
0-100

2.0T  
4cyl

296
bhp

5.1
secs

11.1
km/l

kmph
0-100

T his is the Alpine A���S. All the ‘S’s: 
sharper, stiffer, swifter, stoppier.  
An extra ��bhp from the �.�-litre  

turbo engine, wider torque band, active 
sports exhaust, high performance brakes  
as standard, ��mm wider tyres front and  
rear, new springs, stiffened anti-roll bars, 
�mm suspension drop, recalibrated ESP.  
All the fun of the fair.

And now the Cayman T. I tried to  
think up a load of ‘T’s, but failed dismally 
because, really, it’s another load of ‘S’s.  
The sportiest sections of the options list 
added to a base-model Cayman. ��mm 
lower suspension, bigger ��-inch wheels, 
dynamic engine mounts, alcantara, decals.

They’re a bit apart on price (more on that 
later), but inseparable on philosophy and 
aggression, close on power – the Porsche’s 
turbocharged �.� flat-four delivering ���bhp 
to the Alpine’s ���bhp. The Alpine’s faster, of 
course, because it’s smaller, lighter: �,���kg to 
the chunky German’s �,���kg. Which isn’t  
that chunky, it’s just that the Alpine is the 
automotive embodiment of Veganuary.

Weight defines the Alpine experience. It’s 
�.�km/l more efficient everywhere than the 
Cayman, has zestier, perkier acceleration, 
doesn’t unduly tax its brakes or tyres, skates 

lightly over any surface. The Porsche has  
to work harder. There’s more inertia to 
overcome at low engine speeds which 
manifests itself in turbo lag. Despite the 
broader tyres (��mm fatter front and rear) 
understeer sets in sooner. It feels heavier in 
your hands. After a back-to-back, ��-mile, 
cross-country jaunt, the Porsche is the one 
clutching its sides and wheezing.

Well, sort of. Driven in isolation,  
the Cayman T is great. This is the current 
Cayman to have if you enjoy driving and a) 
can’t afford a GT� or b) don’t want to buy a 
used nat-asp flat-six. Sure, it doesn’t skim 
along as deftly and gently as the Alpine, but it 
has rewards of its own. The oily, mechanical 
precision of the steering, brakes and gearbox 
makes each a delight to just operate. The 
suspension’s taut springing is matched by 
superb damping. I’ve roundly criticised the 
flat-four engine previously, but it’s smoother 
and more immediate at the top end. Keep  
it bubbling away over �,���rpm and there’s 
not much to complain about. I get out of  
the Cayman after every drive with a warm 
feeling, knowing that as a car to drive day-in, 
day-out, this would feel pretty good.

I was hoping to write this without too 
much reference to the standard A���, but 

FOR Wonderful 

communicator, and 

downright fast, too 

AGAINST Price increase 

over standard A110, cabin 

space

A L P INE A110S

FOR The best everyday 

Cayman, lovely to 

operate

AGAINST Flat-four engine 

remains the weak link

P OR S CHE C AY M A N T

Alpine’s faster, harder A110S takes  
on Porsche’s sportified Cayman T

Twin test: 
Sports coupes
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realised you have to see the S in context. 
What we love about the standard version  
is that it took a different path, softer and 
more playful, unafraid of roll, unashamedly 
individual. In tightening it up, Alpine has 
made it more conventional. Undoubtedly 
faster, even more nimble and agile, stunning 
through direction changes and with 
communication through chassis and steering 
that’s the best this side of a Lotus. There’s 
one dynamic element of both A���s that  
isn’t quite up to scratch. The steering needs  
a bit more bite on turn-in, just to let you know 
it’s really got its teeth into things. The S gives 
you so much information that as soon as the 
rear axle engages with a corner – that sliver  
of a second after you turn the wheel – you  
get that. You soon work out that you can  
vary your cornering technique to discover 
different things about the car, and no matter 
what you do, the A���S excels.

If this was only about the driving, the 
Alpine would have it. But it’s a question of 
sacrifices. The Alpine’s two boots offer about 
half the Porsche’s carrying capacity. Inside, 
it’s more cramped and the infotainment is 
hugely frustrating to operate. The driving 
position might fit you fine, but personally  
I’d like the wheel to be less tilted away at the 
top and the seat to extend further under my 
thighs. The Porsche is hard to fault inside – 
you get in, it works how you want and feels 
right for a car costing £��,���.

The Alpine is £��,���. That’s almost 
exactly �� grand more than the base one.  
It’s a more fundamentally altered car than  
the Cayman T (a seven-grand lift), but loses 
some of what makes the standard Alpine so 
beguiling. In short, as a daily coupe, this is 
only the second-best Alpine. And, here, it’s  
up against the best Cayman. And for the first 
time, an Alpine loses. Ollie Marriage

“ THEY’RE A BIT APART ON PRICE, BUT 
INSEPARABLE ON PHILOSOPHY AND 
AGGRESSION, CLOSE ON POWER”
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3.0
6cyl

8spd
auto

330
bhp

6.3
secs

kmph
0-100

10.2 
km/l

12.4
km/l

2.0  
4cyl

CVT 
auto

164 
bhp

11.8 
secs

kmph
0-100

I n the past, TG has been a big fan of the 
Subaru Forester. Previous versions were 
honest, able and reliable – favouring 

substance and actual off-road ability when  
so many others simply sought style points.

Like many of its rivals, though, the Forester 
has gone hybrid. The vitals are as follows:  

a �.� �cyl Boxer engine combines with a small 
lithium-ion battery and an electric motor to 
produce ���bhp and ��� Nm of torque. There’s 
also permanent �WD, a CVT gearbox and minor 
exterior changes from the previous generation. 
Underneath, the e-Boxer is based on Subaru’s 
new Global Platform, which means body 
strength is increased by �� per cent and  
rear legroom by ��mm. 

These are baby steps into the world of 
hybridisation for Subaru. In fact, the e-Boxer’s 
battery is so small that it can only manage a 
single mile of all-electric range at up to ��kmph. 
There’s no EV-only button either, so you’ll find 
yourself engaging the internal combustion 
engine if you even whisper in the throttle 
pedal’s ear. The presence of a sluggish CVT 
means the revs climb and things get particularly 
noisy under hard acceleration too.

The ride is impressively soft, though – in 
part thanks to the high-sidewalled tyres – and 
the steering is dynamic enough for something of 
this size. Then there’s Subaru’s EyeSight safety 
system that comes as standard on all e-Boxers. 
It includes a heap of electronic nannies but is 
never intrusive in daily driving. The same can  
be said for the Driver Monitoring System,  
which points cameras back at the driver and 
uses facial recognition to detect whether you’re 
paying attention or not. It’s impressive tech,  
if a little 1984.

Other good bits? Well, the X-Mode dial 
means you can switch between normal, snow/
dirt and deep snow/mud modes for proper 
off-roading, and the boxy shape allows for a 
huge and easily loadable boot, as well as good 
visibility all round. The interior is thoughtfully 
laid out and easy to navigate, but there are too 
many cheap plastics and clunky buttons. The 
poor sound quality from the stereo will frustrate 
modern-day, speaker-spoilt kids too.

The e-Boxer starts from £��,���, but the 
Premium trim level we had commands a £�,��� 
um… premium, and that base price is already  
a hefty £�,��� more than the standard petrol 
Forester. Hybridisation might not have been  
the answer for Subaru. Greg Potts
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MERCEDE S  
GL S 4 00d

THE S-CLASS OF SUVS, CLAIMS MERC. THAT 
surely implies the seats you want to be in are 

those in the back. But there’s nothing special 

about them. It’s just a three-seat bench with 

a 60:40 slide, like any other family SUV. And 

you certainly don’t want to be further back. 

There might be USB slots, airvents and 

leather, but there’s not much space. And 

getting there? Well, if you’re young enough to 

scamper, you’ll be fine. Otherwise no. 

Everything – seats, tailgate, towbar – 

moves electrically, but does so very slowly. 

Which is safe, but hardly conducive to family 

life when the average scamperer moves at 

the speed of light. They’ll clamber over, 

rather than wait, muddy footprints on 

leather the only evidence of their passage. 

The boot is genuinely massive – you’ll 

need a rake to reach its further extremities. 

But so’s the car – half a metre longer than  

a G-Class for heaven’s sake. And so 

complicated. Now you’ll be glad of the  

kids as they’ll be able to use the removable 

rear armrest tablet to set the car up for you. 

Which should keep them quiet for a bit. 

Plus points. It isn’t as fugly as the BMW X7.  

It’s very smooth to drive. In Europe we don’t 

get the clever E-Active body control, but this 

big diesel version is quiet and gentle, yet 

commanding and muscular. It drives as it 

ought to. And so does an S-Class. Maybe 

that’s what Merc was on about. OM

6
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MUST TRY
HARDER

In your  
own time...

SUB A RU F OR E S T ER 
E-B O X ER

FOR Great visibility, proper ride 

comfort, safety systems

AGAINST Miniscule hybrid 

range, disappointing interior
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1.0  
3cyl

72
bhp

15.5 
secs

19.2
km/l

kmph
0-100

1.9TD 
4cyl

161
bhp

12.7 
secs

14.3
km/l

kmph
0-100

2.0TD
4cyl

177
bhp

4.6
secs

10.3
km/l

kmph
0-100

5.0  
V8

825
bhp

3.8 
secs

c16.0 
km/l

kmph
0-100

The overrun
Small but perfectly formed reviews. The best of the rest from this month’s drives

Anyone clambering into Isuzu’s 

cut-price Ranger Raptor rival 

after a stint in a crossover will find 

its lack of manners stark. But 

that’s not what it’s trying to be, 

however. It’s trying to be the 

extreme pick-up. On the road, it’s 

as uncouth as its appearance 

suggests, but off-road it comes 

into its own, acting every inch  

the budget Dakar rep. Isuzu’s 

history contains some bonkers 

side notes, and this deserves  

to be another. SD

FOR Hugely capable off-road, 

and it looks unique

AGAINST By which we mean 

really unique

ISU Z U  
D-M A X X T R

5
10

6
10

Yes, it’s a UK-tuned Ford 

Mustang. With a supercharger 

and 825bhp, Clive Sutton can 

supply you a car new, or you  

can take yours along for 

upgrading. And 825bhp isn’t the 

only option; there’s a huge parts 

catalogue covering everything 

from seats and carbon splitters 

to exhausts. Avoid the fighty 

stiffer springs, but enhance  

your manual box with the Barton 

short throw lever. That’s worth 

having. Even at £990.  OM

FOR Give your pony some claws! 

Which just sounds wrong... 

AGAINST Watch the spend. A 

£100,000 Mustang is possible

F OR D  
MUS TA NG C S 800

It’s the cheapest estate car you 

can buy new. You’ll pay £1,500 

more for one of these than an 

identically specced Sandero. It 

works out at around £100 a month 

for a car with bootspace similar to 

a Mondeo Estate’s. It’s achingly 

slow, even when empty, the 

plastics are crap... this is the zenith 

of ‘car as white good’.  

It’ll make a lot of people’s lives 

immeasurably less stressful,  

but probably not more joyful.  

But we do love its honesty. SD

FOR As useful as cars get  

below £20,000

AGAINST But as enjoyable?  

Lord no

D A CI A  
L OG A N MC V

7
10

VW’s standard camper is based 

on the Caravelle. This is based on 

the larger Crafter. Doesn’t sleep 

any more people (still four, or only 

two if you have the longer-but-

lower 680 version), but adds toilet 

and shower. It’s well designed, but 

doesn’t have the regular Cali’s 

versatility. You’ll only use this for 

going on holiday. And because it 

keeps the van’s metalwork, it’s 

narrow inside. Volkswagen’s 

attention to detail is here, but 

I’m not sure the market is.  OM

V OL K S WA GEN  
GR A ND C A L IF OR NI A

6
10

FOR VW knows how to make  

a camper van desirable

AGAINST You can only use 

it for holidays
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An Aston Martin off-roader?  
Yup, and six driving modes, five ride  
heights and Oman for us to play with

E VERYONE’S TALK ING ABOUT

DRIVING
THE DBX
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Normally in an Aston Martin, off-road equals  
end of the road. But not now. This is the DBX, 
and it’s just getting started. There are six 
driving modes and five ride heights to choose 

from, ��mm of total suspension rise and fall. But it’s 
early in Oman and I haven’t woken up, so I don’t feel the 
DBX lift ��mm when I engage Terrain mode. Not sure I 
needed it anyway. The DBX is assured as it gains altitude 
– no sudden lurch or crash, firmer than a Range Rover, 
but traction is good, it clambers calmly.

This is not the finished article. You knew that by  
the litter of sponsor decals, more a distraction than a 
disguise. But with a low roof, ��s and short, plunging 
bonnet, it’s surprising how big it doesn’t look. Inside, the 
dash is a glare of error lights. Yep, this is a development 
car. Its origins are interesting. Usually, the exterior 
design team gets first crack of the whip, but chief 
engineer Matt Becker tells me that “based on our 
experience from the Rapide  
we knew the occupants were the most important thing,  
so when we started the concept for this car we fitted the 
people in first and then designed everything else around 
them”. It’s big inside. Genuinely, surprisingly big. 

The �.�-litre twin-turbo V� and nine-speed auto 
drivetrain is from Mercedes, the platform is Aston’s  
own, a unique bonded extruded aluminium chassis, with 
chunky aluminium cast nodes at the corners to support  
the suspension. The rear wheels can handle all the torque 

if necessary, the fronts up to �� per cent.  
The centre differential is from an E��, but 
there’s no drift mode. Hardly a necessity. 

Despite ���bhp, it’s not the fire-breather 
here it is in the Vantage or various hot 
AMGs. Power arrives progressively, ramping 
up through the mid-range, the noise is 
lighter, less thumping. Fast, but in a 
sophisticated way. But above all, on Oman’s 
early morning roads the DBX feels... well, 
playful describes  
it best. It’s confidence inspiring, alert  
and eager. Comfortable, too. While the 
Lamborghini Urus is all-out, waging war  
on the physics, the DBX has a softer core. 
Despite having the most powerful ��V  
active anti-roll on the market, able to add 
����Nm of twist to the front and rear roll 
bars in �.�secs, the DBX isn’t scared of a  
little roll. The steering isn’t artificially sharp 
or sudden, its responses are more deliberate, 
but also faithful and accurate. The body feels 
stiff, the suspension placid. 

I try to think of others in the luxury SUV 
class I enjoy driving more and the answer 
that comes to me over the course of the day 
is… none. But I sort of expected that. This, 
like the DBS Superleggera, is a natural Aston 

Martin. It carries itself well. Aston has  
over �,��� advance orders. That’s a start,  
but they’ll need to get customers into 
dealerships – it’s only in the flesh that  
you pick up the subtleties in the bodywork 
and, perhaps more importantly, realise how 
genuinely capacious it is. Visually, it’s less  
of a blunderbuss than others, so slips past  
the eco-sensors that bit more easily. But  
for the time being V� is it – no hybrid, no 
electric version has yet been announced. 

And that’s before we get to the real 
sticking point: build quality. The tie-up 
with Merc has improved things enormously, 
but the challenges of this car being built on 
a brand new line, by a brand new 
workforce,  
in a brand new factory at St Athan in Wales, 
can’t be under-estimated. They need to get  
it right from the word go. If they do, the  
DBX deserves to do well. Ollie Marriage

“ THE DBX HAS A SOFTER 
CORE... IT ISN’T SCARED 
OF A LITTLE ROLL”

Looks like an Aston Martin, smells 

like an Aston Martin, drives like  

an Aston Martin... except taller
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CMSC Speedruns
All those years lapping Suzuka on 

the playstation finally pay off — the 

Ceylon Motorsports Club is hosting 

an eSports "Speedruns" tournament. 

Colombo Round: 8th March @ OGF

Harpo's Pizza Rush
With real pizzas at stake (you can 

win one each week), finally we 

can waste time in the office with a 

reward. Download from the locally-

developed IMI Games website

#AccidentallyWesAnderson   
Not just a hashtag, but a must-

follow Insta account. WARNING! If 

you love your Wes, you’ll begin to 

spend every second of the day 

seeking out potential submissions

Drive to Survive: S2
By the time you're reading this, Netflix's 

highly acclaimed documentary 

centred on the 2019 F1 season will be 

out. Lots of sweary-Gunther we hope! 

Different Strokes  
The ever-changing sound of American 

band The Strokes is back. Trickling 

tracks from their new album The New 

Abnormal. Fully released in April

What we’re watching/

listening/doing, while  

we should be working

C O F F E E  B R E A K
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STYLE
T R E ND S OF T HE MON T H

PUMA NRGY Neko Engineer 

A good pair of casual trainers are a much-needed asset in anyone's wardrobe. 

Be it for casual use, or you finally want to keep that New Year's resolution you 

made a couple of months ago. But what do you get? There are a daunting 

number of styles you could go for, but the one that has established itself is the 

knit. The knit is popular for a few reasons; primarily, it looks hella cool, it doesn't 

feel like you're wearing a traditional shoe, more like a sock. And for the more 

eco-conscious, this style of shoe actually produces less waste and consumes 

fewer resources throughout the manufacturing process, so yay for that. Puma is 

one such big manufacturer that has got this style of shoe on-point. Comfortable 

enough to use day to day, work out in the gym, or even to go for a run and the 

added ventilation helps keep those odours in check. LKR22,499; DSI Foot Candy
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Y ou certainly can’t accuse Porsche of not listening. Nor being  
afraid of a public U-turn. A decade after switching its horrid  
PDK button shifters for normal paddles, it’s put six-cylinder 

power back in the Boxster and Cayman.
If you’ve read anything on the internet in recent years, you’ll have  

seen at least some diatribe angled at the ��� Boxster and ��� Cayman. 
Specifically, at their switch to rumbly four-cylinder turbo engines, which 
have proved barely more economical than the glorious naturally aspirated 
flat-sixes they turfed out of Porsche’s mid-engined sports cars. 

So we arrive at this, the new ��� GTS, which gains the �.�-litre flat-six 
engine that’s appeared in the recent Cayman GT� and ��� Spyder. They 
were motorsport specials from the same department as the GT� and GT� 
RS, so were immune to soul-sapping downsizing moves. But Porsche has 
had the good grace to let a detuned version of the engine drop a rung 
down on the ��� ladder and into the GTS, too.

Here it produces ���bhp – up ��bhp on the now defunct �cyl GTS, 
while just ��bhp down on the Cayman GT� and ��� Spyder – and is good 
for �–���kmph in �.�secs and a ���kmph top speed, making it quicker 
than the old GTS and only marginally slower than the GT�/Spyder.

C A R NE W S

My bad, says Porsche, the flat-four 
has been a bloody disaster. Here, 

have the 6cyl back. Sorry

PORSCHE
MEA 

CULPA

Want a Boxster over a Cayman 
GTS 4.0? That’s an extra £1,861 
please. Not having to listen to 
the flatulent-four? Priceless 
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“ IT’S A GT4 LESS HUNG 
UP ON LAP TIMES AND 
MORE AMIABLE”

In essence, then, it’s a GT� less hung up on lap times and much more 
amiable as an everyday car. In the best GTS tradition, it’s ticked all  
of the nicest options boxes for you – active sports suspension, torque 
vectoring with a mechanical limited-slip differential, Sport Chrono,  
a telemetry app, sports exhaust... and a six-speed manual gearbox.  
Porsche really has been listening to us.

All of that should go some way to taking the sting out of the asking 
price: £��,��� for the ��� Cayman GTS �.�, and £��,��� for the ��� 
Boxster GTS �.�. You also get a significantly jazzed-up interior with 
Alcantara smothered over just about every appropriate surface. 

So, a new car with an engine almost twice as large as the one it 
replaces. Worse fuel economy and emissions 
figures (�.�km/l and ���g/km of CO� are both 
nearly �� per cent dirtier), but to old-fashioned 
gits like us, a much higher feelgood factor.

Anything else you want back, seeing as Porsche 
is in such an amiable mood? A manual Cayenne? 
The return of Dakar cars? Reinstating the ��� 
production line? Stephen Dobie

Aston Martin Virage  
Squeezed between DB9  

and DBS... lasted 18 months 

3dr Range Rover 
A 999 car run... axed before 

the first one was built

Alfa MX-5 
Mazda-Alfa JV, became 

Mazda-Fiat. Spider denied

Caterham A110 
Alpine’s sister car cancelled 

due to insufficient funds

McLaren F1 goes racing 
Built as road car, racing version 

demanded... won Le Mans 

Porsche isn’t the first to 

change its mind, and it 

won’t be the last... 

E M B A R A S S I N G 
U -T U R N S
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Standard GTS 
procedure in 

here – Porsche ticks 
all the best options so 

you don’t have to. 
Yep, even a 6spd 

manual
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With its trailblazing Dirt and F1 franchises, Codemasters revisits TOCA, which includes 4 games of the 
Grid series, which is not confusingly named… Grid?

GRID
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G A MING

Game 

Developer

Platforms

Price

Codemasters

Grid

PC, Xbox One, PS4

$60 (Console), 

$40 (PC)

THE
LOW 

DOWN

TG TIP: 
Most race events 
are scored on 
team points 
rather than 
individual points. 
Keep an eye on 
your teammates 
during the race.

So, is this Grid 3? Or is it 4?

Technically 4, but the confusing naming 

scheme goes back to the inception of 

the Grid series. The first Grid game was 

Race Driver: Grid, which was a sequel 

to TOCA Race Driver 3. It was a reboot 

of sorts — focusing more on road cars 

instead of GT and open-wheel racing like its 

predecessors. They perfected the formula 

with Grid 2 but went back to their TOCA roots 

with Grid: Autosport (Grid 3?), re-introducing 

a full range of open-wheel and GT races. 

According to Codemasters, the latest 

instalment of the Grid series, simply named 

Grid, is a reset to that original Race Driver: 

Grid reboot.

 

So a more road-car focused Grid game?

Well, yes, but actually no. The road car 

selection has been boosted by a few key 

manufacturers returning to the roster — 

namely Porsche, Ferrari and Holden, but the 

game still retains almost all the GT and open-

wheel classes of Grid: Autosport. It feels a bit 

more of an evolution than a reboot.

Is it more of an arcade racer than Grid: 

Autosport?

Once again, yes and no. By default, the 

game difficulty level straddles a fairly 

balanced middle ground between realism 

and arcade-type fun. You can throw a car 

around a fair bit more than the predecessor 

without a major penalty, but you can also 

tweak settings to up the realism to make 

it a fairly engaging sim racer in the vein of 

Forza or Gran Turismo, but not all the way 

to the likes of Assetto Corsa. If you’re a 

more casual player, racing aides such as a 

rewind feature will help you stay on the track.

What’s the deal with Fernando Alonso?

The career mode of Grid features a 

number of calendar events through which 

your progress sequentially. One of these 

calendars sees you face-off against the 

former F1 champion in a series of open-

wheel races. As always, Codemasters has 

nailed the driver AI. AI drivers have their own 

personalities, but also react to racing and 

track conditions in a believable manner. 

To take things a step further, if you get too 

rough with any of the AI racers, they will turn 

into your nemesis for the rest of the race, 

and will look to hinder your race at any given 

opportunity. This throws a rather interesting 

twist into what can occasionally be a one-

dimensional game. KUSHAN DODANWALA

Publisher

Codemasters

“ CODEMASTERS 
HAS NAILED 
THE DRIVER AI. ”
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How important is colour when you are buying a car? If you have enough 
interest in the things to read a car magazine, colour probably isn’t  
top of your priority list. When someone starts by asking what colour  

a car is, you know that they are unlikely to follow it up with questions about 
horsepower and diffs. The same goes for watches. If you ask a collector what 
that they are looking for at a watch auction, they never say “Red ones.” 

That’s not to say that colour isn’t important. And the coolest colour is 
black. Imagine David Hasselhoff in Knight Rider driving a white Trans Am.  
It just wouldn’t have worked. What once had been the functional colour of 
Model T Fords, typewriters and Bakelite telephones, morphed into the bad 
boy’s colour of choice for cars from Batmobiles to AMG Blacks.  

The watch industry has been slow to get itself on the black-wagon – not 
surprising considering that the powerhouse is still Switzerland, a country  
that does not like things to change too quickly. Until recently, black was more 
likely to be the functional colour of a lower-priced watch, not an effort to be 
stylish. But suddenly there’s lots of stealth-fighter-grade blacked-out watches.

One man who can lay a strong claim to bringing black magic to the watch 
market is George Bamford, grandson of the digger magnate Joseph Cyril 
Bamford. London-based Bamford first made a name early this century doing 
after-market customisations of luxury watches. His signature was expertly 
blacking out watches that were normally stainless steel or gold. The punters 
couldn’t get enough of them and now Bamford does in-house customisations 
for brands like TAG Heuer and Zenith, as well as selling his own watches. 

If you worry that a black dial on a black case will make your watch less 
legible, don’t. The quality of luminous material is now so good that you can 
easily tell the time in the dark. Blacked out watches come at all prices ranges, 
in all kinds of styles. So colour might not be the first thing you think about – 
but you have to admit that these look damn good in black. Richard Holt

BACK
IN 
BLACK

WAT CHE S

Black cases used to indicate that  
a watch was cheap. Not any more... 
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TUDOR HERITAGE BLACK BAY DARK
Over the past several years, the Heritage has grown into an important and 

attractive watch collection, and this black version is possibly the sportiest looking 

one. The case and bracelet are in a black, brushed, PVD-coated, stainless-steel 

with a matching matte-finish dial. The rotating bezel is the only thing that stands 

out with a shiny aluminium track that does not detract from the overall theme. The 

in-house MT5602 movement meets Tudor’s traditional values of precision and 

sturdiness with accuracy staying within a 10-second deviation and a whopping 

70-hour power reserve. 79230DK; LKR880,000; Chatham Luxury Watches

G-SHOCK GA 100
Big, bold, and chunky — measuring in at 55 x 51.2 x 16.9 

mm, featuring appropriately large buttons, embossed 

indexes, and a riveted bezel. Usual G-Shock features 

apply of course. GA-100-1A1DR; LKR21,500; Blink

CITIZEN ECO-DRIVE
The most black-on-black watch here. Not ever needing 

to change the battery is a nice touch with it operating 

completely off of ambient light. A full stainless steel 

construction adds a premium feel to the watch. 

AW1354-58E; LKR35,000; W. A. De Silva & Co

RADO TRUE THINLINE
A minimalist design that Rado is known for, all black 

with a touch of gold and devoid of those features that 

you never really use. A full ceramic construction at just 

4.9 mm thick. R27741172; LKR308,800; W. A. De Silva & Co
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INS TA FA N

GEAR
G A D GE T OF T HE MON T H

Porsche Design Huawei Smartwatch
This is what happens when Porsche Design gets their mitts on anything, and in this instance, this started off life as a Huawei 

Smartwatch. The end result is a clean, sleek design for a sharp everyday look and exclusive feel. Inspired by a Porsche dash with 

the unique speedometer bezel design and a Porsche Design dial with a one-touch chronograph function in a high-quality, 

DLC-coated case. It has the usual Android Wear 2.0 features like a real-time heart rate sensor, a personal running coach with GPS 

tracking and VO2 Max (your maximum rate of oxygen consumption) measurement in addition to the usual smartwatch features. 

LKR139,900; techmart.lk

Ever tried to build a replica car in Lego before? Well, it’s 

hard, very hard. Jon Elliott does exactly that and puts us 

all to shame. He describes himself as a grown man who 

makes small cars from plastic bricks – the inevitable 

result of a lifelong obsession with cars and Lego. 

WHY YOU SHOULD  
BE FOLLOWING...
@JON3LLIOTT
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An interesting question posed by social media recently – what 
is the worst car you’ve ever driven? 

Where do you start? A long time ago, now I come to think of it, 
because there are very few bad cars these days. There are plenty of 
hateful cars, but we mustn’t confuse them with things like the 
original Daewoo Matiz – a budget new machine from the late- 
Nineties that acted as a one-stop marketing tool for secondhand 
cars that didn’t roll over if you attempted a fast three-point turn. 

What makes a car bad? Not being able to deliver in its  
chosen category – nothing more, nothing less. And this is why  
so many of the bad cars I’ve driven have been supposed ‘drivers’ 
cars’. Delivering on the promise of an exciting, competent driving 
experience is much harder than making something spacious with 
decent heated seats.

I once drove a Saab �-� Turbo with a silly name that read like 
an IKEA toilet seat, which didn’t so much torque steer as force  
the driver to have at least three directional options once they 
accelerated. You just didn’t know where it would end up. 

Most TVRs didn’t work, but I was part of that shameful 
generation of hacks who never told the full story out of some 
misjudged sense of national pride. A Cerbera once locked me 
inside on a hot summer’s day – funny until you realise the only 
way out involves a foot and broken glass. The same Cerbera’s seat 
mount then failed as I accelerated at some stupid speed, leaving 
me effectively on the back seat with no connection to the steering 

wheel or pedals. Yes, the Cerbera will never be remembered  
as a bad car, but that one was an absolute s**tbox.

Alfa touted the ��� GTA as its answer to the BMW M�, which is 
about as ambitious as me downing five pints, playing chopsticks 
and anointing myself the new Beethoven. A car has to be shambolic 
to nullify the effect of that gorgeous V�. I had to change a rear 
puncture on the test car – once I’d seen how cheap the rear 
suspension components looked, I didn’t ever want to drive it again.

There used to be plenty of Korean and eastern European cars 
that kept magazine columnists busy with easy comedy fodder, but I 
was late to that party. I missed the FSO Polonez and Lada Samara. 
The first Skoda I drove was a Octavia, and it was brilliant.

There’s a Ferrari on my shortlist: the ��� Maranello. The ��� 
was a honey, but Ferrari softened it and added more power for the 
facelift, and the result was as disappointing as you’d imagine a V�� 
Ferrari would be if it couldn’t do more than ��kmph on a bumpy 
A-road without scraping its guts along the ground. 

The worst normal car I’ve driven was probably a Geely. I’ve no 
idea what model it was because I was too busy trying to wrench 
the gearlever from second to third, something I never actually 
managed to achieve. I remember thinking “how the hell can this 
company expect people to pay for this thing?”. That year, Geely 
bought Volvo; now it has stakes in Mercedes and Lotus, which at 
least shows the rate of change in this bizarre industry.

Ford was still making the Escort when I started doing this for a 
living. Those last MkVs were probably the worst 
cars I’ve sat in, because they were terrible to 
drive and poorly made, yet so many poor sods 
had to drive them. For such a ubiquitous product 
to be so crap showed how wrong Ford had got it. 
It’s why the car that replaced it, the original Ford 
Focus, is still one of the best cars I’ve ever driven. 

“ SO MANY OF THE BAD CARS I’VE DRIVEN 
HAVE BEEN SUPPOSED ‘DRIVERS’ CARS’”

Is there such a thing as a ‘bad’ car? Actually,  
yes... over to you to explain please, Chris
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Before too long, goes the story, we won’t own a car. Not if  
we live in a city, anyway. We’ll just rent one by the mile or the 
minute, hopping promiscuously to another when it suits, 
different ones for different needs, and none at all when we’re 
going nowhere. We’ll simply abandon it at the roadside when  
we no longer feel like paying for it. At which point another  
driver will locate the thing on an app, unlock by phone, hop 
in and beetle happily away.

This sort of car-sharing is a picture that suits the inclinations 
of urban planners, environmentalists and other utopians. I’m 
actually a bit of a utopian myself, so I can see what they’re on 
about. It’s greener because it means fewer new cars could be built 
as they’d be shared among more users. Having fewer cars at the 
kerb opens up more road space for driving. It’s also potentially  
a more equitable pattern of transport: the barrier to entry would 
be lower, so the less well-off wouldn’t be priced out of car access. 

Or instead of the car pool being owned by a central entity, 
think about peer-to-peer sharing. You buy a car, put it on a sharing 
platform, and others can hire it from you. That subsidises the cost 
of owning it, so you can afford the V� instead of the EcoBoost. 
(Wasn’t this supposed to nurture the environment?)

Car makers talk up the idea of sharing, maybe because they 
fear their products would otherwise become socially and 
politically unacceptable in overcrowded future cities. And 
sharing justifies their monster investment in autonomous cars, 
because the ‘rider’ of ���� could idly summon the car to their 
door, and then send it off to recharge itself afterwards. Besides, 
autonomous cars will be crazy expensive to begin with, and 
sharing their price might be the only way they’ll take off. 

Most of this – not the autonomous bit, which is ages  
away in all honesty – is available now. The leasing industry  
is allowing super-flexible contracts, the insurance industry  
is finding ways of providing ultra-short-term cover, and  
the app ecosystem exists.

But guess what. Adoption is sluggish. BMW and Daimler 
both brought car-share schemes to London – Smart’s Car�Go 
and BMW-Mini’s DriveNow. Then they merged. Now they’re 
giving up and departing Britain and the US. It didn’t take off.

Mid-term hire isn’t doing that well either. Several lease 
companies have schemes where you can swap one car for 
another far more frequently than the usual three years, and  
pay a monthly fee that includes nearly all costs. Yet it turns  
out the people who have entered those so-called subscription 
contracts actually don’t take up the swapsies. They can’t be 
bothered to change, and mostly end up keeping the same car  
for far longer than they theoretically need to.

It seems most of us prefer to have a car outside our home, 
ready to go, with our crap left inside it. It’s a personal thing. 
We’d no more share a car than share our underpants.

Car sharing: is it the future or are we all 
just too lazy to embrace it? Horrell asks...

“ MOST OF US PREFER TO HAVE  
A CAR OUTSIDE OUR HOME, 
WITH OUR CRAP INSIDE IT”
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JOCKIN’ JZ

Ah, the autobahn. I had always imagined it to be a magical 
place, where chariots travelling at ���kmph pass others going 
at ���kmph. I imagined right. Strapped into the front seat of an 
Audi RS�, driven by a German colleague who looked as relaxed 
as if he were at his kitchen table, I was watching my life flash 
before my eyes. “Lasseeta, are you enjoying ze ride, hmm?”, he 
asked while passing ���kmph. I nodded and saw from the 
corner of my eye a blur going past us. Could it be that even a 
Nissan Micra was doing ���+ on the autobahn? I’m not sure, 
because I didn't care to see what exactly it was as this was too 
much fun!

It got me thinking… The autobahn is no magical path, nor 
rainbow bridge. It's just a well-thought-out, well-planned, and 
well-built asphalt and concrete road. You know, the same as we 
have in Sri Lanka. The difference is, Germans pursue 
excellence and perfection in what they do. “Build a road?” 
“Fine, let’s build the best road on the planet.” “We need cars to 
go on these perfect roads.” “Well then, let's just build them!” 

This is what sets us apart from the Germans, the Japanese, 
the Koreans, heck, even the Indians now. We suck at it. We 
don't take pride in ourselves, let alone our work, or jobs, or our 
relationships. Forget the driving.

Our highway system is �� years too late in my opinion. It 
should have come out along with the Mahaweli projects and 
many other mass-development schemes the country had back 
then. If that happened, I believe our infrastructure and the 
country itself would have been a much different place by now. 
We may even have less traffic congestion, fewer delays and 
even a reduction in the obscene amount of traffic-related 
deaths you see today. People would have gotten used to a 

certain way of driving, the discipline required would have 
been honed to near perfection and, who knows, we would 
have been the Singapore we always claim to want to be. Right 
now, becoming an Adis Ababa or Mogadishu is a distant 
dream; two capitals of nations that rose from their ashes like 
the mythical phoenix and are now well on their way to 
becoming economic and social powerhouses. We don't have 
starvation or conflict, yet we are worse off than ever before. 

Hopefully, our generations to come would be more 
disciplined, be more aware of the world outside and strive to 
be a better society and better people. I’ve always thought 
that you can judge a society by their traffic discipline. And 
it’s true — even in rural Germany, where I am writing this 
now (I’m in what they call ‘One Signal Light Village’, near 
the Belgian border), the road discipline is out of this world. 
Yours may be the only vehicle on the road waiting to make a 
left turn, but you still look both ways, wait and, even if you 
see a car coming far off, you wait. That's discipline. While 
sitting as a passenger, I found myself guilty of thinking, “we 
have time and we have space to quickly make the turn”. But 
no. The world runs a bit differently here. 

Another colleague drove all the way from Hamburg for 
the meetings — a ���km journey. I asked him would it not 
have been easier to fly? He said, “no, I came in five hours — if 
I'd flown I’d have to spend hours in the airport… And I enjoy 
driving. This is easier for me.” Imagine that. Driving ���kms 
because for some in this world, it's quicker than flying. We 
take up two hours sometimes to come from Malabe to 
Colombo during traffic. A mere ��kms…TWO hours, while 
there are people doing ���kms in four to five hours because 
they want to and they enjoy it. When will we ever become 
like that? I believe that we can, we just need an iron will and 
stone-cold discipline — the likes of our people will find it 
hard to stomach, but it has to be done. Because if we don't, 
our traffic deaths will surpass all other unnatural causes and 
our younger generation will not survive until the day we 
become an autobahn nation. 

A 200kmph ride in an RS4 has Lasitha Gunawardana 
thinking about how the autobahn has changed society
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 “YOU CAN JUDGE A SOCIETY BY 
THEIR TRAFFIC DISCIPLINE”

LOCAL 
SPIN
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Local 

Classified 

Watch: Fast 

3-Series 

P L U S

HEADLINER

JOCKIN’ JZ
The Toyota JZX100 chassis had flown under the radar, 
but now enthusiasts across the land are discovering 

the potential it has
W O R D S  S A M  D .  S M I T H   P H O T O G R A P H Y  A M I T H A  T H E N N A K O O N
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“ IT’S THE KIND 
OF SMOOTH YOU 
GET WHEN YOU 
MELT BUTTER”

1997 Toyota Chaser1jZ-GTE VVTiR154 Manual w/ ATS LSD

2000 Toyota Mark 21jZ-GTE VVTiAutomatic w/ Torsen LSD
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For anyone passing us, parked up on the side of 
the road, we must look a funny sight. Hazards 
flashing, hands in pockets, staring in awe at the 
small ensemble of cars before us — as if 
recreating a scene from Usui Pass (well, minus 
Usui pass). We make up a small gathering of 
people, our gazes fixed upon what are, to the 

rest of society, boring family sedans. Sedans with 
silhouettes inherited from that wishy-washy period of 
Japanese car-design that was the ��s and early ����s. 
Painted brightly in one case, scruffy ’round the edges in 
another — all three with rather large wheels and exhaust-
tips — but nevertheless, ubiquitous saloons to the average 
joe. But I’ve just had a reality check, and nothing could be 
further from the truth. 

Here is where I come clean; I too had been a bit myopic 
in my approach to the JZX chassis. Despite us running one 
in Garage a couple of years ago, my interest in Toyota’s large 
family four-door has only just piqued — influenced by an 
influx of specimens that have taken up the interesting use 
of the term “conversion” on social media and beyond. In 
this instance, conversion translates into what you’d expect: 
the transplanting of desirable performance bits from a 
top-spec donor car (usually found in Japan) to an existing 
low-rung chassis here. 

One of the key ingredients to these conversion 
concoctions are their engines: The legendary �JZ-GTE — 
an engine code that, with just mere mention, will send 
fanboys into sticky, sweaty-palmed ecstasy as they salivate 
at the prospects. Tuners around the world have managed to 
push the limits of the legendary engine to mad levels.  The 
“JZ” might be most famed for its starring role in ����’s The 
Fast and The Furious; the �JZ is the �-litre power plant, 
whereas the �JZs featuring here are ���cc shy. Regardless, 
the �JZ it’s a legend in its own right, and has seen multiple 
applications, including the Mark III Supra. It was the engine 
of choice for the top-flight “Tourer-V” versions of the Mark 
II and Chaser of which our three cars are based on. 

While the more common conversion candidates such as 
Evos and Imprezas were always offered globally, the 
JZX���s were confined to sale in Japan. Still, it’s no surprise 
that a fair few made their way here through grey-market 
and reconditioned imports. Egro, once converted (with the 
Tourer V �JZ strapped in), we’re in the rare position of 
being able to access the sweet nectar of these JDM 
powerhouses.

And Powerhouse is the word. It’s not the guttural thrust 
that one is accustomed to with the brashly-induced Subaru 
EJ or Mitsubishi �G�� engines. The �JZ is in a very different 

1996 Toyota Mark 21jZ-GTE VVTiAutomatic w/ Torsen LSD
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“ THESE ARE CARS  
PUT TOGETHER BY  
MEN WHO TRULY  
LOVE WHAT THEY DO”

“WANT SOME 
SMOKEY BURNOUTS? 
NO PROBLEM”

“ATS Limited Slip Diff᾽ 

enables burnouts. Standard 

Torsen "LSD" would still give 

you a one-tyre fire...”

Manual b̓ox and 
Exedy clutch makes 
all the difference!
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class — continental even.  It’s an Inline-� — a layout 
inherently known for its’s smoothness, so this should be 
of no surprise. But the �JZ's smooth is a different kind 
of smooth. It's the kind of smooth you get when you 
melt a tablespoon of butter and swirl around a 
saucepan. It's the kind of smooth that whispers sweet 
nothings in your ear, as you try to detect even a murmur 
or hiccup with a prod of the fast pedal. It’s the kind of 
smooth that doesn’t prepare you for the eventual wave 
of boost that picks you up and sends you careering 
towards the skyline. Oh, there’s lag, accentuated in the 
two automatic Mark IIs. But somehow even that 
presents itself in a manner in which you can appreciate 
it, nicely juxtaposing the moments on-boost. Because 
once the boost kicks in, it kicks in hard. 

Although the Chaser may not be the most visually 
appealing of the trio, it has a few tasty bits, chief of 
which are proper cogs. The manual ’box allows you to 
grab the engine by the reigns, and properly bend the 
power to your whim and fancy. Want some Smokey 
burnouts? No problem, just bounce the engine off the 
rev-limiter without fear of pinged valves. Want a relaxed 
cruise? Slip it into �th and outstretch your toe on the 
accelerator, letting the torque do the rest. Want to get 
from rest to nearly triple the speed limit? It'll do that 
without let-up too. ���bhp was quoted at launch, 
although there’s a realistic possibility that figure was 
under-declared. Butt-dyno says it was, for sure. 

In all three examples, what strikes me is how adept 
these bricks are at pulling the big numbers effortlessly. 
Years of testing cars, both old and new, and only a 
handful have been able to do such theatrics with such 
composure. If one were to hypothetically approach the 
last three-quarters of the speedo, it might be said that 
the cabin remains quiet, the steering remains taught, 
and the body motions remain composed. The glass isn’t 
double-glazed, nor are the body-styles particularly 
slippery (the black Mark II sports a rare air-damming 
“Traum Ares” bodykit), and yet you get autobahn-
stormer levels of cruise-missile ability. Why someone at 
Toyota would over-engineer a car for such sustained 
speeds, or even put such an engine in a family four-door 
in the first place — knowing it would never see Europe 
or the States — remains a mystery. But I’m glad they 
did. 

It’s not hard to see why the JZX��� community in 
Sri Lanka is growing at a rate. I’m told the black Mark II 
was one of the island’s first cars to get the conversion 
treatment — that was little over two years ago. Now we 
may have over thirty tastily-tweaked Chasers, Crestas 
and Mark IIs out and in the works… 

Not long after I put up a picture of the day’s 
proceeds on the ’gram do I get a phone call from a 
friend. He too has just completed a conversion, but with 
parts from a Japanese drift-spec donor. A massive 
GReddy turbo and an even more outrageous bodykit, 
which includes a reskin of the rear-doors to keep the 
wider rear-wheels within the body. He can’t wait to let 
me have a go — it’ll apparently blow the other cars out 
of the water. I feel we might only just be scratching the 
surface of Sri Lanka’s JZX���s. Watch this space for yet 
more chapters…  

Hard to believe how 

gnarled the 240Zs look 

before MZR gets to work

Traum Ares Body Kit

Tien Coilovers
Sparco NS2 Wheels

Tourer V Body Kit

Straight-through exhaust

RS-R Coilovers

Cusco strut bars

THANKS TO:  B INU DANGALLA , PAN ITHA DANGALLA , RAVIMAL AMARATHUNGA , CLIVE ROGER AND SABIR MOHAMED
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Yes, we are romantics. And yes, we do love Alfa Romeo (almost) unreservedly. How can you not when confronted by a car  

like the Tipo 33 TT 12? Alfa (with its competition partner Autodelta) entered the Sports Car World Championship in 1967, and 

weighed in – if that’s the word given how light the car was – with a 2.0-litre V8. 1968’s T33/2 ‘Daytona’ was upgraded to a 2.5-litre 

V8, which revved to 9,600rpm (unforgettable, as anyone who’s ever heard one will attest). But let’s jump to 1973, and the TT 12. 

Because now we’re talking 3.0-litre flat-12 and 500bhp at 11,000rpm, designed by the great Carlo Chiti, and accessed via a 

five-speed manual transaxle complete with wooden gearlever. Once fully sorted, the car trampled the opposition underfoot, 

winning seven of the nine rounds of the 1975 championship and that year’s Targa Florio – eight laps of the 72km course, with 

diminutive Arturo Merzario and local hero (and former schoolteacher) Nino Vaccarella driving. These Alfa endurance racers 

were all elegantly aggressive, but the TT 12 is the king, not least because its design and livery are just so evocative. TG’s 

favourite? Chassis no. AR 11512 011, which had the Campari logo across its nose, wore Goodyear, Agip, Koni and Carello decals, 

and the Alfa Romeo branding in an elongated typeface within a white panel along the sides. Perfect in every way. Jason Barlow

ART OF RACING

ALFA ROMEO  
TIPO 33 TT 12, 1975
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BOG-STANDARD, OR JUST UTTER TOILET? 
Oh, these are both terrific cars. The original Focus rocketed  

Ford to the top of the family hatchback class, with a practical, 

well-priced and competitively equipped box that was hugely 

enjoyable to drive. No Focus since has managed to look as crisp, 

but all of them have majored on bringing handling smarts to the 

masses. So, we love ’em. The MkIV’s ugly, but a really decent steer.

CAN THE NEWBIE LEARN ANYTHING FROM GRANDAD?
It can, in fact. Drivability is what separates this pair. See, the MkI 

Focus was engineered with far less stringent emissions tests in 

mind. That’s not to say it’s a petrol-bingeing refinery fire of a 

machine, but what you can tell very quickly behind the wheel  

is how the engine and gearbox have been designed to suit 

easy-going, peppy driving. There’s no turbo, so the 1.6-litre is 

much less torquey than the new 999cc 3cyl, but the newer engine’s 

response is flatter so it’s harder work to punt along. 

BUT THE NEW ONE MUST BE WAY MORE FRUGAL?
Noticeably so. Ford claimed the old Focus was good for mid-

thirties to the gallon. The new EcoBoost with a lowly 84bhp  

scores 14.3km/l on its most pessimistic estimate and 20.4km/l when 

cruising. Our long-termer averaged north of 45mpg.  

It might be sluggish, but downsizing does have its benefits...

ANY OTHER SHARED DNA, BESIDES HANDLING?
I’d say the interiors show the same pleasing logic. Both have  

very clear, gimmick-free dials. It’ll be a real shame when Ford 

goes fully digital inside. Both have masses of oddment stowage  

in convenient places. And the way that Ford groups its heater 

controls works well too: it’s chunky and almost toylike in both,  

but a damn sight easier to operate than a finicky Peugeot, say.  

On the outside, well, let’s just say halogen headlights are just  

as candle-dim on a new car as they were when state-of-the- 

art, back in the day. New car has fancy LED running lights. 

WHAT SHOULD FORD BE BRINGING BACK FROM THE MKI? 
Sensible door mirrors for a kick-off. The unfortunate driver of  

the Focus MkIV has to overtake and park with only tiny little 

porthole mirrors for assistance. True, optional reversing cameras 

and sensors help, but not on that dark, wet carriageway when 

there’s a pesky Audi lurking in your blindspot. The other one  

is a trickier fix: styling. With its guppy-faced not-quite-an-Audi 

grille, slabby backside and heavy-set creases, Focus MkIV is  

not what you’d call a looker. Will it look as fresh as the MkI  

wonder does in 20 years? Doubtful.

BUT YOU CAN’T BUY A NEW FOCUS IN ‘PISTACHIO’...
Surely that wonderful shade is due a return to fashion, though? 

HUMBLE FOCUSES
PROGRESS REPORT

1998 Focus LX vs 2019 Focus Style. Progress in all areas but... two
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There are few sim racing games referred to with the same sort of 

hushed reverence as Grand Prix Legends. Emulating the 1967 season 

of Formula One, it transported you via the medium of simplistic 

textured polygons to one of the most romantic eras of motorsport.

Romantic, because you were very likely to become intimately 

acquainted with the scenery. Grand Prix Legends was an extremely 

challenging game, with comically overpowered cars slithering around 

on cross-ply tyres. Given that most people will have been attempting 

to play it by pecking at the arrow keys on their keyboard as well, 

negotiating the high speed Masta kink at the old Spa-Francorchamps 

layout was hairier than Han Solo’s co-pilot.

But it was intoxicating, because this was essentially a motor-racing 

time machine. For the first time, a game allowed you to convincingly 

hustle Jim Clark’s Lotus 49 between the hay bale chicanes at Monte 

Carlo harbour or cling to the virtual wheel of a blood red Ferrari 312  

as you whistled past trees and hedgerows at the old Monza. It also 

taught you respect for the drivers of the era and just how fine the 

margins were between a glorious victory and a massive accident.

Perhaps most significantly, Grand Prix Legends was the genesis of 

sim racing’s obsession with the Nürburgring Nordschleife. Long before 

Gran Turismo 4 came along, GPL somehow managed to cram the full, 

terrifying 14-mile circuit into the beige PC box under your desk that you 

told your parents would help with your homework. Simply surviving a 

lap without ending up buried nose-first somewhere in rural Germany 

was a titanic achievement.

GPL is so beloved, in fact, that teams of industrious fans have spent 

thousands of hours creating modifications that improve the graphics 

and bring this two-decade-old game up to something approaching a 

modern standard. Us? That’s about as long as it  

took to complete that first lap around the ’Ring. Mike Channell

GRAND PRIX LEGENDS 
PC, 1998

#10

R E T R O  G A M I N G
T H E  C L A S S I C S

R E M E M B E R I N G

NON-MAINSTREAM 
3ERS 

Pick of the 
Classifieds

Advertised Price LKR10mn

Where ikman.lk

We Say A hybrid continental car 

without a warranty might be enough 

to make you run for the hills, but if 

you’re not put off, the previous 

shape F30 330e's electric-boosted 

torques will get you to 100kmph in 6 

seconds, 

BMW 
330E (2016)

Advertised Price  LKR4.3mn

Where Facebook (Group: Rapid Rev 

Racing)

We Say Quite the price for an E46, 

but with an arm-long list of desirable 

options and replaced parts, the 

2.8-litre straight-six petrol sedan is 

sure to be more interesting than the 

320Ds we’re used to.  

BMW 
E46 328I (1999)

BMW 
E36 318IS (1994)

Here’s what we found after a 
brief browse online – buy at 

your peril

L E S S 
T H A N 

L K R 1 1M N

L E S S 
T H A N 

L K R 3 M N

L E S S 
T H A N 

L K R 5 M N

Advertised Price LKR2.8mn

Where Facebook (BMW Club of SL)

We Say You’d never usually find us 

recommending a four-pot BMW, but 

the “IS” is a little different. 

Developed for tin-top racing, it may 

not have the torque of a six, but it 

revs sweetly. Originals are rare too. 
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W O R D S  J A S O N  B A R L O W
P H O T O G R A P H Y  M A R K  R I C C I O N I  &  J O H N  W Y C H E R L E Y 

Time to settle this. Six cars, one per Bond era  
and an overall winner. Do be careful, 007
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“JAMES BOND IS A BLUNT INSTRUMENT WIELDED BY A  
government department”, his creator Ian Fleming noted.  
“He is quiet, hard, ruthless, sardonic and fatalistic. He likes 
gambling, golf and fast motor cars.”

Fleming’s character co-ordinates would be well-observed  
and liberally interpreted across the �� films the world’s highest-
profile fictional spy has appeared in over the past �� years.  
Now, Bond �� is imminent. No Time To Die arrives in cinemas 
next month, allowing Daniel Craig to flex his actorly muscles  
as he signs off from playing ���, putting him through the 
emotional wringer, while the film’s stunt crew and production 
designers reimagine the very essence of a car chase yet again. 

Apparently No Time To Die features the most brutal one ever  
seen in a Bond movie. 

Which made us think. Six actors have played ��� on the big 
screen, and they’ve all had carefully cast automotive co-stars.  
In fact, for many of us, watching a Bond film on the TV at a 
formative age is one of the reasons we became consumed by cars 
in the first place. The ginormous global ��� fan base endlessly 
debates who the best Bond is, but which Bond had the coolest 
car? Choosing one per actor, TopGear gathered the key vehicles 
together in the same part of the space-time continuum to 
explore their history, and conduct a quasi-scientific but mostly 
subjective test. Right, now pay attention, etc...

BEST BOND CAR



BEST BOND CAR

“I did a sketch of the car, and then discussed that with [special 
effects supervisor] John Stears,” he recalled. “I had a Jaguar, which 
was continuously being damaged by people parking badly. Having 
guns at the back of the Aston Martin and the over-riders becoming 
like boxing gloves and so on, became part of me releasing my 
frustrations… I’m a sports car freak myself, you see, so all the ideas 
for the gimmickry and gadgets were no problem. They were just my 
own dreams! I got rid of a lot of my inhibitions when it came to 
designing the Aston Martin.” 

Aston itself was initially reticent, despite having just launched 
the DB�, its �.�-litre straight-six now good for ���bhp, its 
Touring-designed body newly finessed by Federico Formenti. 
Aston’s general manager Steve Heggie was advised to do what  
“he felt was right”, and two cars – one of which was actually the 
original DB� prototype – were duly loaned to the production. The 
gadget car was transformed in just six weeks by a tiny team of 
ingenious and indefatigable special effects wizards, using 
pneumatics, hydraulics, and acetylene and oxygen tanks to make 
everything work. That didn’t leave much room; indeed, a crew 

WHEN THE PRODUCERS BEGAN CASTING FOR THE FIRST BOND FILM, 
����’s Dr No, Cary Grant and James Mason were both approached, 
but neither was overenthusiastic, nor indeed quite right. “To be 
candid, all the British actors I had interviewed, while very talented, 
lacked the degree of masculinity Bond demanded,” producer 
Cubby Broccoli said. “To put it in the vernacular of our profession: 
Sean had the balls for the part.”

Although the first two films were box office hits, it wasn’t until 
����’s Goldfinger that Bond went blockbuster, and Sean Connery 
became a superstar. Bond personified a particularly British and 
increasingly marketable sense of confidence. Goldfinger united the 
elements that generally define a great Bond film: the villain, the 
locations, a great female co-star, and, of course, the car. 

The Aston DB� is the first true Bond car, not least because it 
introduced audiences to the famous suite of gadgets: the machine 
guns, tyre slashers, hydraulic rams and, of course, the ejector seat. 
Fleming’s books mostly put Bond in a Bentley, but his reference to 
an Aston in the Goldfinger novel triggered something in the film’s 
production designer, the car-loving genius that was Ken Adam. 

Aston Martin DB5
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member had to squeeze himself into the boot to trigger the smoke 
screen. “When I first mentioned to the lads my intentions, well 
their language was rather choice to say the least. Let’s just say they 
thought I was off my rocker,” Stears said.

For a car so renowned for its robust movie exploits, driving a 
DB� now is a distinctly decorous process; this is assuredly more a 
(��-year-old) GT than a sports car. If its looks are its trump card 
then the induction roar from its twin-cam engine comes a close 
second. Of course, it’s all academic; you feel every one of the 
million dollars a fully restored DB� is worth, perched on its plump 
leather chairs, bamboozled by its eccentric ergonomics, staring 
into the tiny mirror mounted halfway along the front wing.  

Filming on the DB�’s famous night-time chase scenes began on 
� March ����, with Black Park, a ���-acre wood next to Pinewood, 
doubling for the area around Auric Goldfinger’s Swiss HQ. The last 
scene Sean Connery filmed for Goldfinger was Tilly Masterson’s 
death, in the same wood, on �� July. The last scenes shot for the 
film were pick-ups done on �� August, the very day that Ian 
Fleming passed away. His creation was about to go stratospheric.

The DB5 you see above 

left is one of the NTTD 

stunt cars, and is 

designed for gratuitous 

skids. Above right is the 

original... we had both 

along to play
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Aston Martin 
DBS

Both the DBS and 

George Lazenby – the 

actor who played Bond 

and drove it in On Her 

Majesty’s Secret Service 

– are cooler than you 

might remember
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FILM DIRECTOR CHRISTOPHER NOLAN IS A HUGE FAN OF ON HER 
Majesty’s Secret Service, ����’s orphan Bond movie. “What I liked 
about it, is there’s a tremendous balance of action, scale, and 
romanticism and tragedy and emotion,” he told Empire.  
“Of all the Bond films, it’s by far the most emotional.” 

One wonders what emotion its star, George Lazenby, experiences 
these days. An Australian model who blagged his way into an audition 
only to land the most coveted role in cinema, he later failed to toe the 
party line, grew his hair out and added a beard, and in the era of Easy 
Rider reckoned Bond was irrelevant. He reckoned wrong, and talked 
himself out of a promising career. 

The truth is, both Lazenby and OHMSS are surprisingly good. We 
see him and his Aston Martin DBS in an emotionally charged 
pre-credits sequence, chasing Tracy di Vincenzo across a Portuguese 
beach. Aston Martin’s owner David Brown figured a replacement for 
the now ageing DB� was critical to keep pace with a fast-moving 
market. Long-standing Aston creative partner Touring of Milan was 
hired to design a replacement and two concept cars were duly shown 
at the Paris, London and Turin motor shows in ����. A slimmer 
iteration of the famous Aston grille is evident; the C-pillar and 
bodywork slats owe a debt to Ferrari’s ��� GTB. 

Then, at the end of ����, Touring went bust and Aston hired a 
former Rootes Group and Rover designer, William Towns, who 
designed the DBS in less than a year. Aston had planned to introduce 
a new V� engine, but its development was behind schedule and the 
DBS debuted at Blenheim Palace in September ���� using the same 
���bhp, �.�-litre straight-six as the DB�. But it sat further back in the 
chassis, and independent suspension all-round improved its manners.

Fifty-plus years on, driving a DBS is a reminder of a time when 
‘road-holding’ was more of a preoccupation than handling. That’s 
certainly what pops into your mind as you approach a corner, blip the 
giant throttle pedal, drop a gear, turn the big three-spoke wheel, and 
aim for the general vicinity of the apex. It’s the best you can hope for, 
really. The DBS’s styling had more of an American influence than the 
Italian infusion its predecessor enjoyed, and it’s there in its attitude, 
too. Its pillowy ride partly compensates for its propensity to roll, and 
the rocker switches on the dash suggest a modernity the rest of it 
doesn’t quite deliver. Yet it’s difficult to imagine a single moment 
when you wouldn’t enjoy driving the DBS, other than those occasions 
when it might “fail to proceed”.

Gadgets: 4/10    Speed: 6/10    Pulling power: 7/10    Skids: 6/10   

 Stunts: 4/10    Star status: 6/10    Total: 33
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services of test driver Roger Becker. McLauchlan estimated the 
total cost to be around £��,��� (about £���k in today’s money, a 
bargain). Florida-based Perry Oceanographics was hired to create 
the underwater Esprit – dubbed Wet Nellie – which used four 
propellors for forward motion, and was powered by batteries 
contained in a watertight compartment. Diving and climbing were 
controlled by ballast tanks, the Lotus’s wedge profile stabilised by 
articulated fins. Inside were all the gubbins necessary for the sub’s 
operator – a former Navy SEAL called Don Griffin – to control the 
craft. He laid on a platform and did the job in full scuba gear.

Driving a non-aquatic Esprit S� now is a revelation. Chapman 
may have taken his “simplify and add lightness” ethos to extremes, 
but even with just a ���bhp, �.�-litre �cyl engine behind your  
head, this is a masterclass in low-polar moment, ultra-responsive 
dynamics. Its steering and ride are sublime, its willingness to 
change direction bewitching. And it really goes, sounding fruitier 
than any four-pot I can currently think of as it does so. People 
moan about the Morris Marina doorhandles and shonky panel 
gaps, but once you’re ensconced, the none-more-Seventies interior 
graphics and curved instrument binnacle are an entertainment in 
their own right. What an inspirational, forward-thinking car. 

BOND FILMS REFLECT ERAS. NOT JUST THE GEOPOLITICAL ONES  
unfolding during production, but also the one that was the 
backdrop to your first ��� viewing experience. And if you happen 
to be a child of the Seventies, then Roger Moore’s your man, and 
the Lotus Esprit is the car. Elon Musk is such a fanboy he paid 
almost $�m for one of the prop cars at an auction in ����. When 
asked in a ���� Tesla shareholder’s meeting whether he’d consider 
creating an aquatic car, he replied, “Funny you should mention 
that… we do have a design for a submarine car like the one from  
The Spy Who Loved Me...”

Honestly, what’s not to love? Giorgetto Giugiaro designed it, 
Colin Chapman engineered it, James Bond turned it into a 
submersible. Just as millions of us owned the Corgi DB�, and 
squandered countless hours searching for the tiny ejected man, 
how many of PPW ���R’s missiles must have been sucked up by 
the world’s vacuum cleaners? The Esprit only ended up in TSWLM 
thanks to the chutzpah of Lotus PR man Don McLauchlan, who 
parked a de-badged prototype outside the Bond production office 
in Pinewood in ����, confident it would pique their interest. It 
worked, and a deal was soon done on a handshake. The company 
supplied two cars, seven bodyshells, various spare parts, and the 

Gadgets: 10/10    Speed: 7/10    Pulling power: 7/10    Skids: 8/10    Stunts: 8/10    Star status: 8/10    Total: 48



The years have 

been kind to 

1977’s Bond car, 

the aquatic Lotus 

Esprit. It makes 

160bhp go an 

awfully long way



charismatic businessman and aviator Victor Gauntlett, worked his 
nethers off to keep the lights on. He loaned his personal V8 Volante 
to the production, which we later see being ‘winterised’ by Q’s 
team. But you can’t turn a convertible into a coupe that easily, so 
the production team sourced another three cars and mocked-up 
seven facsimiles. “Unless you’ve got an unlimited supply of action 
vehicles, which you rarely do, they have to be nurtured and 
caressed, as they suffer constant abuse,” special effects supervisor 
John Richardson remembered. 

Few if any cars achieve maximum handsomeness at the end of 
their lifespan, but the Aston V8 is one. Yes, it feels ancient by 
today’s standards, poorly packaged, its switchgear sprayed around 
the cabin apparently at random, and so lazily louche in its 
performance and dynamics that it would be taken to the cleaners 
by a Fiesta ST. But you can see why the director of the new Bond 
film, Cary Fukunaga, was keen to feature it in No Time To Die. 
Daniel Craig’s take on Bond majored on the blunter aspects of the 
character, but has mellowed into a more nuanced portrayal as he 
prepares to surrender his 00 status. The V8 suits that, somehow.

BOND HAD TO GET ‘WOKE’ IN THE EIGHTIES, THE CASUAL SEXISM 
and ‘nudge nudge, wink wink’ humour that characterised the later 
Roger Moore era now intolerable. New Bond actor Timothy Dalton 
brought a lantern-jawed seriousness to the role. “First and foremost 
I wanted to make him human. [Bond] is not a superman – you can’t 
identify with a superman. I wanted to capture that occasional 
vulnerability. And I wanted to capture the spirit of Ian Fleming.”

The Aston Martin V8 (a series five car, newly fuel-injected for 
310bhp) he drives in the film connects this 15th Bond film with the 
DB5 that appeared in the third, whilst delivering a gravitas that 
matched Dalton’s vision for 007. That said, The Living Daylights  
V8 – categorically not a Vantage as is often thought – does still 
have lasers in its wheel hubs, retractable outriggers, a jet engine 
hidden behind the rear numberplate, and a self-destruct mode. 
And when Bond and Kara (Maryam d’Abo) abandon it, they escape 
using her cello case, an idea director John Glen tested with a 
sceptical Cubby Broccoli at the LA Philharmonic.

The truth is, the V8 was a bit of a dinosaur by 1987, an eternally 
evolving update of the late-Sixties DBS as Aston’s latest saviour, 

Aston Martin V8
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Big, brutish and 

British, the Aston 

Martin V8 re-emerges 

for duty in No Time To 

Die. Bond might be 

woke these days, but 

this thing isn’t



sign of an aluminium spaceframe here. In his last appearance as Q, 
Desmond Llewelyn’s listing of the Z�’s special accoutrements is 
impressive: titanium armour, an advanced head-up display, missiles 
launched out of the side vents with a targeting display integrated 
into the Z�’s wire-spoked steering wheel hub, and a reprise for the 
remote control operation used in TND’s ���iL.

I covered the launch of the Z� in California in early ����, and 
loved it. Not everyone did; it was too much of a boulevardier for 
some, and its ���-aping looks left others cold as the late Nineties 
retro fad was starting to pall. Now, its normally aspirated �.�-litre 
V� (same as you’ll find in the E�� M�) and manual ’box feel 
thrillingly analogue, and though it’s no featherweight (�,���kg), 
and the absence of an LSD hurts its on-the-limit handling, it’s still a 
blast. And despite its cabin being even more retro than the exterior 
– check out the centrally mounted instruments and that wheel – the 
simplicity of the layout somehow manages to look forward-thinking 
rather than retrograde. This may explain why the Z� is one of 
����’s blue-chip automotive assets: you’ll need £���k for a good one. 

BMW’S DEAL WITH BOND PRODUCERS YIELDED THE UNPROMISING 
Z� in GoldenEye, and a ���iL in Tomorrow Never Dies (an E�� and 
arguably the best-looking �-Series, but still a big silver limo), before 
hitting pay dirt in ����’s The World Is Not Enough when ��� gets 
his hands on the Z�. 

It’s not in the film as much as it should be, nor do we get to see 
BMW’s ���bhp, rear-drive retro-roadster do what it’s undoubtedly 
capable of: going heroically sideways. Instead, Bond drives it 
through an Azerbaijan oilfield and later watches as it’s eviscerated 
by a helicopter fitted with spinning saw blades. This lack of screen 
time is largely down to the fact BMW hadn’t finished developing 
the Z� when the producers decided this was the car they needed, 
and could only supply two very early pre-production ‘hero’ cars. 

The others in the film were built by Bond’s special effects boss 
Chris Corbould and his team, who moulded their own body panels 
and fabricated the chassis from scratch. The engine was a �.�-litre 
Chevy V�, the gearbox a �spd manual from Tremec, the suspension 
borrowed from Jaguar. The car was made in two pieces, with no 

BEST BOND CAR
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Manual box, nat asp 

V8, big, centrally 

mounted dials and 

retro looks, yet the Z8 

feels more relevant 

in 2020 than it did  

20 years ago



Effectively a ����–�� Vantage underneath, it moves with the 
same urgency as a Vantage GT� race car I once hammered 
around Paul Ricard – only with less grip. It’s clearly had a tough 
life, but it also feels, um, bulletproof. Over to Aston Martin’s 
chief creative officer Marek Reichman on how it came to pass.

“We were trying to do what we did with the DBS. We had the 
DB�� all lined up to show [the Bond bosses], because we hadn’t 
launched it yet. So I was explaining how it was a continuation from 
the DBS in Casino Royale, and Sam [Mendes, director] thought it 
was wonderful and Barbara [Broccoli, producer] said ‘these guys 
always do great cars.’ But I could see in Sam’s face he wasn’t  
��� per cent sold on it, that he wanted something different. 

IN SPECTRE, BOND GOES BESPOKE. NEVER MIND Q’S VARIOUS 
modifications, this time ��� ends up with a clean-sheet car, the 
DB��. Originally allocated to ���, Bond snaffles it, uses it to 
gatecrash an emergency meeting of the world’s most evil villains, 
gets embroiled in a startling car chase through the streets of Rome, 
unleashes a flamethrower, then parks his Aston at high speed in the 
River Tiber having just parachuted to safety. Hell of a test drive. 

Ten DB��s were created for SPECTRE, three hero cars and 
seven stunt units, each running a set-up according to its role in  
the chase sequence. The one you see here is a seriously naughty-
sounding, super-slidey example, beefed-up with a roll cage and  
a hydraulic handbrake sprouting out of the centre console. 

Built specifically 

for the film 

SPECTRE, Bond 

actually  

nicks the DB10 off 

009, then parks it 

in the River Tiber. 

That’s gratitude 

for you
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“And as we were leaving, he spotted a sketch on the wall, a car I 
described as more of a hunter, more aggressive, a bit hedonistic, 
perhaps. His eyes lit up, and he said, ‘It sounds like the Bond I 
want to create.’ But I said, ‘Yep, but it doesn’t exist, and you need 
the cars by September and it’s April now, so there’s not much 
chance of that.’ And he said, ‘Why not?’ So we did it – we went 
from a sketch to �� working cars in six months. Sam wanted a very 
simple graphic, which is why the cooling was done as a dot matrix 
on the bonnet. I said to him, ‘People will look at this car, and if it 
doesn’t vent air and suck air, they’re going to say it’s not real, it’s an 
electric car, it doesn’t really work.’ But he knew what he wanted, 
and it was brilliant working with him. And it’s definitely real.”

5 GREATEST BADDIE CARS

WINNER
BEST BOND 
CAR... EVER
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GOLDFINGER’S ROLLS-ROYCE 
PHANTOM III
Goldfinger

The big man’s 1937 Roller isn’t 
just transport, it’s how he 
smuggles the gold into Europe

FIONA VOLPE’S FORD 
MUSTANG 
Thunderball

Also in Goldfinger, but looks 
even cooler in the hands of 
Fiona Volpe in Thunderball

BLOFELD’S MERCEDES 600 
On Her Majesty’s Secret Service 
Has a key role in OHMSS’s 
heart-rending pay-off, as 
Blofeld’s sidekick Irma Bunt 
kills the new Mrs Bond

JAWS’ SHERPA VAN 
The Spy Who Loved Me

Jaws is one of the best Bond 
baddies ever, but he makes  
an unlikely Sherpa-driving 
phone repairman

HINX’S JAGUAR C-X75 
SPECTRE

Co-star in the magnificent 
chase through Rome, the  
Jag hybrid hypercar that  
sadly never was
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W O R D S  J A S O N  B A R L O W ,  O L L I E 
K E W ,  O L L I E  M A R R I A G E ,  J A C K  R I X

From skidding Astons 
to that bike jump, plus 
we get the low-down 
from Bond himself
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THE WORD IS THAT NO TIME TO DIE IS MORE ‘EMOTIONAL’.  
FUNNILY ENOUGH, I’VE JUST REWATCHED ON HER MAJESTY’S 
SECRET SERVICE. THAT’S A GREAT FILM
DC: It is. Probably because there’s a big emotional journey for him in 
it. I’m a huge fan of big cinema, of those tent-pole films or whatever 
you call them, but you’ve got to have an emotional connection, 
you’ve got to get in there with the characters and be with them 
because they’re going to do extraordinary things. With Bond, the 
world needs saving in the first scene and he saves the world in the 
last scene. OK, that’s the story, so what goes on in between? You’ve 
got to connect. And Diana Rigg is brilliant in that film. 
TG: IT’S ALSO PROOF OF HOW MUCH BOND FILMS REFLECT  
THEIR TIME. 
DC: That’s very true. And George Lazenby wanted to get out of it 
because he thought Bond wasn’t relevant any more. Easy Rider  
had just been released. You can date the movies by what people  
are wearing. It’s not even to do with the politics, it’s the attitude  
in the movie. 
TG: YOU’VE DONE SOME REALLY INTERESTING FILMS SINCE SPECTRE. 
HOW DIFFICULT IS IT GETTING INTO GEAR FOR  
YOUR FIFTH BOND MOVIE?
DC: Well, seriously, if you can’t get it up for that, what can you get  
it up for? As you alluded to, I take part in a lot of this, I’m involved 
from conception to the end. I’m part of it in my head for a long time 
before we even start shooting, and that includes getting physically 

TOPGEAR: SO, HOW ARE YOU FEELING?
DANIEL CRAIG: I’m good. It was emotional to finish; it always  
is to finish a movie that you’ve been working on for two years,  
with a bunch of people you get very close to. I’m just immensely 
proud of the whole thing, of the five movies. What I’ll miss most  
is the collaborative process that goes on when you make these  
films. The Bond ecosystem is unique.
TG: WHAT DID YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE THIS TIME? IT ALWAYS 
STARTS WITH THE SCRIPT, DOESN’T IT?
DC: When I finished Casino Royale, I thought, “We’ve made a  
good movie.” But I was quite prepared to go, “That’s it, I did one 
movie, swing and a miss,” and walk away. Because who knows  
what’s going to happen? It was a success, and that was amazing.  
But I always had in the back of my mind a story I wanted to tell, 
and... it kind of happened. We have a through line. And this  
movie is about tying all those ends up, about reconnecting  
him to Casino, really, and that’s what we’ve managed to do. 
TG: YOU SAID ONCE THAT “THERE’S A PERFECT BOND MOVIE,  
AND I’M GOING TO FIND IT IF IT KILLS ME.” IS NO TIME TO DIE THAT 
FILM?
DC: God knows. What’s the saying? It’s all about the journey?  
I’m being desperately philosophical now. Look, everybody’s  
very happy. I’ve done this for a while now... [pause] Let me  
put it this way, it won’t be for lack of effort.
TG: YOU’RE DEEPLY INVOLVED IN THE WHOLE PROCESS, AND  

It’s Daniel Craig’s 
last outing as Bond 

NO TIME TO DIE

“ Hi. I’ll have a Big Mac 

meal, six nuggets  

and a McFlurry”
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ready, the meditative process. This time I played more sport, I tried 
to keep as agile as possible. I’m doing it daily for quite a long time. 
The cast is always good, but in this film it’s off the chart... [pause] 
There’s my inspiration. 
TG: OK, ON TO CARS. WHAT’S THE SECRET TO GETTING THE BODY 
LANGUAGE RIGHT BEHIND THE WHEEL?
DC: Interesting question… well, you know we fake it, don’t you?  
The only person who didn’t fake it was Steve McQueen. We’re  
not allowed to do that any more, although I do go driving. I was 
allowed to donut the DB� in Matera, which was great. I’m lucky  
to have access to a brilliant bunch of experts who take me out,  
and we talk about it. We talk about the correct body language behind 
the wheel, but often when you’re with really good drivers they don’t 
actually put a lot of input in. They’re also usually three inches away 
from the steering wheel, and that’s just not very cinematic. Look at 
rally drivers, they’re practically on top of the wheel, so the 
movements are really small. As long as you get the back end out a bit, 
get some opposite lock on... [pause] 
Look cool! That’s all you can do…’
TG: DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE BOND CAR?
DC: The Toyota ����GT convertible. It’s so unusual. That Japanese 
design thing, it’s an amalgamation of so many different things, I 
loved that. The Aston V� that we get back into this film… the DBS  
[in Casino Royale] is a special car. I got to drive those quite a lot, and 
broke a couple of them. Blew the clutch up. I’m quite heavy-footed.

DANIEL CRAIG’S ARC AS 007 HAS FEATURED PLENTY OF RETRO 

Aston goodness: he won the DB5 in a poker game back in 

Casino Royale, it aided M’s escape and then defended 007’s 

last stand in Skyfall, then came its tantalising appearance in 

SPECTRE, assuring Bond fans the iconic, embattled DB5 

would be repaired, complete with Q’s latest refinements. But 

for DC’s final donning of designer suits and craggy 

expression, the NTTD team decided to bring back another of 

Bond’s previous loves. And since Pussy Galore was busy, 

they’ve included another of Aston Martin’s greatest hits: the 

Eighties V8. Just where is he keeping all this old tin? Forget 

Bond’s licence to kill, is he also granted a licence to acquire 

subterranean secure parking in the heart of the capital?

While NTTD’s trailer proves the DB5 is once again in the 

wars, 007 is seen stepping out of the immaculate V8 in 

central London in an altogether more serene manner, so 

hopefully it’ll escape joining the annals of MI6’s insurance 

claim catalogue. Seeing the square-jawed, hunkered 

haunches of the Eighties-era V8 ties this era of 007 in with 

Timothy Dalton’s less-wisecracking, more brutalist 

portrayal, when the V8 was the Bond car of the moment. 

And as one of Aston’s ultimate super-GTs, it lines up a tidy 

changing-of-the-times moment with a certain modern 

successor. NTTD will introduce us to a new double-0 agent 

Lashana Lynch’s self-assured Nomi. She’s seen driving 

Aston Martin’s latest DBS Superleggera: the twin-turbo, 

715bhp V12 spiritual successor to the 

muscular old V8. If we were being 

really poetic and Sundance Film 

Festival about this, we’d draw 

some arty comparison 

between the changing of 

the guard in agents and the 

cars they work alongside. 

But we’re just looking 

forward to seeing – and 

hearing – some beautiful, 

classy, cool British metal on 

the big screen. OK

Classy, square-jawed, devilishly 

handsome... nope, not Timothy Dalton, 

it’s the V8 making a comeback

Prepare to want an Aston V8, 
and keep your eyes peeled for 
a DBS Superleggera
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“IT WAS ACTUALLY DANIEL WHO THOUGHT IT WOULD BE GOOD TO 
get a motorbike jump into the film, to enable Bond to cover ground 
quickly and get him into a certain part of the city. 

“Everything we do with Bond has to have a good reason; we 
never put a stunt in for the sake of it. The big thing for me is that 
it’s credible. We can jump bikes ���ft, we can do backflips and all 
sorts of tricks, but Bond is famous for doing something for real and 
doing it with a certain style. You’ve got to put yourself into his 
mindset – he’s riding at speed, there’s only one way out, what 
would he do? Would he do a backflip? No, he wouldn’t. 

“I found three locations, worked out the dynamics and the 
formula of how we could achieve it, where it would fit, then 
presented it to Daniel, the producers Barbara [Broccoli] and 
Michael [G. Wilson], and obviously Cary [Fukunaga, director].  
It came down to doing a jump into the Piazza Duomo, so I had to 
work with the Italian authorities. That took time. 

“Once everyone had signed off on the concept, I had to make  
it work. We needed to build a buttress wall, but it had to look like  
it would be there for real. So my first call was to the production 
designer, Mark Tildesley, and then to art director Chris Lowe.

“Paul Edmondson was the guy on the bike, and he’s one of the 
best riders the UK has ever produced, a four-times enduro 
champion. As well as having great bike skills, you have to be smart, 
and you have to be honest with yourself and with the stunt 
co-ordinator. When I’m designing something, I try to incorporate 
all the elements – how many chances do we have to shoot it, where 
it’ll look best, how do we shoot it, what happens if it goes wrong... 

“The bike was flat-out in second, just shifting up to third gear, 
at around ��mph. The ramp had a ��° angle at take-off and we 
were jumping ��ft up into the square. The wind conditions played a 
huge factor, given how steep the take-off was and how far we were 
jumping. We weren’t going in a straight line, we were shifting left 
at the top. Normally you’d steer in the direction you want to land, 
but because it was so steep you can’t have much input because it 
would shove you into the wall. Paul had to get it inch perfect. 

“Alex Witt was shooting it, he’s one of the best second unit 
action directors in the world. He’ll make sure everything’s right 
and when you get the nod from him... you go.”

Bond stunt co-ordinator  
Lee Morrison explains how  
one of the hottest sequences 
in the new film came together

I L L U S T R A T I O N  B L O O D  B R O S

Flat-out, 50mph, 

change up to third, 

say your prayers
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Bond stunts might look 

implausible but they’re 

always the real deal. 

Months of prep led 

to the construction of 

fake steps parallel to a 

buttress wall alongside 

one of the main piazzas 

in the ancient Italian 

town of Matera. After 

numerous rehearsals, 

stunt rider Paul 

Edmondson accelerates 

up a hidden ramp, 

nudging his Triumph Tiger 

900 carefully to the left 

as he lands, scattering 

churchgoing extras 

Ramp angle 65°, 

twice as steep as the 

average black ski run

Jump peaks at 55ft. No 

backflips please, this 

is Bond, not the circus

Land in Piazza Duomo, 

try not to squash any 

pedestrians. Job done!
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NO TIME TO DIE

and inside you’ll find a large wooden 

steering wheel, roll cage, a pair of 

narrow carbon bucket seats, a hydraulic 

handbrake and a gearlever that looks 

oddly familiar. 

It’s a stunt car, designed to slide 

merrily around with minimal provocation. 

The tyres are original design, but modern 

compound, it’s rear-drive from a naturally 

aspirated engine, weighs about a tonne 

and has north of 300bhp. It has one or two 

handling quirks – “Wants to spit you off, 

basically” is how Mark Higgins describes 

I CAN’T TELL YOU WHAT THIS CAR IS, BUT I 
can tell you what it’s like to drive. Bloody 

hilarious. Right up there with the Ariel 

Nomad in the as-much-fun-as-eating-

candyfloss-on-a-waltzer department. 

And capable of equally brain-scrambling 

movements. 

So no, what you’ll see in No Time To Die 

is not a bog-standard £500,000 Aston 

Martin DB5 pulling fairground shapes, but 

one of eight bespoke built cars made by 

Aston especially for the film. The panels 

are carbon, the chassis is a spaceframe 

The DB5 does enormous 
skids. We know, we had 
a go in the stunt car
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TOPGEAR: WHAT’S THIS WE HEAR ABOUT COCA-COLA BEING  
USED TO GIVE YOU MORE GRIP?
MARK HIGGINS: You would not believe the difference. It gave us  
four times the grip. The whole road network in Matera is cobbles  
– very, very polished cobble – so you have nothing. I mean 
NOTHING. For the poor guys on the bikes, they wouldn’t have  
been able to ride on it. They’d just lose the front end everywhere. 

So you spray Coke, a very light film, let the sun bake it for ��–�� 
minutes and you’re away. The opening sequence you see on the 
trailer, that was our first day of filming, and we probably put down 
too much grip. You saw the black lines that were left behind? That 
was for real. That’s how much rubber was being left on the surface.
TG: HOW DID FILMING GO OUT IN MATERA?

MH: It was last summer in southern Italy, so really hot and we 
were out there for seven weeks. We’d had some rehearsals for the 
car which we mostly did down here (Longcross test track in 
Surrey). The cars were built quite late anyway, so we didn’t really 
do much before they were shipped away. And then we had to find 
out what they actually did when we were out there. 

We had a little kart track, which we’d go and do some testing  
at, and there was a big car park area if we wanted to test the pod  
car, or run some scenarios with traffic. We could set out other 
vehicles just to see how that worked. 
TG: DRIVING AS JAMES BOND, IS IT A MATTER OF BEING AS  
LAIRY AS YOU CAN?

MH: Not really. Bond’s about being efficient and in control, so 
you have to think about that. Generally it’s about toning it down a 
bit, trying to make it a little bit smoother and faster. But beyond 
that you’ve got to remember that the camera is often seeing 
something different, and what I’m thinking looks cool, they’re not 
even looking at. So it’s getting that understanding – and safety is a 
big part of it. You don’t wanna come out of a big drift, think, “Yeah, 
that was great” and then hit the brakes because the next thing you 
know you’ve got a camera car up your arse. You’ve got to be very 
wary of what’s going on around you all the time. And there’s the 
radio calls and different procedures and so on – I take it for granted 
now, but when you go on your first job it’s a minefield. 

its behaviour as 

it comes out of a 

slide. Those tyres 

have good grip, but 

little directional feel. 

You’re not sure when they’re 

pointing straight. Easiest way to 

solve this is to never let them. 

A standard DB5 will not drift or do  

donuts. Driving one that does feels naughty, 

especially the thought of what it looks like  

to everyone around you. I’d have one of 

these over a real one. OM

Mark Higgins is still  
a supreme helmsman
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IN THE BAD OLD DAYS OF FORD-OWNED PREMIER AUTOMOTIVE 

Group product placement, the best a Land Rover (or, whisper it, a 

Ford Mondeo) could hope for was a fleeting cameo for comedy 

value. Yes, we’re looking at you, Casino Royale and the Range 

Rover Sport in ‘Carry On Up The Valet Parking’ japes. In 2020, we’re 

more alive and cynical to that kind of shameless promo, so if a new 

car wants to feature in a Bond movie, it has to earn its keep. Enter, 

stage right, the all-new Land Rover Defender. We’ll get our first 

proper look at this year’s most wanted new car getting mucky in 

NTTD, and by the look of the sneaky peeks, the crew haven’t gone 

easy on the new Landie. Then again, getting it airborne and 

whamming its sump down on to a rutted track might very well  

have been part of Land Rover’s sign-off process. If the new 

Defender can survive a Bond chase, then it’ll most likely shrug  

off the worst speed bump impacts that Islington’s schoolrun set 

– who, incidentally, are 16 times more likely to have a shunt than  

a megalomaniac’s henchman – can throw at it. Bond himself clearly 

favours the hipster approach, as we see him enjoying his 

short-lived ‘retirement’ out in Jamaica behind the spindly wheel  

of a Series II Landie. Ironic, isn’t it? All the hoo-ha over product 

placement and Bond’s recent taste for a certain green-bottled 

beer, and yet Daniel Craig’s final outing appears to see him 

selecting more classic motors than brand spanking new ones. OK

The new Defender proves 
how tough it is… but the 
Series II is still cooler
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HERE’S WHAT WE KNOW: THE VALHALLA
will make an appearance in the new film. 

For how long, and whether Bond even 

drives it... not a clue. Still, plenty to be 

positive about – this here is the actual film  

hack, a Valhalla body draped over an 

undisclosed, but satisfyingly noisy donor 

car. And it looks suitably alien in the metal 

– stretched to ripping point over the 

wheels. Even the overbite is growing on 

us. Best of all, it’s real. Well, it will be in 

2022 – its future assured by the depth of 

Mr Stroll’s pockets. Speaking of which... JR

Aston’s £1m, 1,000bhp 
Valhalla hypercar 

makes a cameo

NO TIME TO DIE
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Lawrence Stroll, F1 boss and 
fashion mogul, has thrown 
Aston a lifeline. Here’s how 
the company plans to use it

W O R D S  P A U L  H O R R E L L
P H O T O G R A P H Y  J O H N  W Y C H E R L E Y  &  M A R K  R I C C I O N I

T hings were looking properly 
dodgy for Aston Martin  
in the first weeks of ����. 
They couldn’t even get  
the DBX crossover into 

production without new borrowing at 
interest rates so punishingly high it  
was just kicking the can of financial 
agony a bit further down the road.  
This month, though, a rescue was led  
by Lawrence Stroll, saving the DBX  
and a range of supercars to come.  
The company can breathe easier.
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now been put back to ����. It justifies the 
existence of the hybrid V�, but with less 
power than the Valhalla. It’ll still need a 
lot of poke, mind, if not to wilt in the face 
of McLaren’s Super Series and whatever 
Ferrari will be fielding as a mid-life 
upgrade to the F� Tributo. They too will 
have hybrid V�s, btw. Like the Ferrari, the 
Valhalla is bonded aluminium. Expect a 
convertible, and a hardcore AMR Pro.

Among the front-engined Astons, after 
the DBS GT Zagato and the Goldfinger 
Continuation DB�, the next mega-priced 
limited edition is the ��-unit V�� 
Speedster. The ‘volume’ Aston, the  

V� Vantage, has been selling like slightly 
tepid cakes, but should be given a fillip by 
this spring’s Roadster version. 

To make it all happen, a consortium 
led by Lawrence Stroll (including JCB 
industrialist Lord Anthony Bamford) has 
invested £��� million, with existing 
shareholders adding £���m, so that’s 
£���m of long-term money. Stroll 
becomes executive chair of Aston. He 
expresses confidence in Andy Palmer as 
CEO, hence the new plan’s resemblance  
to the former plan. Building long-term 
buyer trust in a car brand demands 
consistency. As long as it’s working. 

But not relax. Number one task is to 
make damn sure the new range of cars 
will be fit to rival Ferrari. At the same 
time, number two is to run the company 
tightly enough that it doesn’t revisit the 
financial precipice it’s just peered over  
– for the umpteenth time since it was 
established in ����.

The finances mean the car plans have 
been rejigged. A year ago at the Geneva 
show, Aston brought not one, not two, but 
three mid-engined cars – in varying degrees 
of conceptiness. They won’t happen so soon 
as we were first told. But happen  
they will, to leverage the new-for-���� 
Aston Martin F� team. The official word  
is, “Mid-engined cars are a core part of 
Aston Martin Lagonda’s future.”

Meanwhile, to save engineering cost 
elsewhere, the Lagonda electric SUV  
has been delayed by at least three years  
to ����. And the EV version of the  
Rapide is put in cryogenic suspension.

Bringing astounding Le Mans level 
performance to the road, the Valkyrie 
finally starts arriving with buyers late  
this year. It’s delayed, yes, but that’s 
actually less about finances than fully 
sorting this rocket’s bleeding-edge 
technology. Just ask the Mercedes-AMG 
One people, equally late.

Next, the Valhalla. It was due in ����, 
but that’s now ����. Orders have been  
OK if not tearaway: the edition of ���  
isn’t fully spoken for. It uses a �,���bhp-
ish hybrid twin-turbo V� powertrain. The 
engine itself is designed in-house, to suit 
electrification, so put out of your head  
the idea it’s just half the existing 
front-mounted V��. The Valhalla’s  
tub is carbon fibre, like the Valkyrie’s.

Finally, in last year’s Geneva mid-
engined trio, the Vanquish concept. It has 

TIMELINE FOR THE FUTURE

‘Son of Valkyrie’, still crazy-

fast and crazy-dear, but 

slightly less so and more 

usable. New V6 hybrid

Uncompromised, madly 

original Adrian Newey 

brainstorm finally arrives 

with 1,000bhp per tonne

V6 hybrid again, this time in 

an aluminium car carefully 

aimed at Ferrari’s and 

McLaren’s heartlands

Think Ferrari Monza. 

Developed off Aston’s 

front-engined V12 

platform, 88 up for sale

Aston arrives fashionably 

late with its luxe crossover, 

so should have properly 

benchmarked the rivals

A soft-top version of 

the V8 was always an 

obvious move and 

should add a lot of sales

Cash injection should 

help Aston buy 

enough piping to run 

Valhalla exhausts all 

the way to the back

VANTAGE ROADSTERDBX VALKYRIE V12 SPEEDSTER VALHALLA VANQUISH

Aston’s mission to put track 

performance on the road is back  

on track. If you see what we mean
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LAWRENCE STROLL HAS BIG AMBITIONS
 in F1. He led a buyout of Force India’s 

assets in 2018, and renamed the team 

Racing Point. Now it will be rebranded 

again, to become the Aston Martin F1 

works team from the 2021 season.

At the moment, of course, Aston is  

title sponsor of Red Bull. That was up for 

renewal at the end of 2020 anyway, so  

it will end. Aston also partnered Red Bull 

Advanced Technologies to develop 

Adrian Newey’s ideas for the Valkyrie. 

Since deliveries will start this year, that 

agreement will also wind down.

Racing Point managed seventh in  

the 2019 Constructors’ Championship,   

and before that Force India scored  

a couple of fourths. Stroll has said the 

2021 rules and spending cap will help 

teams like his. Aston Martin will get a 

stake in the team, and plans to put in  

as much cash each year as it spends  

on sponsoring Red Bull.

In 2021, it’s likely the Mercedes car  

will have departed, opening up the  

field and leaving Mercedes power  

units to Aston Martin. Mercedes still  

has a share in Aston Martin Lagonda. 

What else do we know about the  

team? Well, it’s a racing certainty  

the driver line-up will include  

Stroll’s son Lance.

2021: back  
in the paddock

I L L U S T R A T I O N  A N D R E I  A V A R V A R I I

Aston Martin F1:  

hoping to provide a few 

highlights out on track

BOSS LEVEL

NAME: 
Lawrence Stroll
NATIONALITY:
Canadian
STATUS: 
Exec chair,  
Aston Martin
SPECIAL SKILLS:
Huge classic Ferrari 
collection. Made his 
fortune in fashion 
brands… but cars have 
other complications: 
shirts don’t need 
crash-testing
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ZERO TO
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How Toyota took one of 

the UK’s dullest new cars 

and used rally tactics to 

turn it into 2020’s most-

wanted hot hatch

ZERO TO
HERO

W O R D S  O L L I E  K E W 
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TOYOTA GR YARIS

W
ouldn’t blame you if it took a while to turn the page just then. That  

front three-quarter angle on the new Toyota GR Yaris, now finally  

erased of tedious camouflage wrap, is sensational. Almost as naughty  

as the rear three-quarter. That guilty giddiness you’re experiencing is 

something you’ve never felt before – the desire to own a Yaris. 

Thing is, there’s something more fundamental to this car than just 

being a new hot hatch, or the most aggressively planted stance-a-licious 

supermini of ����. It says something optimistic about the car industry 

in general, and Toyota in particular. 

There’s still potential for us all to get blindsided by a blank-cheque 

project. There’s still a value – and a future – for pukka motorsport 

homologation specials. And, just maybe, there’s more to the next 

generation of fast cars than just power, a YouTube-ready wrap and  

more power. How about one that’s usefully small, light on its feet,  

and squeezes more horsepower than anything its size from an engine 

that’s considerably smaller than the one in the nose of a Prius? 

The GR’s chief engineer Naohiko Saito poignantly describes it a 

chance to make a car he will look back on in �� years and be proud of. 

There’s a heavy sense of ‘because we won’t be allowed to make them  

like this anymore’ about his demeanour. The Yaris GR exists because  

of marketing, yes, but also because Toyota wants to win at rallying. 

However, motorsport rules say it can’t compete in something that  

bears no relation to the Yaris at bridge club. 

Toyota WRC wants a three-door Yaris to fling through snow-blanketed, 

muddy forests and across arid deserts, because aero aids can’t contravene 

panel gaps, so a �dr offers a larger area for mounting downforce-generating 

sponsors. Tommi Mäkinen, the boss of Toyota racing outfit Gazoo Racing, 

demanded as light a platform as possible, slippery aero, and perfect weight 

distribution. The usual easy-going Finnish rally driver type, then. But 

Tommi won four WRC crowns on the bounce, and masterminded  

Toyota’s ���� title. So what Tommi wants, Tommi gets. 

Problem is, real-world punters don’t buy three-door cars any more. 

Or low-slung hatchbacks. In ����, there’s no �dr VW Polo, or Ford 

Focus, or �th-gen Yaris. Toyota followed the herd into a five-door-only 

enclosure. And coupe-ish hatches like the VW Scirocco and Vauxhall 

Astra GTC are dead. For accurate, real-world relevance, the WRC ought 

really to be populated by anonymous crossovers. Perish the thought.

Here’s hoping that Toyota’s just fired the starting gun on a new 

homologation arms race. Saito is proud to note that “�� per cent” of 

Tommi Mak’s requests have been fulfilled in this totally re-engineered 

Yaris that retains the basic floorpan and lights of the five-door. 

There’s a flat underbody. He’s got his lightweight platform: the shell 

is largely steel and saves ��kg over the standard Yaris chassis, but, 

thanks to a ��mm roof chop, the centre of gravity drops, while grammes 

saved there are invested in wheelarch blisters. The bonnet, boot and 

doors are aluminium. And the roof is carbon fibre. I remember thinking 

it was overkill when BMW started doing that on the M�. Saito also 

encourages buyers to prod the bumpers with a thumb to see them flex 

like the skin of a RIB speedboat. “I am a crazy engineer,” he admits.

Sometimes, it’s all about the tiny margins. Gains like shoving the 

engine block ��mm further back in the nose than a standard Yaris 

carries it. Others are enormous investments, like the engine itself.  

It’s the smallest, lightest �.�-litre combustion engine in the world, 

delivering ���bhp and ��� Nm from three cylinders and a low-friction 

ball-bearing turbo. Saito admits they tried to plumb in more capacity, 

but there simply wasn’t space. 

Happily, confining this motor to around ����cc means it qualifies  

for R� rally regulations – the lower tier of firing a hatchback along a dirt 

track for sport. So Toyota thinks there’ll be a market in selling a stripped 

GR Yaris to rally up-and-comers, inspired by its big brother’s exploits  

in the top flight. For people who just want a road car, this is possibly  

the fastest supermini ever. It weighs just �,���kg – barely a handful  
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HOW TO MAKE A RALLY CAR FOR THE ROAD

Weapons-grade rally-winning 

Yaris. 1.6-litre, 380bhp, 1190kg, 

about half a million quid

Road-going AWD super-Yaris. 

0–100kmph in “under 5.5secs”, 

143mph . Bye-bye, Focus ST...

Standard Yaris. Four out of five 

will be hybrids. Best-in-class 

turning circle, kids! 
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TOYOTA GR YARIS

T O P G E A R . C O M  ›  M A R C H  2 0 2 0 093

of kilos more than a Fiesta ST, which is faintly miraculous for 
something with �WD – and will get from �–���kmph in under �.� 
seconds, a second quicker than anything with the same footprint.  

Could the GR have been even more extreme? “The rally team  
wanted the roof even lower to get more airflow under their rear wing. 
But then there’d have been no back window.” Speaking of windows, 
they’re (bespoke) glass – Perspex offered negligible weight savings.  
Why isn’t it a two-seater? “Usability. We need to sell a lot!” Apparently  
a paddleshift gearbox was never considered, but Gazoo might work in  
a sequential ’box for rally die-hards if there’s demand. 

Most new Yarises will be �.�-litre hybrids with CVT ‘gearboxes’. 
This one’s a manual only, with drive then sent to all four wheels. And, 
instead of being a sanitised set-up, this is one area where the street 
Yaris can be cleverer than the rally Yaris. Saito wanted to raid the back catalogue for rally pedigree �WD. 

“We found the Celica GT-Four AWD system’s drawings in the library. 
It was so complicated – we couldn’t understand them when we tried to 
reverse engineer it.” Besides, it’d have been too heavy. 

Because rally, the GR is full-time four-wheel drive. It’s never front- 
wheel drive to save fuel and it doesn’t rely on a hydraulic or electrically 
actuated coupling to engage rear-drive when the fronts spool up.

The default setting is �� per cent of power up front, and �� per cent 
sent backwards, but there’s no centre diff. Instead, Toyota’s rear-axle 
‘high-response coupling’ can be electrically adjusted via a dial on the 
dashboard, offering a ��-per-cent-rear bias in Sport mode, or an even 
��/�� split for watch-me-rescue-this-slide superpowers in Track mode. 

The system can in fact, send all ���bhp to either axle, but Toyota  
has barred that ability. Why? “Because rally cars are four-wheel drive,  
all the time,” Saito explains. Did he consider an artificial but headline-grabbing Drift Mode,  

with ��� per cent poke to the back? “No. AWD isn’t really for drifting. 
And anyway, this car can drift without a special mode.” 

Having driven the prototype, I’m not sure I agree. The GR summons  
so much purchase from its Michelins that, even in Sport Mode with the 
traction control off, it just scoots out of corners like Scalextric. It’s akin  

to its fellow Japanese superhatch, the Civic Type R. Unless you’re 
being a complete wally, it doesn’t really do understeer, or oversteer, 
or torque-steer, or bump-steer. It just goes from Point A to Point B 
disdainfully quickly. Perhaps Tommi could teach me a Scandi flick. 

He’ll recommend you spec the Circuit Pack. This adds 
(lightweight) forged rims wrapped in stickier tyres, plus two 
limited-slip differentials. The standard car is brainy enough to 
automatically adjust the torque split in each mode, depending on 
how well it thinks you’re driving. Add the extra diffs and it’ll also 
busy itself shuffling torque left/right/left across axles in a bid to 
summon as much speed as possible. Reminder – we’re not talking 
about a Nissan GT-R or Porsche ��� here. This is a Yaris. Just about. 

Thing is, it stops short of being another car that’s only as 
advanced as its Pentium processors. There are goodies even Iron Age 

idiots like me can get their head around. Massive ���mm front brakes 
with four-pot calipers. A bolstered sports seat (albeit mounted a tad 
high).  The Yaris’s torsion-bar suspension has been junked for a new 
set-up, designed from the jump to accommodate AWD. MacPherson 
struts up front, double wishbones at the rear. The ride is unbelievably 
mature. This thing can cover ground in comfort at speeds that would 
see  
a Hyundai i��N boing onto the radar of low-flying aircraft. And  
it’s proper, old-school damping: no modes, just one factory setting.

There’s something especially Japanese about that – trust the 
engineer who has the expertise to set up the car. “Crazy” Naohiko  
Saito nods solemnly when I idly point this out. 

“I’m very proud this is an all-Japanese, all in-house car”, he says, 
masterfully avoiding a reference to the GR Supra’s rampant BMW-
ification. Then, the smile is back. “This is not a bean-counter’s car.” 

“BECAUSE RALLY, THE 
YARIS GR IS FULL-TIME 
FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE”
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ZERO LABS

A classic American 4x4 with zero emissions and 
Rolls-Royce build quality? What next? Vegan pork?

W O R D S  T O M  F O R D   P H O T O G R A P H Y  R O W A N  H O R N C A S T L E
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“Road” is a mite generous as a description, really. It’s a rocky vein sketched 
lightly across the ankles of a small-ish mountain. A carriageway busy with 
everything but traffic, all dust and rocks, and brush that grumpily scrapes 
itself up out of the dirt as if angry about its own existence. The sun is 
starting its low pass, which means this vintage Ford Bronco is chased by  
a blocky shadow a millisecond in second place the whole way, a silhouette 
softened by the light trail of dust we’re ploughing in our wake as we climb. 

We crawl over rocks in low-range, picking lightly at the trail, gently 
pulling ourselves ever higher until the view reveals itself and we pull to  
a stop, absorbing the view like taking in a breath, a view painted in muted 
watercolours across the horizon. It’s a scene that could be pulled from the 
Sixties, given the age of the car we’re driving. Except when you listen, and 
look closer. Because one, the Bronco is near silent, even when it’s moving, 
and two, if you spare this Ford any more than a cursory glance, you’ll 
realise that this car is the same as a Sixties Bronco in the same way that a 
cat is a horse. Same basic design architecture, wildly different outcome. 

It goes deeper than the modern paint. Or the millimetric carbon-fibre 
panel gaps that are decidedly unBronco in both material and finish. The 
re-made body that soothes away some of the original Bronco’s more 
awkward production necessities. It goes further than the hardcore and 
respected Currie Enterprises differentials you can see peeping out from 
underneath the car front and back, or the Fox Racing suspension that you 
glimpse. Further even than an interior that you could happily mount on a 
wall as modern art: floating centre console modelled on an Eames chair, 
manual gearstick as tactile a piece of engineering as you could hope for. 
Because this is a Zero Labs Ford Bronco. It is different because it is 
re-engineered from the ground up. And it is silent because it is electric. 

Heresy? Depends on your point of view. Because Zero Labs is currently 
knocking out fully electric, heavy-restomod classic Ford Broncos, neatly 
plaiting two of the hottest trends in automotive into a vehicle that’s about 
as on-trend as it’s possible to get without involving a vegan Kardashian 
wearing nothing but a pair of Yeezys. And without spoiling the end of the 
story too much, it is utterly, completely beguiling. To explain why, it’s 
probably best to start at the beginning. With Adam. But not that one. 

“You have to look at the future as if it’s already happened. Your 
unconscious doesn’t recognise time. You can’t be anchored in the present. 
I have to believe this has already happened… that this Bronco is already 
the past. Hope isn’t how ‘it’ happens. You have to live in the future.”

One daring customer 

ordered his Bronco with 

no roof. Or doors
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LE MANS FILMDANIEL RICCIARDO

Adam Roe, Zero 

Labs Founder and 

CEO. Passionate and 

enthusiastic with a 

liking for bees (really)
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What a pretty 

engine bay. Do 

we even call 

it that now? 

Battery bay?

“Lefty loosey, 

righty tighty.... 

no hang on. Is 

that it? Or is it 

lefty tighty?”

“ ZERO LABS IS DEFINITELY A BIT 
DIFFERENT FROM THE USUAL SMALL 
VOLUME ATELIER START-UP”
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DAVID STUTTARD 
DIRECTOR, 

INDUSTRIAL 
DESIGN

A Brit with an eye  

for forensic detail, 

Stuttard makes sure 

that the Zero Labs cars 

pay homage without 

veering into pastiche. 

Also has frankly 

exceptional eyebrows.

ZACHARY 
MANDEVILLE 

DIRECTOR, DRIVE 
AND CONTROL 

SYSTEMS
Wrangler of bits and 

bytes, Mandeville 

makes sure the Bronco 

delivers when it comes 

to the drivetrain. He 

already has plans for 

v.2.0 on the way...

GARRETT GREEN 
SENIOR WELDER 

AND FABRICATOR
A building is only as 

good as its foundation, 

and Green re-

engineers the Bronco 

to stand up to several 

times the power of an 

original, dropping in an 

integrated roll cage  

at the same time. 

ZERO LABS

Rewind to several hours earlier, and Adam Roe, CEO and founder of 
Zero Labs Classic Electric Vehicles, is on a roll, and it’s hard to decide 
whether he’s a genius, or intriguingly insane. Maybe it’s the jet lag, but I 
stare glassily, aiming for thoughtful and knowing, coming up somewhere 
on the far side of looking like I’ve turned up to a battle of wits unarmed. 
Smile flickering off and on like vintage neon, Roe gestures expansively at 
Zero Labs’ new manufacturing facility next door to Elon Musk’s Space X 
in Los Angeles, and asks, seemingly unsure, “But it’s cool though, right?” 

Yes, it’s cool. But this, I realise as a lady called Kaylee glides past on a 
longboard, holding a cup of coffee the size of a fire extinguisher… this is 
peak California. And it’s not just the inter-room commuting equipment. 
The energy here is tangible. You can taste the optimism on the back of 
your throat, feel it leaking out from the people, the place. It’s as warming 
as the Californian sunshine doing its best to jam itself through the office 
window. It’s incredible and slightly… weird. Or maybe, y’know, jet lag.

My eyes keep wandering to the matte grey Bronco lurking ��ft away. It 
certainly looks the part, and I’m hoping against hope that this isn’t some 
cobbled-together Instagram-pretty facade. I can feel myself getting drawn 
into the Zero Labs enthusiasm, and it’s going to be a killer if the car is 
rubbish. It doesn’t help that I instantly like Roe, because it’s impossible 
not to. He isn’t what you’d call the typical automotive CEO. Fit-looking, 
dressed in a black vee-neck tee, denim jacket and scuffed trainers, Adam 
Roe one of those people impossible to pigeonhole. Hip off-duty mechanic 
or charming slacker millionaire? Could be either. Or both, in this case. 

Having built up a ��-year career in advertising and tech, Roe pulled  
an extraordinary business volte-face and decided to make classic EV 
conversions instead. His cars wouldn’t be re-fit restorations, but re-
engineered in a way that brought modernity and convenience to the fore, 
mixing in a generous dose of whimsy and art along the way – a bit like a very 
popular ‘re-imagineer’ of Porsches based not far away here in California. To 
that end, he gathered up a small team of designers, artists, fabricators and 
racing-car engineers, chassis and tech people, and made a company. 

Zero Labs is definitely a bit different from the usual small volume 
atelier start-up. The shop is brick-built and resembles a hip New York loft 
apartment. It currently stocks several Broncos in various states of undress 
and re-animation. The quality of the stripwork and fit is clinical and 
impressive. There aren’t hundreds of cars in here, but that’s a good thing, 
the Zero Labs Bronco being a limited initial run of around ��� vehicles. 
Vehicles that will be hand-built, and limited to cars that are well on their 
way to being wrecks, and it’ll turn away any conversion of a straight and 
pretty original car. Saying that, there’s plenty of space to expand, and this 
feels like a gang of misfits with a mission. The Bronco will not be the only 
car on the Laboratory table, and the plan is to both upgrade the current 
car’s specification and continuously upgrade existing cars as they go. 

Of course, there are several companies who refresh old Broncos. Many 
who do bang-up jobs too, fettling and improving the icon. But Zero Labs 
goes several steps further, and pulls the heart right out of it. Admittedly, 
it’s not like a Bronco had a truly legendary engine in the first place, but 
plugging in a ��kWh battery pack and a ���bhp, ��� Nm ft BorgWarner 
permanent magnet motor is certainly a statement of intent. Re-making 
said Bronco with carbon-fibre panels, a custom chassis, integrated 
roll-cage, every modern convenience and a generous dose of artistry is 
tattooing that intent onto your forehead and never wearing a hat. 

But, hell, you can throw money at something and waste nothing  
but time and liquidity, watch your big dream burn with surprising speed  
if you don’t have more than just some quirky patter and a nice show car.  
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“ WE HEAD OUT FOR A MINI 
ADVENTURE INTO THE HILLS 

ABOVE LOS ANGELES”
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ZERO LABS

Interior is a 

clever blend of 

‘original Sixties’ 

and ‘actually 

works’

The perfect 

spot for a quick 

kip. So long as 

you’ve left your 

legs at home
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“ WITH A RANGE OF 190 MILES, IF 
YOU LIVE NEAR TO THE WILD, OFF-
ROAD DAYS OUT WOULD BE A JOY”

Wheels 

are 20-inch 

aluminium 

billet with old-

school style

The last known 

shot of Wookie. 

We believe he 

filed this feature 

from Mexico
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Big dreams cost big money. So after a good tour around the place, we head 
out for a mini adventure into the hills above Los Angeles to see if Zero 
Labs is more than just pretty social media. 

First impressions are excellent, if unfamiliar. On a road, the Zero Labs 
Bronco is probably what is best described as ‘authentically vague’, steering 
and stopping five times as well as an actual period Bronco, but not 
anaesthetised by its modern drivetrain. That probably sounds like 
damning with faint praise, but this is by no means a bad thing, and you’ll 
appreciate the fact that the whole thing isn’t dominated by an EV 
drivetrain optimised for �–���kmph. This old horse is pleasingly brisk and 
happily confident on the streets – even if you do have to take your time to 
get used to the manual box. It’s no particular biggie, just that an EV 
obviously doesn’t have a stall speed, so a) you don’t have to de-clutch when 
you slow to a stop, and b) you sort of preselect gears: clutch in, change gear, 
clutch out, throttle. 

Weirdly, it just feels just right, no matter how unfamiliar the operation 
given the silhouette. It’s a fairly eccentric choice to leave in a manual box, 
but it works here both emotionally and physically. It rides well, corners 
acceptably, and you can feel the quality of the components pretty much 
instantly. It’s not a revelation in terms of set-up, but you can fettle your 
own car to suit yourself, and that expensive suspension allows just that. 
More than that, it’s a joy to just sit in. A jeweller’s eye brought to bear on  
a classic but imprecisely wrought vintage Ford. Without trying to sound 
perverse, you could spend a long time just touching the inside of this 
thing, feeling the weight and solidity of the components, revelling in the 
seamless nature of the upgrades, from the vegan leather to the bamboo 
inserts. It’s magic. The con of the Zero Labs, the visual and tactile grift,  
is that it all looks like it should have been this way in the first place – if a 
Bronco had a more appealing interior than a Rolls-Royce. 

The good news continues away from metalled roads – properly set up, 
this would be an off-road master. The nature of the EV delivery means  
you can pick your way pretty much anywhere with minimal wheelspin  
or general boorishness, silently creeping up tricky tracks listening to the 
birds sing. It makes so much sense. And, with a range of around ��� km 
from a full battery, if you live somewhere near to the wild, off-road days 
out would be a joy. No, it’s not going to be the solution for serious off-road 
overlanding, but there’s capability here beyond what we’re used to. For 
me, a bigger battery and ��� km of range, and you’d be sorted. 

The difference here is that this car feels tangibly real. A bit of time 
spent with Roe and you realise that this probably isn’t one of those pop-up 
brands whose conception via ego leads to death by reality. There’s plenty 
of no-nonsense business nous hanging around. And Roe seems to have  
had his fear of failure surgically removed. The truth is that most of these 
businesses splash hard, and then slowly bleed to death. A death brought  
on by a thousand cuts of production reality: profit versus loss and hard 
investment that turns even the most outrageously priced single unit (from 
$���k for one of these, since you ask) into an unsustainable loss leader.

But Zero Labs is delivered in the kind of nimble, fleet-footed and slick 
way that you only get with small benevolent dictatorship outfits with 
someone savvy calling the shots. Roe talks about making a sentimental 
connection with the owners, about making something that contains 
everything you love, without the things you hate. About melding our 
passion for old cars with a drivetrain more suited to modern living. What 
he and his team have created is a car that you won’t buy from Zero Labs 
because you need it – you’ll buy it because you want it. And if you spend 
even the smallest amount of time in one, or with these people, that want 
becomes need very quickly indeed.  

Try not to 

give into the 

temptation 

to make a 

‘shocking’ pun

ZERO LABS
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Two decades after he was caught 
attempting 200mph on a British road, the 
planet’s fastest chain smoker reveals all

W O R D S  R O W A N  H O R N C A S T L E  P H O T O G R A P H Y  M A R K  R I C C I O N I
I L L U S T R A T I O N  J U S T I N  M E T Z
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KAZUHIKO  NAGATA
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Smokey Nagata in his top 

-secret dyno room. This is 

where big power is made. 

And that fan? That’s just to 

clear his cigarette smoke...

AT AROUND 4AM ON 
NOVEMBER 4, 1998, 

KAZUHIKO ‘SMOKEY’ 
NAGATA PULLED OFF 
THE HARD SHOULDER 

INTO LANE TWO OF 
THE A1(M) AND CAME 

TO A STOP.
With rain falling and the mercury hovering just above freezing, he pinned the throttle, 
dropped the clutch and performed a monstrous burnout in the middle of the road. 
With the Midlands suitably sluiced in tyre smoke, he gunned his heavily modified, 
�,���bhp, Japanese-registered, gold-painted Toyota Supra with one aim in mind: 
hitting ���mph [���kmph].

Due to some complications (the engine running lean on one run, the car wanting to 
jettison its bonnet at ���-odd on another), he had a few attempts, but ultimately fell 
short of the double ton – clocking ���mph [���kmph]. Still a bonkers number, and 
more than enough to unofficially claim the dubious record of the fastest speed ever 
reached by a car on a UK public highway. But, ominously, the winter darkness then 
filled with blue lights as the police made chase, eventually nicking him, resulting in 
Smokey having a night at Her Majesty’s pleasure before fleeing back to Japan, worried 
his tuning company was going to go under. In reality, quite the opposite happened.

His escapades hit the headlines, and the grainy footage of him squirrelling down 
the motorway from the cameras gaffer-taped to the car went VHS viral – instantly 
catapulting him to legendary status within the tuning community. It was the ultimate 
ballsy PR tool for his company – Top Secret – proving that his cars were the real deal.
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Top Secret tune all GT-

Rs, but only the fastest 

Godzillas get gold
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KAZUHIKO  NAGATA

Fast-forward ��-odd years and the perpetual nature of social-media algorithms has 
propelled the ludicrous footage of that cold, wet night to a new generation. And it never 
gets any less impressive. Or mad. So, two decades on, TopGear’s come to Japan to learn  
a bit more about the man, the myth and the legend of that seminal night.

“What do you want to know?” Smokey says, crossing his legs while exhaling a thick 
cloud of smoke in front of one of his iconic cars. We’re at his tuning facility in Chiba,  
and I’m not afraid to admit it, I’m a little star-struck. Smokey is an OG internet celebrity  
to millennials; a viral superstar who predates Kim Kardashian, Ronnie Pickering and 
that lady who threw a cat in a bin. And it really doesn’t take long to work out why he got 
his nickname. He’s a proper, old-school habitual chuffer; it’s rare that the ��-year-old 
doesn’t have a cigarette loosely hanging from his lips.

But considering his infamy as a ���mph maniac, Smokey doesn’t have the look of  
a menace to society. He’s softly spoken and anxiously fidgets in conversation, often 
cowering back into a shell of introversion that wraps around his stunted, slight frame.  
But it’s unwise to judge him by his mannerisms. Inside, there’s a burning extrovert. One 
that doesn’t stand for social suppression or authority. Yet, weirdly, this trait is only 
exercised in and around cars.

“I grew up on a farm in Hokkaido,” he says, dragging in a hefty toke from his  
cigarette. “It’s Japan’s northernmost prefecture – so there’s not much going on. But my 
father loved driving fast, so I became obsessed with the sensation of speed and started 
tinkering with cars. I bought my first when I was �� years old – a Mitsubishi Galant 
GTO. But I struggled to fix it, so a local boss at Toyota helped me get it running. When 
we did,  
I started driving it to school. But, being only ��, it was illegal. So when the teachers 
found out, I was expelled.”

This, as you’ll learn, won’t be 
Smokey’s only tussle with 
authority in his life.

“The boss from Toyota felt 
responsible, as he got the car 
running, so gave me a job at 
Toyota when I was just ��. I’m 
probably the youngest employee 
they ever had and worked really 
hard as a mechanic for four years. 
Then I got fired. I  
bought a Celica and started 
modifying it during work,  
so they said I had to go.”

Ah, yes. Outside work, Smokey 
was spending his spare time 
thrashing his Celica around the 
mountains of Hokkaido. But with a non-existent race scene, he packed his bags and 
moved �,��� km to Tokyo to try to fulfil his dream of becoming a race driver.

“I had no money, so joined the tuning company Trust, the company behind GReddy.  
I was only allowed to make mufflers and work on turbos but I wanted more. I wanted to 
tune for top speed. So, after hours, I would work on my own projects at the shop. The 
bosses found out and weren’t happy, but turned a blind eye as they didn’t want to lose 
me. So it was our secret. Top secret.”

Hence the name of the pioneering tuning company he set up on the sly and has been 
running for nearly three decades. And you can see why Nagata-san got itchy fingers at 
Trust – it was the early Nineties, when a perfect storm of events was brewing, eventually 
making for an automotive renaissance and golden era of tuning. JDM cars with massive 
potential and exploitable performance were being released. Cars like the Nissan R�� 
GT-R, Toyota Supra and Mazda RX-�.

Tuners went properly crackers at this time, uncorking them to see how fast they’d go.  
It compounded in a near-pathological obsession with speed. Zero-���kmph run times at 
Yatabe’s oval proving ground became most valuable currency in the scene. Then, with 
the connection of new, free-running motorways, top speed runs started spilling out 
onto the streets, specifically the Aqua-Line, a �.�km tunnel underneath Tokyo Bay that 
late at night would become Smokey’s subterranean test track.

SMOKEY’S
GREATEST 

HITS

R32 SKYLINE
This is first car Smokey 

modified after leaving/getting 

fired from Trust. Also first to 

wear the trademark gold 

paint. Still drives it today

R33 SKYLINE
An Aqua-Line king,  

hitting over 200mph.  

It’s properly trick,  

having 1,000bhp and 

running multiple ECUs

GT-300 SUPRA
Very similar to the car used on 

the A1M run, but instead of 

Nissan’s RB engine, it has a 

stroked Toyota four-cylinder, 

rather than the standard 2JZ

V12 SUPRA
Featuring Japan’s only domestic 

V12, Smokey dropped it into a 

Supra and twin-turbo’d it. 

Smokey – reluctantly – put  

it up for auction

R35 GT-R
Japan’s fastest street car  

ever made, having done 

377kph in just 20.54secs. 

Ultimate aim is to break 

400kph. Or 249mph

“MY FATHER 
LOVED DRIVING 

FAST, SO  I 
BECAME 

OBSESSED WITH 
THE SENSATION 

OF SPEED”
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Just wanting to be the fastest, Smokey’s always been brand agnostic and often 
mixes a cocktail of different manufacturers’ components to make Frankensteined, 
bright gold (winners only get gold, see) vmax machines. Over the years, he’s been 
through every generation of GT-R, with an R�� being Top Secret’s first. Later, his 
R�� Skyline GT-R managed �–���kmph in �� seconds at Yatabe and ���mph 
[���kmph] in the tunnel, arguably the kernel of the idea of the A�(M) run.

In the seat for the Aqua-Line run was none other than tuning bible, Max Power.  
For younger audiences, Max Power was a modified car mag like no other. Along with 
Gatso jousting, car park racing and asking what your favourite-coloured orifice was,  
it had real sway and embedded itself within the zeitgeist, selling nearly a quarter of  
a million copies a month. So when it offered to pay to send Smokey and his car over  
for the Max Power Live show, he agreed. Then the idea of doing ���mph came up.

“I flew a video crew from a Japanese magazine – Option – over too, otherwise I 
would get bored,” he says, lighting another cigarette and slotting his Zippo lighter 
into his top pocket. “It was Max Power’s idea to go really fast, and the Supra could do 
it. It had an RB��DETT engine from a GT-R – Toyota’s �JZ is great for low-end 
torque, but we needed high-end power and I could work on it easier – but the Supra’s 
bodywork and aero, which were great for top speed. I was very aware of what I was 
doing, and wanted as much attention as possible for the best photography and video.”

Hence a day of burnouts anywhere he could; next to a field of cows, on a busy 
roundabout and, eventually, in the middle of the A�(M), just before the ���mph run.

“I did what I did, and what happened happened. I know it’s morally wrong, but it is 
what it is. I got sent to the police station but, not speaking any English, I had to wait in  
a cell until I could get a lawyer and a translator and go to court. I admitted to doing 
���mph and was banned from the UK for �� years, had a one-month international 
licence suspension, a £��� fine and £�� court fees. I was lucky; I thought I was going  
to prison. I returned to my hotel and there were paparazzi and press everywhere, so I 

sneaked out the back door to the airport. I was worried all 
the way until take-off where I thought, ‘I’m free – banzai!’”

Impressed by the brazen run, a Dubai Prince bought  
the RB Supra after the run. But Smokey didn’t hang up his 
high-speed boots. With the UK’s judicial slap on the back  
of his hands still fresh, Smokey built his most ambitious 
car yet to try to crack ���kmph, or ���mph. Once again 
using a Supra as the foundation, he ripped out the engine 
and implanted a �.�-litre V�� from a Toyota Century, then 
strapped two HKS GT���� turbos to it, running all the 
cooling through the boot thanks to a bespoke, slippery 
bodykit. The result: ���bhp and a space in the tuners hall  
of fame. Smokey shipped the car to the Nardò Ring in Italy  
to see how fast it’d go, but only managed ���.��kmph. So 
he took it to the Aqua-Line tunnel and did ���kmph, or 
���mph. On the street. But he doesn’t want to stop there.

“I want to do ���kmph [���mph] in my R�� GT-R,” 
Smokey says, working on his third cigarette. “That’s the 
goal. I was upset by the lack of parts Nissan offered for the 
R��, and the more I’m suppressed, the more I’m motivated 
to do something. So I’m building my own. And I will have 
the fastest car.”

Handily, �� years later, the A�(M) has just been 
resurfaced. Could that be the place to do it?

“Ha! Never again.”
Maybe he has learned his lesson after all. But don’t 

expect him to start vaping anytime soon. 

“I WANT TO DO 
400KPH [249MPH] 

IN MY R35 GT-R”

KAZUHIKO  NAGATA
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THIS IS GOING TO BE A SEMI-VICARIOUS BIT OF TESTING FOR OUR 
Garage. The primary user of this lovely little A-Class is going be the dear 
wife, who in some practical aspects is more particular than even me. 

Some quick spin A-Class background: The first Gen A was launched in 
���� and was Merc’s first foray into the truly compact car class to take on 
the likes of market kings such as the VW Golf. The radical, if controversial, 
mini-MPV style car had a few hiccups but managed to sell decently. 

Through the second and third generations it morphed into a more 
traditional hatchback shape and with this �th Generation, has grown into 
hatchback spawning a sedan, shooting brake, and four-door coupe variants 
(The latter of which was tested by our Ed on Page ���). 

So firstly, why did we choose an A-Class? Having driven compact SUVs 
for about ��+ years my wife wanted a change and something a bit sportier 
and smaller to drive. Her last car was a Macan (previously featured in 
Garage) and my trepidation towards her possible disappointment in a 
smaller class below made me a bit Eminem-esque knees weak, palms 
sweaty. Also, eye-watering bumps up in recent taxes made moving across 
the now doubly expensive Macan level of pricing a no-no.

Considerations included an Audi Q�/A�/A� (Too small, not pretty 
enough) or the BMW �-Series/X� (eye-assault styling). For the price/style/
luxury mix the A-Class hit the spot with perfect accuracy. What sweetened 
the deal was the rare (in our market, at least) “Edition �” A��� in black 
with yellow accents at LKR��.�mn. Yes, there were some older C-Classes at 
similar price points and there’s the CLA too which is slightly less fish-nor-
fowl looking now but was getting a bit ubiquitous, locally. The hatch looked 
sportier in our eyes and I preferred the simpler straight line of the face. But 
the interior was the main swing, with all of Merc’s new tech and style 
goodies thrown in! 

Mercedes-Benz A200 
Edition 1
HE L L O 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Is a baby Merc still a Mercedes?

DR I V E R
Gishanka de Silva

SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 30KM  OUR KM/L: N/A

9km/l 

1332cc 4cyl turbo petrol, 
FWD, 161bhp, 250Nm

1370kg

0-100kmph in 8secs, 
225kmph

           G O O D  S T U F F
AMG Line spec transforms the 

shape from elegant to more 

aggressive

           B A D  S T U F F
Those 19” liquorice thin tyres look 

kerb hungry…
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Bentley Continental GT  
HE L L O 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Is living with lux all it’s cracked up to be?

DR I V E R
Ollie Marriage

SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 0KM    OUR KM/L: 0

I’D GONE IN THINKING BLUE. THREE HOURS LATER I’M STILL UNDECIDED: 
should it be Verdant or Light Grey Satin? I’m quite proud of myself for 
having whittled it down to two shades from the ��� painted sculptural 
shapes on the table in front of me. Of course, �� per cent could be thrown 
out with ease: anything that said “my personal colour scheme is steel grey 
over deep mahogany accessorised with a bright white signature aperture”. 

California is not Crewe. But this corner of Crewe is hardly Crewe 
either. I’m in the Commissioning Suite at Bentley Motors Ltd, agreeing 
how TG’s new Conti GT should look (that’s not it above, by the way, that’s  
just one to have a poke around). Agreeing, not deciding, because with me, 
I have a north star of taste. Brett Boydell is head of interior design and my 
guiding light across the choppy waters of coral pink paint and sea-green 
leather. You can spec your Conti GT online, but come up here and you get 
a far, far richer experience: there are drawers full of leathers, shelves of 
materials and textures, scurrying assistants, veneers of wood, examples 
of intricate stitching, smells and ambience and a man to assist. After �� 
minutes, the table between us is a confection of possibilities.

It’s a fascinating process, and after a couple of hours later Boydell and 
I stand back to consider. I’m about to press go on a Damson interior. It 
looks astonishing, beautiful, but can I step into the office tomorrow and 

announce to my colleagues that the new Bentley will have a purple cabin? 
I cannot. Then he shows me Cricket Ball red. Poor on the configurator, in 
the GTC parked in the studio it’s rich, deep and tactile. 

End result: a Verdant green coupe with a red interior, chrome detailing 
and some wood inside. More trad than I expected, but I can hardly blame 
Boydell for that. But first it has to get built. And as with the spec, there 
are going to be no comebacks on that. Because I’m going to help build it. 

8.2km/l

5998cc, W12 twin turbo,  
4WD, 626bhp, 899 Nm

2244kg

0–100kmph in 3.7secs, 
333kmph

         G O O D  S T U F F
Buying a Conti GT? Go to Crewe 

and do this. It gives you a far 

greater appreciation for the 

work involved.

         B A D  S T U F F
Nearly pressed go on matt 

grey paint. Then found out  

it was a £22,965 option.

0-100
kmph
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THIS FEELS LIKE A PRETTY ROUTE-ONE COMPARISON. IT’S UNAVOIDABLE, 
though. For over �� years, Porsche has made the best roadster on sale, and 
it’d be obtuse of me to miss the chance to compare our BMW to one.

You’ve probably seen Boxster versus Z� a dozen times or more, with the 
Porsche triumphant. The winds have changed, though. The Boxster is 
wounded, its glorious, almost operatic old flat-six having been swapped for 
a four-cylinder that chunters like an old Subaru. The Z�, meanwhile, is very 
much as before, with a straight-six at the front powering the wheels at the 
back. But sharing DNA with the Toyota Supra – ����’s headline act for 
real-world (ish) cars – has boosted its credibility.

Around corners, nothing’s changed. The Z� feels like the heavier, less 
precise car, to an even greater degree than the ���kg disadvantage over this 
nominally stripped-out ��� Boxster T suggests. The Porsche is as lithe and 
athletic as ever, with world-class balance. Making it more of a shame that 
its flat-four engine is so short of charm. 

It counters with a purist-pleasing manual gearbox and its famous front 
and rear boots, which lend it more practicality than you’d think. Both cars 
impress hugely in dull everyday driving, in fact, with the bigger-engined 
BMW actually the more fuel-efficient of the pair. This is the closest the Z�’s 
ever got to the Boxster, and its extra two cylinders might just clinch victory.

So which wins? Um, neither. My £��k would be spent on the little 
French coupe sneaking up left of field. Even lighter on its feet than the ��� 
– and with a paddleshift so good you won’t miss a manual – the Alpine 
A��� is an enthralling car to drive, albeit one that’ll be a bigger pain in the 
bum to run than the BMW or Porsche. Something I’m continually 
reminding a friend who’s got one on order. We’re both aware it’s just 
jealousy.

BMW Z4 M40i
R E P OR T 5   

W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Can Supra DNA lift BMW’s sports car from the Boxster’s shadow?

DR I V E R
Stephen Dobie

SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 15788KM  OUR KM/L: 11.5

11.8km/l

2998cc, 6cyl turbo, RWD, 
335bhp, 500 Nm

1610kg

0–100kmph in 4.6secs, 
250kmph

 G O O D  S T U F F
Fuel economy continues to 

impress. Balls to downsizing,  

big engines are the best.

 B A D  S T U F F
Keyless entry works every  

time, but keyless locking is  

a little trickier to fathom.

0-100
kmph
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1999 BMW 728i 
HE L L O 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Does the quintessential 7-Series hold its own two decades later?

DR I V E R
Lasitha Gunawardena
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I SAW MY FIRST E38 7-SERIES IN 1997. IT WAS MYTHICAL. IT WAS 
El Dorado. It was always a, “When will I ever have one to call my own?” 
kind of car. Well, last month I got a permanent resident visa to El 
Dorado and got my hands on an E��. White. With a green interior. 
Fairly unmolested, considering what is out there. Off the bat, she was in 
fairly good nick. The previous owner babied it but didn't run it much. 
From my limited experience with Euros, that’s a big No No. After a 
MAF swap, a plug clean and some tightening of a bolt here and pugging 
of loose wires there, she was ready! And what a pleasant surprise she 
has been since.

It’s a ���i, so not exactly a blistering performer. It's lazy. But what it 
does best is to waft you through Colombo traffic as if you were still in 
bed. The double-glazed windows make me oblivious to the tuks and 
buses and their cacophony, the fairly decent (yet upgradeable) ICE 
keeps the tunes pumping, and the four electric seats, well… they’re 
adequate for my size and weight. 

Over the last weekend or so, I took it around the city, mostly early 
Sunday mornings when the roads were empty. Cornering is fairly 
predictable — the handling tight and crisp. That steering wheel is fairly 
large, but the response is precise. I keep thinking that she doesn’t know 
her size and length and pretends to be the sports car she is not. 

Plans ahead will be to do a complete fluid swap along with filters, 
including the famous “lifetime” transmission oil. Replace the suspension 
along with EDC, (Ouch!), and a spot of tidying-up the cosmetics — the aim 
is to keep it as stock as possible. Having my own BMW specialist workshop 
helps. Currently, the car rides on ��” wheels but I think going back to the 
��” turbines will get me the comfort level I am looking for. But for going fast 
around corners and being a hooligan? Well, I have two other options in the 
garage for that. This is my grown-up car.

SPECIFICATION

         G O O D  S T U F F
It's an E38, with double glazed 

windows, that handles like a 

smaller car

         B A D  S T U F F
2.8-litre power plant, body and 

interior panels showing age. 

Parts expensive to source

9.9km/l

2793cc, 6cyl petrol,  
RWD, 193bhp, 280 Nm

1670kg

0–100kmph in 8.6secs, 
227kmph

MILEAGE: 79500KM  OUR KM/L: 7.5 

THE OTHERS

0-100
kmph

IT'S NOT JUST 
NEW METAL IN 

THE TG STABLE...
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WHERE DID THAT TIME GO? SERIOUSLY. IT FEELS LIKE YESTERDAY 
that the Giulia arrived, but it’s already time for it to leave. 

Obviously, I have loved this car. But when it first arrived, I admit  
I was somewhat ambivalent towards it – I looked at it and saw a dull 
saloon for motorway munching; it didn’t scream adventure to me.  
But I’m happy to admit that first impression was false. Not that it  
isn’t, in fact, excellent for long motorway journeys – it is. No, it was  
the adventure bit I had all wrong. 

Not adventure in the traditional sense, but adventure in the everyday 
sense. The kind of adventure you have on your commute, where you 
simply enjoy the car for what it is and what it can do. And the Alfa  
was so smooth and sharp, so responsive and tractable, it was always 
enormously enjoyable to drive... even on motorways, and that’s saying 
something. Every journey had moments of vast grin factor – which  
is rare when the M�� and M� are involved. 

I drove a �-Series and a C-Class to see if the Giulia was an anomaly in 
its class. It wasn’t, but it was by far the most stylish and sleek – to my eyes, 
anyway. It also got positive reactions from the world, where the rivals were 
treated with disdain by other road users. It’s the romantic choice – put 
simply, you buy an Alfa with your heart, and the world knows that.

Is it better than the QV? Objectively, as it didn’t once break down  
or leave me standing helplessly by the roadside, yes it is. Subjectively, 
without question, yes it is. You don’t need the QV to have a huge amount 
of fun; in reality, having all that power is more likely to cause upset than 
enjoyment. Go for the standard car with a smaller engine and enjoy all the 
style without the stress. Ciao, bella.

Alfa Romeo Giulia
G O ODB Y E 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Is a standard Giulia as brilliant as the brilliant QV version?

DR I V E R
Esther Neve

SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 22692KM  OUR KM/L: 11.3

         G O O D  S T U F F
Reliability, reasonable fuel 

consumption, pointiness, 

comfort, fun and adventure.

 

         B A D  S T U F F
My one complaint – the offset 

numberplate that car-park  

entry systems couldn’t read...

12.8km/l

1995cc, 4cyl turbo petrol, 
FWD, 198bhp, 331 Nm

1429kg

0–100kmph in 6.6secs, 
235kmph

Tom Ford: Being able 

to run a supercar as 

a daily driver without 

the actual financial 

pressure of setting fire 

to your wallet every 

single day is something 

of a privilege. And 

yet I will never forget 

the windows falling 

into the doors, the 

IRIS infotainment 

never working or the 

screamingly sensitive 

tyre pressure sensors 

which introduced 

the kind of chronic 

paranoia that usually 

comes with driving cars 

worth £100 and under. 

McL A R E N  1 2 C  S P I D E R

DEARLY
DEPARTED

Long-termers  
we still miss

AUDI A1 1.0 TFSI

THE CAR BELOW IS NOT OUR 
long-term yellow Audi A� (the 
giveaway, of course, is that the car 
below is actually clean). The car 
below is an A� that has been – to 
employ the obligatory magazine 
parlance – ‘breathed on’ by German 
tuning house ABT. Looks good, no?

ABT’s upgrades are, by ABT’s 
own standards, decidedly subtle. 
New wheels, a slight drop in 
suspension height, and a ��bhp 
increase on Audi’s �.�-litre TFSI 
engine, bringing it to ���bhp all in. 
No word whether they’d offer the 
same upgrade to our long-termer’s 
���bhp �.�-litre three-pot, though I 
suspect they’d give it a shot. Still, it’s 
further confirmation of a suspicion 
that arises every time I drive our A�, 
with its crisp handling and sorted 
chassis: wouldn’t a new S� be a 
cracking little hot hatch? 

R E P OR T 6 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Can a (very posh) supermini work 
as your sole family car? 

DR I V E R
Sam Philip

SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 8208KM  OUR KM/L: 17

20.4km/l

999cc, 3cyl turbo, FWD, 
114bhp, 201 Nm

1105kg

0–100kmph in 9.5secs, 
203mph

0-100
kmph

0-100
kmph
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Range Rover Velar
G O ODB Y E 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Is there more to the Velar than style alone?

DR I V E R
Ollie Marriage

A CAR SHOULD EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS. IT’S AS SIMPLE AS  
that, really. And if it does, it’s A Good One. I didn’t think the Velar  
would, but it has. There have been issues, and I’ll come on to  
discuss those, but as I look back across the last nine months and  
��,��� km, I’m struck by how fondly I view a car I thought would  
rub me up the wrong way. 

This may be you right now, thinking the Velar isn’t a proper Land 
Rover. But let me tell you this: I’ve towed with it; I’ve carried stuff in  
it and on it; it’s been off-roaded, road-tripped and camping-tripped.  
We’ve put it through the wringer and it’s never let us down. Well, not 
fundamentally. Let’s get this out the way now. Occasionally the dash  
lights dim. Sometimes the electric boot closes when I’m leaning into it. 
The matrix LED headlights aren’t to be trusted. The gearbox’s torque-
converter occasionally refuses to lock up, leaving revs accelerating  
ahead of road speed. The phone/infotainment connection is flaky 
(although Apple CarPlay is much more stable since I upgraded my  
phone). These are faults, some minor, some very irritating. Then  
there are the nuisances: the positioning of the boot opening button  
next to the electric handbrake, the unresponsive steering wheel  
thumb pads, the brakes that ought to bite harder. 

None of this has fully knocked my confidence. It’s never failed to  
start or proceed – there’s always a workaround. Usually of the ‘turn it  
off, lock it, turn it on again’ variety. The cabin is what I’ll miss most.  
I reckon it’s nothing less than the best cockpit of any new car on sale 
today. I like the relaxed way it drives too. The suspension could be  
more isolated and sophisticated, but it’s a more calming car than any  
rival, and there’s a lot to be said for that. 

SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 48779KM  OUR KM/L: 11.4 

           G O O D  S T U F F
The soft, snug Kvadrat 

upholstery, cabin ambience, 

more practical and capable  

than you’d think.

           B A D  S T U F F
Expensive, not that economical, 

the (entirely unsurprising) 

electrical glitches.

15.6km/l

2993cc, V6 turbodiesel,  
4WD, 296bhp, 700 Nm

2029kg

0–100kmph in 6.5secs, 
241kmph

0-100
kmph
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SO THE HARD PLASTIC BITS IN THE DUSTER HAVEN’T TRANSMOGRIFIED 
into something more plush, the gearchange – which was already a kind  
of accurate-but-looping arrangement – has become slightly looser 
(leading to some serious shape-throwing of the left arm during  
vigorous upchanging) and the driver’s seat has dropped/squashed/died 
approximately an inch-and-a-half on the right-hand side. Doesn’t sound 
like much, but my complaint about the seats being too flat isn’t assuaged 
by now having a lower-back-assassinating lopsided bottom. That’s just 
over ��k km in, and I’m thinking about adding a seat cushion. OK, so I’m 
bigger than average and spend a lot of time driving the Duster, but still. 

On the plus side, the little ���bhp, �.� turbo is a quiet joy. A ‘group’ 
motor (also shared by the Nissan Qashqai and Mercedes A-Class), it’s 
eager, torquey and more than enough for the Duster’s acceptable but 
limited chassis. Not that you’d ever drive a Duster on the doorhandles 
just for fun, because that would be irresponsible. I’m also getting low- 
to-mid ��km/l without trying and for �� per cent running with a 
roofbox. That’s excellent, and adds up to ��� km on a tank, slightly less 
when five-up and loaded on a recent family holiday – although the car 
performed absolutely perfectly when put to hard use. This is all good 
stuff for a car in this price bracket – fitness for purpose is strong here. 

Saying that, I’ve started messing with it. I fitted both the optional 
roof bars and small rooftop box for extra capacity – a simple procedure 
that I managed in under �� minutes, giving a heap more room in the 
boot. I’ve also had the ‘�x� Pack’ black plastic arches and side mouldings 
fitted (£���), because I just think the Duster looks better with them, 
and I’ve a set of steel wheels on order. And maybe a few other things…

Dacia Duster
R E P OR T 5 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Is the daily grind in a basic Duster more cheap than cheerful?

DR I V E R
Tom Ford

SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 14861KM  OUR KM/L: 15.3

           G O O D  S T U F F
Managing 43.2mpg even with a 

roofbox. A five-up-plus-luggage 

family holiday? Easy. 

           B A D  S T U F F
Driver’s seat has dropped 

slightly on the right-hand  

cheek = bad for one’s back. 

14.7km/l

1333cc, 4cyl turbo,  
FWD, 130bhp, 240 Nm

1234kg

0–100kmph in 11.1secs, 
190kmph

JAGUAR 
I-PACE
R E P OR T 2 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Can this new breed of Jaguar 

tackle the dominance of Tesla?

DR I V E R
Charlie Turner

WHILE THE I-PACE HAS AN OFFICIAL 
max range of ��� km we’re seeing a 
real-world ��� km.  
The disparity is driven by use of the 
aircon and other electrical systems, 
the size of your wheels and 
(obviously) how you drive. 

But while ��� km is sufficient 
for most usual commutes (the 
average in the UK being ��.� km), if 
you need to travel further, you’re 
left at the mercy of a random 
charging infrastructure. Some of 
which works seamlessly (like the 
��kW Polar unit at my local pub), 
while some is poorly maintained 
and at odds with the quality of the 
rest of the EV experience. We love 
the I-Pace, but unless infrastructure 
catches up with the quality of cars, 
it’s hard to see how the EV 
revolution will gain momentum. 

MILEAGE: 4023KM OUR KMPK WH: 6.3

5.6kWh per km, 415km

2 electric motors, 90kWh 
battery, AWD, 395bhp

2208kg

0–100kmph in 4.8secs, 
200kmph

D U S T E R  
W A T C H

OK, so it’s just a set of 

plastic arches and some 

cladding glued to the 

side, but it works

Hard to see here, but 

saggy seat-side means 

temporary bolster 

cushion now necessary

Easy to fit, capacious, 

doesn’t look out of 

place. The Duster boot 

isn’t small, but this helps 

Dusters look better on 

steel wheels. This is a 

fact. I just want very 

specific steel wheels

From the people 
who brought you 
Spring Watch, a 

vehicular sequel

SPECIFICATION

0-100
kmph

0-100
kmph

SPECIFICATION
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0–100kmph in 6.2secs, 
235kmph

11.9km/l

2967cc, V6 TD, 4WD, 281bhp, 
599 Nm

2331kg

THE TOPGEAR MAGAZINE ROAD TEST OF THE NEW TOUAREG LED WITH 
the line “The VW faces an uphill struggle against brand-laden rivals, but is 
actually just as good”. After spending a month with the car, it’s hard to 
disagree. It shares its underpinnings with the Porsche Cayenne, Bentley 
Bentayga, Lamborghini Urus and Audi Q�, so some quality DNA is in the 
mix. However, while its pricier siblings all boast distinctive styling and 
brands that will impress the neighbours, the Touareg is remarkably 
understated – to my mind, that’s no bad thing. That said, the new model 
does feature a fair bit of exterior chrome, so it’s not entirely bling-free.

But, inside the car, you really notice how far the Touareg has come. It’s 
��mm longer and ��mm wider than its predecessor, which makes for a 
spacious and well-laid-out cabin featuring excellent rear legroom – our 
panoramic sunroof (£�,���) adds nicely to its airy feel. The interior is 
beautifully finished with excellent materials; the centrepiece is a ��in 
infotainment screen, which blends seamlessly into the ��in digital 
instrument display to give the impression of a massive single piece of glass. 
This is standard on the R-Line Tech, but a £�,��� option on other models. 

The driving experience is extremely refined and, with ���bhp and a 
�–��� time of �.� seconds, it’s quicker than you’d expect of a car of this size. 
To my mind, that’s plenty quick enough, but, with more powerful engines 
due to be introduced down the line, it will soon compete with all but the 
most spritely of rivals.

They say the Chinese car market demands three things: lots of chrome, 
good rear legroom and huge screens. The Touareg ticks all these boxes,  
and I’m sure that VW has one eye on that market. But could it also be  
the unpretentious option for those in the market for a luxury SUV here. 

Volkswagen Touareg
HE L L O 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Is this the thinking family’s Bentley Bentayga?

DR I V E R
Adam Waddell

SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 8851KM    OUR KM/L: 11.5

SEAT 
LEON CUPRA R ST
R E P OR T 2 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Can you really have a proper 
family wagon and hot hatch in one?

DR I V E R
Jack Rix

HISTORY MAY RECOGNISE THIS  
as one of the great optional extras: 
£��� for ��bhp... £�� a pop. Tick 
the ABT tuning pack when you 
order one of the ��� Leon Cupra R 
STs coming to the UK and you can 
unlock Lamborghini Miura power 
from a Seat estate for the price of 
an entry-level iPad, and keep your 
three-year warranty. 

So we did, at ABT’s UK 
headquarters near Milton  
Keynes. The process of 
downloading our specific ECU 
info, programming the ABT  
black box, screwing that into a 
bracket on top of the battery and 
plugging it into the Cupra’s brain, 
took an hour in total. You can get 
your dealer to fit it if you prefer. 
Next stop, a track day to see  
what the upgrades can do.  

W H A T  W E R E
T H E Y  T H I N K I N G ?

Rowan Horncastle 

There’s one bit of 

Renault design that 

hasn’t changed since 

1984: the gopping Duplo 

block behind the 

steering wheel that 

controls the audio 

entertainment. It was 

first seen on the Renault 

25, and doubles up as a 

miniature game of Bop It! 

as you push it, twist it 

and spin it to change 

tracks, volume and 

media. But given how 

many are in production, 

and how the design 

hasn’t changed, I’m 

pretty sure they just 

inputted too many zeros 

in the original order – a 

bit like the person who 

blatantly overordered 

the Monkey Nuts at Five 

Guys. Saying that, once 

you’re used to it, it’s an 

intuitive and good 

system. But surely it’s 

time to make it sleeker?

Renault’s Eighties’ 
entertainment 

controller

         G O O D  S T U F F
Interior is exceptional – right up 

there with the Cayenne, as far  

as I’m concerned.

            B A D  S T U F F
It’s handsome, but not exactly 

a ‘statement car’. But is that 

actually a bad thing? MILEAGE: 2414KM    OUR KM/L: 9.7

14.1km/l

1984cc, 4cyl turbo,  
4WD, 346bhp, 400 Nm

1557kg

0–100kmph in 4.9secs, 
250kmph

0-100
kmph

0-100
kmph

SPECIFICATION
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MANY THINGS ARE ENJOYED NATIONWIDE BUT AREN’T NECESSARILY 
forces for good. Love Island. Pumpkin-spiced lattes. Cats. Popularity does 
not always equate to goodness. But the Ford Focus is an exception.

Other hatchbacks have offered plusher interiors and swankier images. 
The Focus is damn good to drive. Since we’re wistful sorts, we needed to 
put the new Focus in some context for cheap family cars that are fun to hurl 
around and, well, there’s only one benchmark. An S-reg Ford Focus �.� LX. 
The £��,���, ���� benchmark. Oh yes, we know you come to TopGear for 
the Koenig-ghinis, but you stay for the ��-year-old light turquoise hatches. 

This Focus LX, being an ex-press car, isn’t as bargain-basement as  
it looks, despite its plastic wheeltrim covers, plastic doorhandles and 
windy-down rear windows. It has aircon, a CD player along with its  
FM/AM radio, and electric mirrors. Deluxe.

The new car is quieter. Near-silent engine, less wind and road noise. It 
doesn’t have a squeak from its left-rear corner either. But the MkI can teach 
the new kid about the simple pleasure of smoothly guiding the car through 
the gears at a consistent lick. In ����, you drive around the turbo lag and 
the land-speed-record gear ratios. In the old car, you just, well, drive it. 

 I’ll openly admit I’m more nostalgic than most about a MkI Focus. My 
parents bought two of ’em (not at the same time – we’re not royalty). A red 

Zetec, then a silver Ghia. Classic Ford trim levels, and, boy, did we coo  
over having electric windows in the back. And fog-lights. 

What the MkI did so well was that, besides its genius chassis and 
bonkers styling, it worked. No gimmicks. It was spacious, reliable and 
cheap to run. And what I love about this bargain-basement MkIV Focus is 
that quality still shines through still in ����. It just works. So, even shorn of 
toys, we’ll keep buying them, in our thousands.

0-100
kmph

Ford Focus
R E P OR T 4 
W H Y I T ’ S HE R E
Is a Ryanair-spec family hatch a hidden motoring gem?

DR I V E R  

Ollie Kew

     
 SPECIFICATION

MILEAGE: 9656KM  OUR KM/L: 15.2

20.4km/l

999cc, 3cyl turbo,  
FWD, 84bhp, 169Nm

1322kg

0–100kmph in 13.5secs, 
177kmph

        G O O D  S T U F F
Winner winner pound shop 

dinner! 

 

        B A D  S T U F F
Colleagues are correct to 

rubbish the hyper-touchy 

brake pedal. Why so sensitive?
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SKODA TO ENTER THE SRI 
LANKAN MARKET
A New Marque Officially Represented 

S
koda, a member of the Volkswagen 
Group, will soon be represented in 
Sri Lanka under IWS Automobiles 
(PVT) Ltd. Originally a bicycle 

manufacturer founded in ����, Skoda built their 
first car in ����. Since becoming a part of 
Volkswagen, Skoda have become one of Europe’s 
most successful brands, offering Volkswagen-
based products that combine value with 
affordability. In ���� they sold �.�� million units. 

March ���� will see Skoda Sri Lanka take 
pre-orders for the Fabia hatchback, Superb 
four-door saloon, and the Karoq and Kodiaq 
SUVs. “We at IWS are proud to have been 
selected by Skoda to be their partner in Sri 
Lanka. We believe that Skoda will be a welcome 
addition to the Sri Lankan automobile market. 

Customers, when deciding on their vehicle 
purchases, will now be able to enjoy high-quality 
European vehicles at affordable prices”, 
explained Chairman of IWS Holdings, Mr. 
Arthur Senanayake.

Prices of the new Skoda models are 
unconfirmed at the time of print, but are 
expected to compete with other European, 
Japanese and Korean offerings at launch. 
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AUDI'S 2020 VISION
Audi Sri Lanka opens new showroom

D
rive One (Pvt) Ltd, authorised 
dealer for Audi vehicles in Sri 
Lanka, recently declared open 
a brand-new showroom in the 

presence of Audi representatives and other 
guests. The event reviewed the brand’s 
journey in Sri Lanka over the past �� years 
since its introduction to the island through 
its predecessors DKW and Auto Union. 
The audience were told how Drive One 
aims to be the most customer-centric 
automobile company in Sri Lanka, 
reflecting Audi’s principles of eye-catching 
designs and customisations, while offering 
premium luxurious features and 
innovation that benefit the comfort and 
convenience of its clientele. Since its 
commencement, the company has offered 
the latest product range in accordance 

with local requirements, and has invested 
heavily on recruitment, training & 
development, and new infrastructure to 
meet its clients’ needs.

The new showroom in Nawala comprises 
of � floors and has been built in accordance 
with Audi’s global standards using material 
sourced from approved suppliers. Careful 
attention to detail was paid from the layout 
to the ambience which is aimed at providing 
a unique experience to Audi enthusiasts. The 
soon-to-be opened ���,��� square foot 
workshop at Wattala is also built in line with 
Audi global standards and aims to raise the 
bar in automotive servicing industry in Sri 
Lanka.

Drive One revealed plans to unveil the 
new Audi Q�, Audi A� and Audi Q� to the 
local market in ����. 

KIA SELTOS 
LAUNCHED IN 
COLOMBO
New Kia Seltos aims to take on 
the midsized SUV market

T
he latest entrant from Kia to the Sri 
Lankan market was introduced at a 
glitzy ceremony at the Cinnamon 
Grand Oak Room. The new Seltos is 

said to be the marriage of bold design and 
delicate details. In Sri Lanka, it is powered by a 
���bhp �.�litre turbo petrol engine with a 
�-speed dual-clutch transmission, which we’re 
told will be joined by a �.�litre diesel in the 
future. The cars that were previewed featured 
��” alloy wheels, reverse sensors and camera, 
cooled seats and a sunroof. 

Speaking at the event, Kia Motors (Lanka) 
Managing Director Mr Mahen Thambiah said: 
“We are greatly impressed by the Kia Seltos not 
only because it has been designed to meet 
millennial expectations, but because it perfectly 
combines modern styling and sophistication 
with well-engineered capability; is right-sized 
and as important, right-priced for the market; is 
rugged and refined at the same time; and has a 
lot of coolness and character. The Seltos is a 
great example of Kia’s Power to Surprise.”

Priced between Rs �.� million and Rs �.� 
million, the Kia Seltos will go head-to-head with 
likes of the MG HS and Hyundai Tucson. 
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MONTBLANC 
OPENS 
BOUTIQUE
The new Montblanc store 
brings more than just pens to 
Sri Lanka’s retail sector

M
ontblanc, the leading global 
luxury brand for business 
lifestyle, has opened its first 
boutique in Sri Lanka. The new 

boutique is situated within One Galle Face, 
Colombo. 

The boutique promises an immersive 
experience for customers to explore the 
products of Montblanc, with dedicated areas 
for watches, writing instruments, leather 
goods, accessories and Montblanc’s growing 
range of technical devices.

Commenting on the opening, Franck 
Juhel, President of Montblanc Middle East, 
India and Africa said: “We are delighted to 
open our first boutique in Sri Lanka, and to 
be part of the country’s development as a 
luxury retail hub in the region. Not only do 
we have a solid base of loyal collectors and 
customers here, but Sri Lanka is back on the 
path to attracting high-end visitors from 
around the world. That is why presenting 
Montblanc’s global retail concept is so 
important; it ensures immediate recognition, 
familiarity and consistency for our clients no 
matter where they visit Montblanc.” 

TRANSCENDING TOURISM
Transcend continue to offer their fleet services to Sri 
Lanka’s tourism industry

W
ith the flow of tourists to Sri 
Lanka expected to grow and 
comprehensive transport 
solutions partner Transcend 

Drive is supporting the hospitality industry 
in making tourism exceptional.

With its own fleet of luxurious European 
vehicles, Transcend Drive has partnered 
with several international and local hotel 
chains allowing them to provide a complete 
transport solution to their guests. Partners 
include Cinnamon Grand, Cinnamon 
Lakeside, Shangri-La Colombo, Shangri-La 
Golf Resort & Spa Hambantota, Hilton 

Colombo, Marriott Weligama Resort & Spa, 
Anantara Peace Haven Tangalle, and 
Anantara Kalutara Resort.

Amongst the cars being offered to these 
hotels are the Audi A�, A� and Q�, Land 
Rover Discovery Sport, Jaguar XF, 
Mercedes-Benz Vito and Mitsubishi 
Outlanders. Vehicles provided by Transcend 
Drive come equipped with Wi-Fi, phone 
chargers, mineral water, that day’s 
newspapers and magazines. Safety 
standards for young travellers are also met 
with the inclusion of baby car seats, and 
booster seats.

W
ürth celebrates �� successful 
years in Sri Lanka since its 
inception in the year ����, as a 
one man operation. Two 

decades of quality and service are the two 
main ingredients in their formula for 
success. The brand was built by a dedicated 
team of employees, counting over ��� in its 
cadre, and over ���� loyal customers. “We 
are extremely proud and thankful to the 
thousands of customers and hundreds of 
employees, who built the Brand Würth”, 
said Mr Rohan Amirthiah, Managing 
Director of Würth Lanka (Pvt) Ltd.

To celebrate this milestone year, a series 
of events and activities are planned out over 
the next �� months. Würth will also launch 

a series of new product lines to celebrate the 
��th year anniversary, starting with a new 
range of coolants that have been released, 
with a high-tech formula for all vehicles, 

including hybrids.

20 YEARS WURTH IT
Wurth celebrates 20 years of success in Sri Lanka
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DIMO HOSTS THE 
MERCEDES-AMG E-DRIVING 
EXPERIENCE
A virtual gaming set-up for Mercedes-AMG invitees

D
IMO hosted The Mercedes-
AMG e-Driving Experience 
— an invite-only event for 
their valuable customers, 

which was held at DIMO ���, The 
Mercedes-Benz Centre of Excellence. The 
e-racing corner included a racing simulator, 
which offered participants a glimpse into 
the virtual performance of Mercedes-AMG 
cars within an eSports game. The 
glamourous evening also comprised of a 
wine tasting session with music for guests 
to enjoy.

TOYOTA IN 
YOUR PHONE
Toyota Lanka goes digital with 
Toyota Sure

T
oyota Lanka (Pvt) Ltd recently 
launched a comprehensive 
website for Toyota Sure certified 
vehicles which are approved by 

the Toyota Motor Corporation in Japan before 
being exported to Sri Lanka. The “Toyota 
Sure” website will act as a platform for 
interested buyers to purchase authorised used 
Toyota vehicles while the improved mobile 
application is multifunctional including the 
ability to view the service history, service 
booking and ��-hour technical support.

Commenting on the launch of the digital 
platforms, Toyota Lanka’s Managing Director 
Shungo Yoshioka said, “Toyota Sure is the 
country’s only importer of Toyota Motor 
Corporation approved used-Toyota vehicles 
that have been exclusively inspected, certified 
and authorized by the Toyota Motor 
Corporation in Japan.”

Meanwhile, the latest mobile application 
launched by Toyota Lanka is also a platform to 
assist customers with purchasing and 
managing their Toyota with ease. The app 
provides all Toyota owners with access to 
service bookings, vehicle maintenance history, 
quick accident repair reporting & support, 
��-hour emergency hotline for technical 
support, easy accident estimations, the latest 
vehicle models, access to the branch network, 
and many more services at the touch of your 
fingertips.
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SRI LANKAN-BUILT KUV100 
IS LAUNCHED 
Mahindra & Ideal Motors roll-out the KUV100 NXT K6+ to 
the market

T
he latest KUV��� from 
Mahindra has been launched 
to Sri Lankan consumers. 
Assembled in Sri Lanka, the 

first KUV���s have begun rolling off the 
assembly line, located at Ideal Motors’ 
MILPL Plant in Welipenna. It’s the first 
locally-manufactured vehicle to be 
introduced in Sri Lanka for the Indian 
Mahindra brand, and the first automotive 
manufacturer to enter Sri Lanka since 
Micro Cars partnerships with Geely and 
Ssangyong. It expands Mahindra’s local 
line-up of vehicles which, up until now, 
has consisted mostly of pick-up trucks, 
SUVs and commercial vehicles. 

Geared to produce over ���� units 
per annum, the ��-acre plant was 
inaugurated in August of ����, employing 
over ��� people. The plant is designed to 
assemble CKD (complete knock-down) 
cars, of which the KUV��� is the first.  

Although this means that most parts 
are imported, with only final assembly 
taking place in Sri Lanka, four 
elements of the car are being produced 
locally: the batteries, tyres, seats, and 
exhausts.

The KUV��� NXT K� (to give it its 
full name) is powered by a �.�-litre 
petrol engine. With mini-SUV styling, 
it's primarily a city car, and has just 
��bhp. It does, however, feature 
impressive ground clearance (���mm), 
and its long-travel suspension is said to 
be geared towards tackling rural roads. 

At LKR�mn rupees upwards, the 
KUV��� undercuts Indian-built rivals 
such as the Renault Kwid (LKR�.�mn) 
and the Suzuki S-Presso (LKR �.�mn) 
but is priced higher than the Chinese-
manufactured Zotye Z��� (LKR�mn) 
and the formerly best-selling Indian-
made Suzuki Alto (LKR �.�mn). 

THE LEGO 
DEFENDER
The LEGO Technic Land Rover 
Defender now available at 
Access Motors showroom

A
ccess Motors introduced the LEGO 
Technic Land Rover Defender. The 
�,���-piece model combines the 
creativity of LEGO with the New 

Defender’s recognisable silhouette.
Available for viewing at Access Motors, who 

are the only dealership in the Asia-Pacific to be 
granted the launch of the model. The vehicle is a 
collector’s item and echoes the New Defender 
with a host of realistic elements and functions, 
including authentic body panels and rims, 
four-wheel drive with three differentials, fully 
independent suspension, a working winch and 
LEGO Technic’s most sophisticated gearbox yet 
– all designed to provide an engrossing and 
rewarding building experience for car lovers and 
LEGO fans alike.
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Capital Media (Pvt) Ltd.
15, Station Road, Colombo 3, Sri Lanka.

Telephone: +94 112 577 387

All cheques should be drawn in favour of Capital Media (Pvt) Ltd. 
and crossed Account Payee Only.

Bill me: If you require an invoice or need further information, call 
us on +94 112 577387 or fill this form and send to Capital Media, 

and a subscription representative will get in touch with you.

www.capitalmedia.lk/topgear
Subscribe online

hello@capitalmedia.lk
Email us

Opinionated, entertaining and always on point, BBC TopGear 
Sri Lanka puts readers in the driver’s seat. The world’s leading 
motoring and car culture brand, with editions covering 50 
countries, BBC TopGear is the real deal for true petrolheads. 

The country’s most exciting automobile magazine will bring 
readers up-to-date news, drives and rides with the latest 
launches in the market both here and overseas, stunning 
features, witty content, and a buyer’s guide complete with all 
noteworthy cars available in the local market. Moreover, Top 
Gear readers get the ‘real story’ behind the world’s most exciting 
cars in their inimitable, honest, irreverent and humorous style.

SUBSCRIPTION
Going beyond the 
numbers to show 
how a car truly feels!

Step 1: Select subscription type

 12 Issues for LKR3,000 (save 16%)  
 24 Issues for LKR5,400 (save 25%)    
 36 Issues for LKR7,000 (save 35%) 
Delivery: The abovementioned prices include delivery. Delivery within Colombo and its 
suburbs will be made via courier. Delivery to outstation and remote locations will be by post. 
Capital Media (Pvt) Ltd. cannot be held responsible for any delay or loss caused by third-party 
suppliers.

Step 2: Address details

Title  First Name  Surname

Address
       
Mobile Number          

Email Address

Recipient details (if different from above)

Title First Name   Surname

Address
      
Mobile Number           

Email Address

Step 3: Send cheque/cash to:

SAVE
35%
UP TO 

SUBSCRIBE AND

WHY 
SUBSCRIBE?

When you subscribe, you can enjoy the following 
every month:

• News, reviews and expert opinions on motoring,  
 lifestyle and the best brands (from Nissan to 
Audi)

• Features on cars that have been road-tested in 
 the most extreme and exciting conditions and  
 locations

• Ambitious motoring adventures in the way only  
 Top Gear knows how!

Subscribe today and enjoy the convenience of 
having BBC TopGear Sri Lanka magazine  
delivered to your doorstep!

NEWSSTAND 

PRICE

LKR300

FIND US 
ONLINE

facebook.com/TopGearSL

instagram.com/topgear_srilanka

twitter.com/TopGearSriLanka

This offer is subject to availability and valid for 
Sri Lankan delivery addresses only
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DATA
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BUYING NEW CARS

DFSK
United Motors Lanka PLC
���, Hyde Park Corner Colombo � | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.unitedmotors.lk

BMW
Prestige Automobile
���-��� Pannipitiya Road Battaramulla | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.bmw.lk

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���i 19.9 1998/4 8AT 258 NA 5.8 NA 16

3-Series
First impressions are impressive, but it's 
hard to form an opinion from the couple of 
kms we drove. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���e 30 1998/4 8AT 252 NA NA NA 63

5-Series
Remains a top-notch exec thanks to a 
cosseting cabin and ride. Big, smooth and 
brilliant.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���i Gran Turismo 29.9 1998/4 8AT 258 400 6.3 250 15

6-Series GT
6-Series returns, but not as a handsome 
coupe. Rather as a ugly crossdressing 
5-Series GT replacement. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���Le 41.7 1998/4 8AT 326 NA NA NA 43

7-Series
The grill may be larger than our 
national debt, but the � is known to be 
phenomenally good. Just not a looker.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
sDrive��i 14.4 1499/3 8AT 136 220 9.7 204 18

X1
A potential class leader in it's own right, 
but down on driving appeal thanks to FWD 
drivetrain. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
sDrive��i 14.8 1499/3 8AT 140 220 9.6 205 18

X2
Want an X� with more flair? Then that's the 
X�. Striking looks, slight handling tweaks. 
Style over substance. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
 xDrive30d 35 2998/4 8AT 240 NA NA NA 16

X5
New platform, toys and tech for the first
of BMW’s SUV brigade. Comfort is up but
so is bling. Do kids still say bling?

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
 xDrive��i 55.9 2998/4 8AT 335 NA NA NA 11

X7
As in your face as it gets. X7 plays in the 
leagues of the GLS and Range Rover: Big 
car, big moolah.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
��� Petrol 5.7 1500/4T AT 110 NA NA NA 8

580
New ��� ticks a lot of boxes on paper. 
We're eager to find out how it performs. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���xe Active Tourer 13.6 1499/3

+E MOTOR
6AT 233 NA NA NA 53

2-Series Active Tourer
Compact MPV designed with the chops 
to compete with the Mercedes B-Class.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.� ��� Petrol 3.8 1500/4 5MT 94 145 NA 160 8
�.� ��� Diesel 4.4 1500/4 5MT 94 190 NA 140 8

Glory 
DFSK Glory. We haven't tested it, so we 
can't claim it's bad. 

AUDI
DriveOne Pvt. Ltd
431, Nawala Road, Nawala | ��� ��� ��� | www.audi.lk

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
A� �.� TFSI 9.5 1197/4 7AT 110 200 9.9 200 10

A3
In the absense if the A�, the A� holds 
on to the mantle of smallest Audi 
officially offered. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
A� �.� TFSI 13.5 1395/4 7AT 150 250 8.7 210 8

A4
Audi’s global bestseller is a nagging worry 
for other Germans. But has little price 
differentiation from the A� Sportback.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
A� Sportback �.� TFSI 13.8 1395/4 7ST 150 250 8.5 210 8

A5
The A� is only offered as “Sportback” in SL. 
It might be just a boring sedan in a pretty 
dress, but there’s nothing wrong with that.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Q� �.� TFSI 9.8 999/3 7AT 115 200 10.1 197 10

Q2
Finally, Audi creates a trendy crossover 
with Evoque desirability. �.�L engine makes 
it a somewhat affordable �-ringer here. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Q� �.� TFSI Quattro 24.5 1984/4 AT 252 370 6.3 237 7

Q5
Doesn't look all new, but Audi assures us it 
is. Sits on new platform as new A� and A�, 
and all the better for it. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
xDrive��i TBA 1998/4 8AT 184 290 8.3 215 14

X3
Far superior to older ones. So much so
that you question the need for the X�.
X� is more socially acceptable, too. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���i Gran Coupe 15.9 1499/3 7AT 140 NA NA NA 17

2-Series Gran Coupe
New small four-door coupe ready to 
do battle with the likes of the MB CLA. 
First cars arriving in Q2 2020.

NEW IN THIS MONTH

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���i Gran Coupe 15.9 1499/3 7AT 140 NA NA NA 17

2-Series Gran Coupe

All data that appears here is as good as what is provided to us by agents. While we make every effort to ensure what is carried is accurate and up-to-date, 

it's recommended to visit a showroom or manufacturer website as prices and specifications offered can change without notice.

FORD
Future Automobiles
�� ��/�, Parliament Road, Battaramulla | ���  ��� ��� | 
www.fordsrilanka.com

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Titanium 5.6 998/3T 6AT 123 170 10.8 180 15

Ecosport
Lightly refreshed Ecosport is on it's 
way. We're waiting to find out what the 
changes are like

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
��� XL 10.2 3199/4TD 6AT 200 470 10.7 180 11

��� XLT 11.2 3199/4TD 6AT 200 470 10.7 180 11

Ranger
The Blue Oval's staple pickup truck for 
quite a few years—just point, and it will go
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PRICE MOTOR TR KW NM 0-100 TOP RNG
Electric 7 SINGLE 1SPD 104 295 NA NA 280

Ioniq
Hybrid alternative to the Prius no-longer 
offered. Full-EV version the only one on 
offer. Well worth a look.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.� Petrol SX 5.4 998/3T DCT 118 172 10.8 NA NA

Venue
Competitively priced, with lots of toys, 
but lacks build-quality finesse. Good 
value-based offering. 

PRICE ENGINE TR KW NM 0-100 TOP RNG
��KWH EV 7 SINGLE 1SPD 100 395 9.7 154 380

Kona
New Kona is getting praise from the 
world's press. Local units are now 
trickling in for this EV.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L 23 1999/4 AT 194 320 7.7 237 13

XE 
Finally, Jaguar has provided a credible 
alternative to the C-Class and the 
�-Series.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L 26 1999/4 NA NA NA NA NA NA

E-Pace 
Jaguar’s first attempt at making an SUV, 
and what an attempt it is. It’ll do pretty 
much everything you request of it.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Prestige 27 1999/4 AT 232 340 7 248 13

XF 
This model has brought Jag to the 
same level as its German counterparts. 
It drives as good as it looks.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Pure 29 1999/4 AT 174 430 8.7 208 18

F-Pace 
Jaguar’s first attempt at making an SUV, 
and what an attempt it is. It’ll do pretty 
much everything you request of it.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L 36 1999/4 NA NA NA NA NA NA

F-Type 
F-Type now comes with a �cyl ���L. But 
you'll want the V6 for it's exhaust note.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
EV 36 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

I-Pace
European and World Car of the Year. 
We're still awaiting a drive though!

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L 52 1999/4 AT NA NA NA NA NA

XJ
No more V8 available. It remains rapid, 
refined and beautiful, but long in the 
tooth now.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.� Base 11.6 1500/4T 5AT 190 179 NA 124 10

CR-V
There are few more reliable SUVs than 
the CR-V. New �.� turbo fits in nicely 
tax-wise.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.� FC� 8.4 1600/4 7AT 125 151 NA 231 9

Civic
New Civic is a class act, but most cars 
seen on the roads are 1.0L grey-import 
hatches. Saloon now has a 1.6l engine. 

JAGUAR 
Access Motors
No. ��. Flower Road, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.jaguar.lk

twitter.com/TopGearSriLanka

instagram.com/topgear_srilanka

facebook.com/TopGearSL
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HONDA
Stafford Motors 
���/�, Maradana Road, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.honda.lk

HYUNDAI 
Abans Auto (PVT) Ltd.
���, Galle Road, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.hyundaisrilanka.com

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�WD                                           9.9 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Renegade
Meet the Fiat ���X’s Yankee cousin. It 
drives with Euro sophistication and added 
fun.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�WD 9.9 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
�WD 11.4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Compass
Jeep decided to take a chunk out of the  
ever-so-profitable crossover pie, and 
the Compass steps in

JEEP
Diesel & Motor Engineering PLC 
P.O.Box ���, No: ��, Jethawana Road, Colombo �� | 
��� ��� ��� | www.dimolanka.com

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Unlimited Rubicon 23.9 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Wrangler
Where the rest of the SUVs give up, the 
Wrangler soldiers on. Hardy, ancient 
and pretty damn tough.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
SE 27 1999/4i AT 237 340 8.2 199 12

Discovery Sport 
Freelander gets a new name, and much 
more besides. Not cheap though. 

LAND ROVER
Access Motors
No. ��. Flower Road, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.landrover.lk
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PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.� Petrol HTRAC 12 1591/4T 7SPD 174 265 8.9 NA 13

Tucson
A good-riding and refined alternative, with 
plenty of power and space. A bit pricey 
though. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Raptor 15.5 1996/4TD 10AT 213 500 10.5 180 12

Ranger Raptor
Take one Ranger and upgrade it to the 
point where it can go rallying. Hey presto, 
a Raptor.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L 45 1999/4 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Discovery 
The new, posho Disco is as capable as 
ever - even more adroit off-road, and 
exceptionally well settled back on it. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
SE 27 1999/4i AT 236 340 7.6 217 13

Range Rover Evoque
A Range Rover for a younger, more 
stylish, more urban audience. One for 
fashionistas, not farmers.
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PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L (Cloth interior) 17.1 1998/4 6AT 156 200 9.5 129 18
���L (Leather interior) 17.9 1998/4 6AT 156 200 9.5 129 18
�.�L (Black leather interior) 22.8 2488/4 6AT 188 NA 9.1 129 NA
�.�L (White leather interior) 23 2488/4 6AT 188 NA 9.1 129 NA

6
A handsome, mid-sized saloon with some 
clever engine tech under the hood.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Velar 34 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Range Rover Velar
Smaller than a Sport, bigger than an 
Evoque, the Velar shares its platform 
and engines with the Jag F-Pace.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
P���e 41 1997/4 AT 398 640 6.7 220 NA

Range Rover Sport
A prettier RRS would be a 
contradiction, but the latest one 
definitely comes with less thuggishness.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
P���e 58 1997/4 AT 398 640 6.7 220 NA

Range Rover
This is not an SUV. That’s too common 
a badge. Instead, think go-anywhere 
luxury car. Or GALC. Hmm, catchy.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
EV 1.9 AC NA 31 91 NA 100 NA

E2O
Small electric vehicle thing. Only really 
makes sense if you're confined to 
the city. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
S�� 7.9 2179 MT/AT 120 280 13.44 170 14

Scorpio
Loved by some, loathed by others. 
Used to succeed by being cheap. Cop's 
chosen ride. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Mazda � Sedan 8.9 1496/4 6AT 112 148 12.1 106 21

2
The last � was a sleeper—it never set out to 
be sparky, but somehow achieved it. The same 
happened again. Just with a hint more polish. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
ZS �.� 4.9 1.0/3I 6AT 110 160 NA 180 15.8

MG ZS
A good value SUV-esque option from 
the chinese MG.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Mazda � 9.4 1500/4 AT 104 144 8.8 123 19

3
The �’s design language moves to the �; 
so does its handling verve.

MAHINDRA
Ideal Motors
���, Galle Road, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.idealmotors.lk

MG
Micro Cars Head Office & Service Center
���, Kandy Road, Wedamulla, Kelaniya | ��� ��� ���, 
��� ��� ���  | www.microcars.lk

MAZDA
Colonial Motors Ceylon
���, Union Place, P.O Box ��� Colombo ��. | 
��� ��� ��� | www.mazdalanka.lk

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
HS Sport 7.8 1500/4T 7SPD 160 NA 9.9 NA NA

MG HS
Shockingly luxurious inside, with a good 
safety rating and even better price. 
Engine and gearbox so-so. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L

�.�L 8.2 1500/4 AT 103 141 NA NA 10

Xpander
A seven-seater that tries to do nothing else, 
but be a seven-seater. Currently good value 
for families. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L

�.�L �WD 10.2 1500/4 AT 148 250 10.3 NA 8

Eclipse Cross
No, not the Eclipse of old, tuned and 
befitted with gargantuan body kits. This 
one's a crossover. React as you choose. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
PHEV 17.9 2.0L/4 NA 115 186 11 180 20

Outlander 
Now only available as a plug-in hybrid, 
which means seven seats are sacrificed 
for five.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Triton 8.8 2444/4 AT 178 430 10.4 NA 12

L200 
The ultimate hardworking pickup truck. 
True durability and passenger comfort are a 
part of the package.

MITSUBISHI
United Motors Lanka PLC
���, Hyde Park Corner Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.unitedmotors.lk

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L

�.�L 5.6 1200/3 NA 76 NA NA NA 21

Attrage
The Mirage-based Attrage re-enters the 
Sri Lankan market. We're yet to test the 
updated model.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�WD 18.6 1997/4 6AT 154 198 9.2 124 17
�WD 25.2 2497/4 NA NA NA NA NA NA

CX5
The CX-� is pretty, reliable and drives 
well, too

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
CX� 26.8 2500/4 NA NA NA NA NA NA

CX9
The CX-� is fun and capable, but the pricing 
puts it in a very uncomfortable position.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Acenta Plus 8 1197/4T CVT 114 165 12.9 240 10

Qashqai 
Nissan brings its European sales superstar, 
and predictably it's pretty good. 

NISSAN
Associated Motorways
���, Union Place, Colombo ��  | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.amwltd.com

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L Active 7.7 1200/3 AT 110 205 10.3 188 20.8
���L Allure 8.1 1200/3 AT 110 205 10.3 188 20.8

2008
A high-rise supermini that's increasingly 
popular in the wake of the Juke. A little 
mash-up, which just about works.

PEUGEOT
CARMART
��� Union Place, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.peugeot.lk

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.�L 3.7 998/3 AT 67 91 NA NA 21

Axia
A former TGSL "Garage" entry, the Axia is 
dull but surprisingly competent, and shares 
tech with Toyota.  

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.�L 3.9 998/3 AT 67 91 NA NA 21

Bezza
The Bezza is basically an Axia with a boot. 
Not much else to see here.

PERODUA
Unimo 
���, Hyde Park Corner Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.unitedmotors.lk

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Standard Body & Roof — DP 9.3 2488/4T MT 127 356 NA 200 6
Wide Body High Roof — DP 9.6 2488/4T MT 127 356 NA 200 6
16-Seater Passenger Van 10.2 2488/4T MT 127 356 NA 200 6

Urvan NV350 
The Urvan is Nissan's answer to the Hiace, 
and does exactly what is expected of it. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L Active 10 1200/3 AT 130 230 10.5 188 18.2
���L Allure 11.2 1200/3 AT 130 230 10.5 188 18.2
���L GT Line 13 1200/3 AT 130 230 10.5 188 18.2
���L Allure 14.5 1600/4 AT 163 240 8.9 206 16.7
���L GT Line 16 1600/4 AT 163 240 8.9 206 16.7

3008
Mk� has a smarter, more shapely look. The 
cabin is genuinely special in design and 
execution. Drives as well as it needs to

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L Active 11 1200/3 AT 130 230 10.5 188 18.2
���L Allure 12.2 1200/3 AT 130 230 10.5 188 18.2
���L GT Line 14 1200/3 AT 130 230 10.5 188 18.2
���L Allure 15.5 1600/4 AT 163 240 8.9 206 16.7
���L GT Line 17 1600/4 AT 163 240 8.9 206 16.7

5008
Remember the old ���� MPV? Well, now forget 
it - the new one's a crossover, and a much 
better car besides.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
��� 29 1988/4 PDK 300 380 5.1 275 8.8

718 Boxster
Gasp - flat-six engine becomes boxer turbo 
four. More speed, economy but less aural 
satisfaction. Er, sound good? 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
��� 28 1988/4 PDK 300 380 5.1 275 8.8

718 Cayman
In the absence of the Alpine A���, the best 
sports coupe available in Sri Lanka. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L 26 1984/4 PDK 252 370 6.5 227 9.3

Macan
Porsche's Range Rover Evoque is a tidy 
looker that has image and badge - now in 
it's second generation. 

PORSCHE
Eurocars Porsche Centre - Sri Lanka
��� Kandy Road, Kelaniya | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.porsche.com
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PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Standard 3.4 999/3 AMT 68 91 NA NA 22
Climber 3.5 999/3 AMT 68 91 NA NA 22

KWID
New Kwid comes with ABS and an airbag, 
but structure remains a question. Climber 
adds all of �mm ground clearance.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Forester XT (Turbo) TBA 2.0L LT 234 350 7.5 221 11.2

Forester
What it lacks in school-run glam, it more 
than makes up in rugged transport 
capabilities.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Impreza TBA 1.6L AT 111 150 12.4 185 9.1

Impreza
The all-wheel drive makes the Impreza a 
trusty all-season companion, and remains 
an exciting prospect.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
WRX (Turbo) TBA 2.0L LT 260 350 6.3 240 11.9

WRX
The Scooby turbo is back, minus the 
Impreza name but with the same huge wing

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
XV TBA 2.0L LT 145 196 10.7 187 10.5

XV
The small crossover is comfortable in its 
own skin and packs a punch

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
VXI 2.7 796/3 MT 35 69 NA NA 23

Alto
Maruti’s idea of cheap transportation. Gets 
the tried-and-tested engine and Alto’s 
platform.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
VXI 3.5 998/3 AMT 50 90 NA NA 21

Celerio X
Another no-frills commuter. But, available 
with an automated manual transmission. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Rexton W �L TBA 1997/4i 5AT 155 360 NA 175 10
Rexton W �L (High Spec) TBA 1997/4i 5AT 155 360 NA 175 10

Rexton
Packed with equipment at a mouthwatering 
price. A big soft-roader that won’t eat into 
your wallet.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Tivoli DLX Petrol TBA 1597/4i 6AT 128 160 NA 170 10
Tivoli DLX Diesel TBA 1597/4i 6AT 115 300 NA 175 12

Tivoli
This is SsangYong's first new model under 
Mahindra & Mahindra ownership.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Carrera 58 2981/6 PDK 385 450 4.2 290 NA

911
Iconic. Instantly recognisable, fantastic to 
drive and near-perfect. We can only hope 
the latest one lands here. 

RENAULT
Associated Motorways
���, Union Place, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.amwltd.com

SSANGYONG
Micro Cars Head Office & Service Center
���, Kandy Road, Wedamulla, Kelaniya | ��� ��� ���,  
��� ��� ���  | www.microcars.lk

SUBARU
Subaru Showroom
No. ���, Grandpass Road, Colombo �� | ���  ��� ��� | 
www.senoksl.com/subaru

SUZUKI
Associated Motorways
���, Union Place, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.amwltd.com

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
VXI 3.5 998/3 AMT 50 90 NA NA 23

Grand Wagon R
The Japanese Wagon R is no-longer 
officially offered. Boo. Instead, now we've 
got the Indian variant. Hmm. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
GLX 4.8 998/3T AT 82 160 11.4 190 19.2

Baleno
Capable, sizeable hatchback that feels 
good on the inside, and can hold its own 
against rivals.
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PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
VXI+ 3.4 998/3 AMT 50 90 NA NA 22

S-Presso
New for ����, the S-Presso is designed to 
rival the Kwid — slab sided with cute-but-
butch looks. But does it have substance? 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
LC��� AT 78 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Land Cruiser
A bigger, thirstier version of the Prado, with 
a V�. Possibly one of the best off-roaders 
money can buy.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
KDJ 47.5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
GRJ 54 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Land Cruiser Prado
Big and thirsty, with plenty of power on or 
off the road.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Single Cab 8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Double Cab 15.9 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Land Cruiser 79
The good ol' 70-series. As agricultural as a 
TAFE tractor, and just as good off road.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
SO 14.9 1800/4i ECVT 95 142 11.6 180 16
FO 15.3 1800/4i ECVT 95 142 NA 180 16

Prius
The futuristic styling conceals a well-
resolved hybrid.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.� Petrol 19.5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
�.� Hybrid 23.5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
�.� Petrol 26.5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

RAV4
Toyota practically invented the compact crossover 
with the first RAV� in the mid-����s, and it’s still a 
big player in the segment.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
���L Petrol 5 1198/3 AMT 108 170 NA NA NA

Nexon
Comfortable, brisk but just a bit plasticy. It's 
hard not to like the Nexon though. A new 
era for Tata? 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Camry 26.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Camry HV 23.9 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Camry
The handsome new Camry is fast and 
spacious, and has a great cabin.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Wigo 4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Wigo
Perodua Axia clone, the Wigo gains instant 
appeal with the Toyota badge. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Rush 9 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Rush
The Rush of old is no more: it's now a �-seat 
MPV. But curiously still has a ladder-on-
frame chassis. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.� Diesel 28.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
�.� Diesel 37.5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Fortuner
Brutal power and great value. Interiors are 
practical and stylish.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
HR-FO 10 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

HiAce
The trusted commuter. The latest offering 
is sure to be a crowd pleaser.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Single Cab MT �WD 5.7 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Double Cab MT �.�L Low 9.7 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Double Cab MT �.�L Mid 10 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Double Cab AT �.�L 10.3 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Double Cab AT �.8L Mid 11 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Double Cab AT �.8L High 12 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Hilux
Uncompromising and unbreakable. Enough 
said.

TATA
TATA Motors Sri Lanka
�� Jetawana Road, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.tatamotors.lk

TOYOTA
Toyota Lanka
Toyota Plaza No.���, Negombo Road, Wattala | 
��� ��� ��� – � |  www.toyota.lk

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
E Hybrid 50 2995/V6 AT 462 340 5 253 14

Cayenne
Smart-looking exertior is matched with a 
sporty inside. E-hybrid gives you bags of 
torque too. But at a price. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
� E-Hybrid 54 2894/V6 PDK 462 340 4.6 278 14

Panamera
New Panam no longer looks like a whale 
carcass, but it's still just as roomy in that 
��nd Century cabin. Seriously fast. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
E Hybrid 51 2995/V6 AT 462 340 5 253 14

Cayenne Coupe
A coupe version of an off-roader that 
actually looks better. There, we said it. 
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PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Fabric Interior 8.4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Leather Interior 8.6 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Prius C
Also known as the Aqua (that's the JDM 
name). Expect fuel saving galore. And 
boredom. 

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
�.�L 2 998/3 5MT 68 90 NA 150 18.9

Z100
Based on the old A-Star from Maruti / 
Suzuki comes this cheap Chinese entrant.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
T� Momentum 15 1477/3T AT 163 265 9.6 200 15.4
T� R-Design 15.5 1477 AT 163 265 9.6 200 15.4
T� Inscription 20.5 1969 AT 247 350 6.5 230 13.9

XC40
Volvo's little crossover majors in what you 
want from one - all-weather safety, comfort 
and practicality. Job done.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
T� Inscription 29.7 1969 AT 320 400 6.5 230 13
T8 Inscription 34.5 1969 AT 407 640 5.6 230 47.6
T8 Excellence 38.5 1969 AT 407 640 5.6 230 47.6

XC90
Everything it was hoped to be, and then 
more besides. Superb safety systems, 
fantastic tech and practicality.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
T� Inscription 27 1969 AT 320 400 5.9 230 13

XC60
New mini-XC�� will be Volvo's bread and 
butter. Goof thing it's not messed up, then.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
T� Inscription 28.5 1969 AT 407 640 5.1 230 52.6

S90
Think XC��, only a bit lower and without 
the two extra seats. Much Swedish coolness 
thrown in for free.

PRICE ENGINE TR BHP NM 0-100 TOP KM/L
Mid 7 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
High 7.5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Yaris Ativ
A key car for Toyota in Europe. The engine 
choice is great and is still as clever.

ZOTYE
Unimo 
���, Hyde Park Corner Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.unitedmotors.lk

VOLVO
Swedish Cars (Private) Limited
No. ���, Kandy Road, Kelaniya | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.volvocars.com/en-lk

GRAB YOUR 
COPY NOW!
Available at Leading Bookstores &

 Supermarkets for LKR400/-
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APRILIA
Abans Auto (Pvt) Ltd.
No: 498, Galle Road, Colombo-03 | 011 5777000 | 
www.facebook.com/ApriliaAbans

BAJAJ
David Pieris Motor Company
No: ��, Hyde Park Corner, Colombo � | ��� ��� ��� |  
www.dpmco.com

HERO
Abans Group
No: ���, Galle Road, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.abansgroup.com/subsidearies/abans-auto

HONDA
Stafford Motor Company
���/�, Maradana Road, Colombo ��  | ��� ��� ���  | 
www.honda.lk

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
SR��� 325,000 154 10.1 11 122 6.5 120
SR��� RACE 343,000 154 10.4 11.4 122 6.5 120

SR150
Quite possibly the most fun scooter on sale 
right now, and unlike any other you’ve seen. 
This is serious business

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
UG 224,950 100 8.2 8.1 109 10.5 90
ES 237,950 100 8.2 8.1 109 10.5 90

CT-100
Bajaj’s salvo in the exec segment is quite 
a looker, and is a perfect ride for the city 
and beyond

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
��� 258,950 110 8.6 9.8 117 8 95
��� DRL 303,950 125 11 11 121 8 100

Discover
A swanky, affordable cruiser for city rides. 
There’s nothing understated about this 
bike’s looks!

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
DAWN TBA 100 7.8 NA NA 10.5 100

Dawn
If you’re looking for a bike that can be fun 
on long jaunts, the Dawn has a lot going 
for it

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
HF DELUXE TBA 100 7.8 8.05 112 10.5 100

HF Deluxe
Comfortable over long distances with 
sound road dynamics, this new bike is on a 
journey towards progress

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
I SMART ��� TBA 110 7.8 9 115 12.8 103

iSmart 110
Exciting and packed with nice features, it’s 
time to add more power to your trips

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
PASSION PRO TBA 100 7.8 8.04 NA 12.8 105

Passion
A blend of striking style and performance, it 
now gets a tech boost with the inclusion of 
Hero’s patented i�s technology

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
��� DUAL DISC 390,950 150 15 12 143 15 110
NS��� DUAL DISC 413,950 160 15.5 14.6 142 12 120
���UG DUAL DISC 410,950 180 17 14 147 15 122
��� NS 579,950 200 23.2 18.3 152 12 136
��� RS 635,950 200 24.5 18.6 165 12 141

Pulsar
A popular bike for those who crave power 
and flamboyance.  Fast, fun and practical

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
GLAMOUR TBA 125 9 10.35 129 13.6 120

Glamour
Looks sharp, and has some nifty features to 
keep you ahead of city traffic

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDS-6 276,900 125 10.2 10.3 123 10.5 93

Shine
It’s now got a fair bit of ‘shine’ with its bits 
like alloy wheels, electric start and sporty 
decals

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDS 351,900 160 14 13.9 134 12 106

CB Unicorn
Fills in the void left by the CB Dazzler

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
HUNK TBA 150 14.4 12.8 146 12.4 140

Hunk
Now with more power, the Hunk is all about 
muscular looks

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
X TREME SPORT TBA 150 15.4 13.5 147 12.1 140

Xtreme Sport
If you want performance with a bit of style, 
this is just what the doctor ordered

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
KARIZMA ZMR TBA 225 20 19.7 157 15.3 180

Karizma ZMR
The only challenger to the Pulsar ��� DTSI, 
it finally gets a much-needed facelift and a 
fuel-injection system

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDR 184,900 110 8 9 101 3.8 81

NAVI
A cross between a motorcycle and a 
scooter, the NAVI is a weird little thing – in 
a good way

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDR-� 254,900 110 8 8.9 103 5.3 83
APDR-� 266,900 110 8 8.9 103 5.3 83

Dio
The refreshingly new Dio is a stunner. One 
of the best lookers in the country

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDR 245,900 110 8 9 105 6 83
APDS 264,900 110 8 9 105 6 83

Aviator
A new scooter from Honda, to vie for a 
piece of the pie

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDS 286,900 125 8.5 10.5 107 5.3 85

Grazia
Honda's only ���cc scooter offering to the 
local market. 

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
DREAM DX APDR-� 234,900 110 9 9 109 8 86

CD 110
Honda’s attack deep into Hero territory. 
Wing riding for the commuter

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDR-� 248,900 110 9 9 108 8 89

CBF Twister
The edgy-looking Twister was always a 
head turner

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
�G APDR 215,900 110 8 8.9 103 5.3 83
I APDR-� 238,900 110 8 8.9 103 5.3 83

Activa
Edgy styling that looks good even in the 
face of fresh competition, Activa owners 
can swear by its quality and reliability

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
��� DRL 249,950 100 8.2 8 113 13 87

Platina
Superbly comfortable to ride and versatile 
enough to cover miles with ease
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KTM
David Pieris Motor Company
No: ��, Hyde Park Corner, Colombo � | ��� ��� ��� |  
www.dpmco.com

SUZUKI
Suzuki Motors Lanka
No: ���, New Nuge Road, Peliyagoda | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.suzukimotorcyclessrilanka.com

YAMAHA
Associated Motorways
No: ���, Union Place, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� | 
www.yamaha.lk

ROYAL ENFIELD 
B Z L Lanka
No: ���/�, Arnolda Place, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ��� |  
www.royalenfield.com

MAHINDRA
Ideal 2wheelers 
No ���, Galle Road, Colombo �� | ��� ��� ���  | 
www.idealmotors.lk 

VESPA
Abans Auto (Pvt) Ltd.
No: 498, Galle Road, Colombo-03 | 011 5777000 | 
www.facebook.com/ApriliaAbans

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
Classic 1.35MN 346 19.8 28 192 13.5 110

Classic
A true beast. This is the most refined bike in 
the bullet stable

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
SXL 378,000 125 10.06 10.6 114 7.6 100
SXL ��� 404,000 150 11.6 11.5 114 7.6 110
SXL R 412,000 150 11.6 11.5 114 7.6 110

SXL
The new Vespa SXL has a unique design 
with a V-shape grille to complement its 
sleek cast

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
ALPHA 231,700 113/1 7.1 8.1 104 5.2 NA
ALPHA TWO TONE 237,700 113/1 7.1 8.1 104 5.2 NA
ALPHA Disc 250,900 113/1 7.1 8.1 104 5.2 NA

Alpha
Yamaha’s attempt to take on the scooter 
segment, the new disc brake variants will be 
available in new exciting colours

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
SALUTO Without Crash Bar 269,900 125/1 8.18 10.1 112 7.6 NA
SALUTO With Crash Bar 272,700 125/1 8.18 10.1 112 7.6 NA

Saluto
Yamaha is having another crack at the 
���cc commuter bike segment

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
FZ �� 394,900 149/1 v 13.6 135 12 NA
FZ S 409,900 149/1 13 12.8 132 12 NA
FZ S Dark Knight 418,900 149/1 13 12.8 132 12 NA
FZ S Rear Disc 440,900 149/1 13 12.8 132 12 NA

FZ
Street-fighter looks and performance to go 
with it. The FZ aims to give you the thrills of 
a litre-class bike

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
RAY Z 239,900 113/1 7.1 8.1 104 5.2 NA
RAY ZR DRUM 249,900 113/1 7.1 8.1 104 5.2 NA
RAY ZR DISK 264,900 113/1 7.1 8.1 104 5.2 NA
RAY ZR DISK Dark Knight 267,900 113/1 7.1 8.1 104 5.2 NA

RAY Z
Fun to ride, looks good and is a Yamaha

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
FASCINO 250,900 113/1 7 8.1 103 5.2 NA
FASCINO TWO TONE 247,900 113/1 7 8.1 103 5.2 NA

Fascino
The all-new Yamaha Fascino is a performer 
whose skill and virtuosity enthralls you 
with grace

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
FAZER 445,900 149/1 13 12.8 137 12 NA

Fazer
Purely a commuter, it has surprisingly good 
handling, with a refined engine

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
FZ �� 709,900 249/1 20.6 15 148 14 NA

FZ 25
An all round ���cc commuter from Yamaha

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
R� 997,400 321/2 41.6 15 167 14 NA

R3
A sports bike to dominate the streets. The 
R� is no plaything

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
R�� 546,900 149.8/1 16.76 15 136 12 NA

R15
Now tweaked for better performance, this 
is still a fun ride

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
VXL 360,000 125 9.7 10.6 114 7.6 100
VXL (Special Red) 370,000 125 9.7 10.6 114 7.6 100
VXL ��� 389,000 150 10.4 11.4 114 7.6 110
VXL ELE 424,000 150 10.4 11.4 114 7.6 110

VXL
It looks premium, it feels premium, is zippy 
and now, also available in ���cc flavour. 
What’s not to like?

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
X ��� 1.35MN 346 19.8 28 195 20 110

Thunderbird
The Rumbler gets a modernised look while 
maintaining its cruiser status

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
Himalayan EFI 1.7MN 411 24.5 32 182 15 130

Himalayan
The first purebred Indian adventure 
motorcycle, it can go pretty much 
anywhere, and looks the part too.

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
Base 339,900 125 8.7 10.2 108 5.6 NA

Burgman
Excellent comfort and brakes to boot. The 
Burgman is one of the heftier options on 
the market

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
Base 439,900 155 14.8 14 148 11 NA
EFI 494,900 155 14.8 14 149 11 NA

Intruder
Finally a capable cruiser from Suzuki with 
Gixxer underpinnings

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
LX 318,000 125 9.7 10.6 114 7.6 100
LX V-Red 318,000 125 9.7 10.6 114 7.6 100

LX
Designed with efficiency and functionality 
in mind

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
Base 439,900 155 14.6 14 135 12 NA
SF 459,900 155 14.6 14 139 12 NA
SF (EFI & ABS) 494,900 155 14.6 14 140 12 NA

GIXXER
The latest version of Suzuki’s street sport 
bike. It comes loaded with many features to 
make rides more stable on every road

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDS 379,900 260 14 13.9 140 12 110

CB160X
Also known as the X-Blade, the CB�6�X is a 
new entry to the market. 

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
���R 765,900 250 25 22.9 164 13 135
���RR 1.5MN 250 36 22.5 165 14.5 179

CBR
The ��� has been around for a while, and is 
quick enough to tear up our roads

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
��� 549,950 125 14.3 12 148 10.2 125
��� 648,950 200 24 19.2 148 10.2 135
��� 955,950 249 29 24 161 13.5 142
��� 1.45MN 373 42.9 37 163 13.5 165

Duke
Now under the stewardship of Bajaj, KTM 
offers the Duke from ���cc to ���cc. 

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
APDS-� (Single Disc) 385,900 160 15 14.8 140 12 115
APDDS-� (Dual Disc) 399,900 160 15 14.8 140 12 115
APDDS-� (Dual Disc) 425,900 160 15 14.8 140 12 115

CB Hornet
Forward-leaning shrouds and a carbon-
patterned cover add to its muscular look. It 
looks fine, and goes well, too

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
DLX ��� 254,950 110 8.3 8.5 126 12.7 100

Rockstar 
A relaxed stance, looks that grab your 
attention and plenty of kit. What’s not 
to like?

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
RS ��� 241,950 110 8 9 120 6 80

Gusto
Developed in Pune and styled in Italy, the 
Gusto is the first scooter in India that 
comes with a unique height-adjustable seat

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
��� 707,950 200 24.6 19.2 137 9.2 140
��� 1.5MN 373 42.9 36 164 10.5 168

RC
Full faired, eye catching, high performance 
and an efficient mileage. The RC is an 
excellent-but-expensive bike

KYMCO
Colonial Motors (Ceylon) 
No: ���, Negombo Road, Peliyagoda | ��� ��� ���

PRICE ENGINE BHP NM WEIGHT TANK TOP
���i 740,000 124 14.1 10.8 164 12.5 NA
���i 1.4MN 321 28.4 30.1 192 12.5 NA

Downtown
The new kid on the block is by no means 
a slouch. A proper touring scooter that is 
super-sized in every way.



JUST ANOTHER DAY AT  
THE OFFICE, DARLING
WHO: OLLIE MARRIAGE, MOTORING EDITOR

At the Red Bull Ring for PCOTY ����. 
“Ollie,” says Charlie, “Can you go and 
drive the P� GTR round the circuit flat 
out? We’re going to get the Cobra gunship 
to chase you.” Real sentence, actually 
happened. What followed was the 
craziest �� minutes of my life as �,���bhp 
of hybrid hypercar battled the heli’s shock 
and awe. Couldn’t hear or feel the P�’s 
engine, as shockwaves from the down- 
draft thumped through my chest. By  
the way, the car was faster down the 
straights, the heli had it in the corners. 

I LOVE IT WHEN A PLAN  
COMES TOGETHER
WHO: CHARLIE TURNER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

LANGUAGE CLASSES 
THROWN IN FOR FREE 
WHO: CHRIS MOONEY, COMMERCIAL

For TG mag’s PCOTY test 
in ����, I had the pleasure 
of driving the MP�-��C 
all the way from London 
to the Stelvio Pass. It was 
one of the most relaxing 
drives to Folkestone I’ve 
ever had – McLaren’s 
reputation for accessible 
supercars was established 
early. All good, until I  
got to the gates to the 
Eurostar, and the 
handbrake stuck, which 
meant the car wouldn’t 
move at all. As the queues 
of angry travellers behind 
me shouted increasingly 
colourful abuse, a team  
of McLaren engineers 
quickly arrived, jacked 
the car up, and had  
to replace the entire 
handbrake assembly.  
I learned a lot of new 
swear words. 

After months of negotiation, we were 
the first people to assemble the holy 
trinity of McLaren P�, LaFerrari and 
Porsche ���. I grabbed the P�, Tom 
collected the LaFerrari and Ollie met  
us in a lay-by north of Maranello in  
the ���. We spent two days in the  
dank rain getting to know the most 
extreme cars on the planet. Two days 
I’ll never forget in the company of cars 
I’m lucky to have spent time with...

Loading P� OOV, McLaren’s famous 
test/demo P�, onto a tiny enclosed 
transporter one dark, rainy January 
night after a shoot. Because the  
man who should have done it, the 

transporter driver, 
was too, erm, 
portly to get in/out. 
I later found out it 
was insured for £� 
million. 

SUPERSIZE, MEET SUPERCAR
WHO: TOM HARRISON, STAFF WRITER

We had �� minutes to bag what was  
a rather technical drift tracking shot  
for my first cover shoot. The brief was 
simple: lots of smoke, lots of opposite-lock. 
Easy for Stig, daunting for me. Entry speed 
was about ��kmph and Stig had to hold the 
��C �ft off the chase car’s bumper while I 
– strapped in the back – sprayed away. No 
Photoshop here, kids.

DRIFTING 
WHO: ROWAN HORNCASTLE, DIGITAL EDITOR

McLAREN
ME MOR IE S OF A . . .
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HOW TO 
CONTACT US

E D I T O R I A L  E N Q U I R I E S : 
sam@topgearmag.lk

15, Station Road, Colombo 3, 

Sri Lanka.

S U B S C R I P T I O N  E N Q U I R I E S  A N D  B A C K  I S S U E S : 
+94 112 577 387
hello@capitalmedia.lk

Subscribe online: www.capitalmedia.lk/topgear

twitter.com/
TopGearSriLanka

facebook.com/
TopGearSL

instagram.com/
topgear_srilanka

MAKING IT HAPPEN
BE HIND T HE S CE NE S

WHO: ROWAN HORNCASTLE
WHERE: TOKYO, JAPAN

Fair attempt at the Eighties vibe,  
but zero points for failing to grow  

a mullet for the shoot

WH0: LUNCH PALS
WHERE: SITGES, SPAIN

Ollie Marriage invites two racing  
drivers for a picnic. In winter. No return  

invitation has been forthcoming

WHO: MARK HIGGINS
WHERE: LONGCROSS, UK

And that, folks, is the expression  
of a Bond stunt driver who has  

been playing in a trick DB5...

WHO: INDIKA GAMMUDALI
WHAT: FAREWELL COVER

Our former head-of-layout, Indika, departs 
CM after years of service. We wish him well, 

and hope his R34 dreams come true

WHAT: SHREDDED TYRE
WHERE: LONGCROSS, UK

...and this, folks, is the direct result of  
such unbridled larks. Anyone have the  

number for that tyre place down the road?

WHO: OLLIE KEW
WHERE: MIAMI, USA

Caught with an aerosol at a graffitied wall,  
Ollie makes a run for it. No need, Ollie... your  

artistic ability is known worldwide






